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Great Expectations *. O 

Naked City 

Shame the Board of Education by playing the Public School Scandal-o-Mattc! Find out why 

Saul Steinberg is sore amd Nancy Friday is magnanimous/ In The Fine Print: eavesdrop along with the FBI on 

Hollywood phone conversations/ Plus; How to icnte for Cosmopolitan ........ 
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The SPY Map 

High profile, low rent: a guide So really cheap apartments, and the famous, well-connected people who live in them. 

© sometimes illegally, by Julius Lowfnthal Illustrated by Flint Born. 

Party Poop 

The Second Annual Celebrity Pro-Am Iron man Night life Decathlon . 

New, Improved New York 

The Big Blue Way (formerly 42nd Street), Illustrated by Sean EARLEY,,... (Q) 
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The coyer 
Emily Lloyd photographed 
by Sorrrtic Schi+tmgn. 

Clothing: Sutamlng 
Mim.'i, NYC, Backdrop: 

Rich lldcn, Hair and 

makeup; Deborah Howell 
for Cloutier. Jewelry: Paul 

Monroe for {htreint 
Drtjier Melody Sochi. 

Stylist: fioftoro Tfonk 

Heprerented by Olive Headl. 

Thank* to Randy Dunbar. 

Young Bucks 

Once, William F. Buckley Jr. was the intellectual lion of the American right, positing his reactionary 

opinions with dash and verve. Today he is a toothless cat in winter, spending his time churning out travel books 

i and greatest-hits collections t reserving just enough time for some reflexive punditry to keep up his image. Meanwhile 

pF the fight rj on to find the Young Fogy with sufficient right stuff to fill his shoes. Bob Mack rounds up the 

post adolescent pretenders to Buckley’s throne .......................... 

Hey* How Many People Did You Kill Today* 

'More than you think. And sure, as we prove, everybody's guilty. But if everybody pushed 

somebody off a cliff, would you do it, too? PETER Heefernan sifts through the statistics, 

tallies the toll and provides the perfect antidote to a clear conscience ....... 

Si C'tTAlT MAKDI AUJOUKD'HVI, Cl StRAfT MANHATTAN 

European Tourists; they’re rude, they're unimpressed and though they'll eventually go 

home, it won't be soon enough. GEORGE Kalogerakis studies the poor tippers, snooty 

provincials, rapt Oh! Calcutta! watchers and all the other foreigners with cameras, Baedekers and bad attitudes who 

walk among us. A xenophobe's delight..... 

Salute to the Twinkie 

Okay. First get a big block of clammy beef suet. Grind it until the veins are all mushed up. 

Then — well, maybe you should take a feudeep breaths arid read the article. ^ ^ ^ 

Jane and Michael Stern offer detailed instructions on how you can create ® 

America r.r favorite lunch-box snack tn the relative safety of your own kitchen. Also: professional chefs 

go head to head in spy’/ Twinkie Bake-off*................ 

Henry * Dutch" Holland. Short sentences. Review of Reviewers; jo Stcxkton thanks God she 

doesn 't work at Harper's Bazaar in The Trade; Anne Williamson watches as the American PR machine bloodies a 

Soviet sacrificial lamb, all for the sake ^/Selling; Cfua Brady on trouble spots in The industry; and ELLIS Weiner on 

How to Be o periodically penitent candy-snarfing Grown-up . . #. .... (J) 

Our Un-British Crossword Puzzle 

By Roy Blount Jr.  ... © 

SPY (ISSN 0090-1759) 11 published monthly by spy Publishing IbitiKd, The Piidc Building, 295 Lafayette Street, New York, N.Yr UK>12r Submijsiau; Sold 
with SASi in same address For advemskng saki, all 212-925-5509. © 1989 by Spy Publishing Fanners,, L P Scomd-das po&Hge paid at New York, N.Y., and 
additional milling oflica. AnmilJ. Subscription rates: U.S. and possessions, $2 1.77; Canada, Lf.S.130; foreign, U.S.J40. Ftaunasrer: Please send address changes tn 
SPY, P.O, Eknr 359139, ftlm Coast, FL 32033-9139. for subscription information, cat!: 1 -000-423-1780 Membet Audit Bureau of Grcuktioru, 
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For a new generation of Rolling Stone readers, it isn’t necessary to munch on magic mushrooms to 

audience for your advertising message, you’ll get great reviews in the pages of Rolling Stone. 
/ ^ Sauce&nvivHBffi ^ 



This Fourth of July 
have something really impressive to display. 

lanqueray. A singular experience. 
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FRANK SINATRA 
DEAN MARTIN 

SAMMY DAVIS JR 
PETER LAWFORO 

IT’S IN JULY, OF COURSE, AFTER 
THE POP-BOTTLE-ROCKET HAZE 
HAS DRIFTED OFF, THAT THE HEY- 
wow-it's-summer smiles become strained 
and fixed. It’s in July when the weekend 
respites from the city begin to fed more 
compulsive than serene, more Godard than 
Ralph Lauren, when American Express 
chairman James Robinson’s recent assess¬ 
ment of his countrymen (“I think we*re 
nuts") seems precise and fair, when over a 
supper of fresh sweet corn you hear of the 
season s first devil-baby murder —the inevi¬ 
table hot-weather tenement infanticide. It's 
in July when even Honey, / Shrunk the Kids 
seems a reasonable price to pay for 100 

minutes of air-conditioning, when the at¬ 
tractive patina of perspiration turns to 
greasy, steamy midsummer rivulets, as if 
a Sabrett vendor were draining his day* 
old weenie broth over your neck and 
thighs, when nothing's on TV but Home 
Shopping Network and reruns of The A-Team, \ And if the 
reruns aren't dispiriting enough, a star of The A-Teatn re¬ 
mains physically among us, walking, talking. "Donald Trump," 
the shouting, swaggering, unsmiling, shiny-clothes-wearing 
black TV oddity declared just as Trump bought his batch of 
black-bashing newspapcr-ad demagoguery, "is the white Mr. 
T." \ Precisely. And whenever the white Mr. T and the black 
Mr, T appear in the same sentence, our thoughts turn involun¬ 
tarily to Bob Guccione (the white Don King). Guccione was on 

trial all last spring, 
sued by a former 
Penthouse Pet whom 
he allegedly kept as 
a sex "slave," Among 
those w-ho testified 
against Guccione 
was 

Italian movie producer Franco Rossellini. 
“Your liver is not functioning!" he screamed, 
inscrutably, at Guccione’s attorney while 
under cross-examination. "You look like a 
maniac, not a lawyer.” Rossellini turned to 
the judge; "He's a maniac, your honor. Take 
me away from him.” In other words, now the nuts 
are saying, / think they We nuts. lawyer for 
Oliver North (is he the white Huey Newton?) 
said that North carried a concealed weapon to protect 
himself from “the nut element.* Alas, North never had 



an opportunity to use the gun at his anri- 

dimactic trial. One day as he was being 

cross-examined North said, "I want to be 

very straightforward.' A little while later 

he said, "I'm not trying to be cute." Then 

he said, once more, Tm not trying to be 

one.' Then he said, “I'm not trying to be 

evasive/ Finally — this is still the same 

day “North told the prosecutor, T don't 

want to sound disingenuous/ North, 

whose prosecution cost the state more than 

$15 million, was convicted on 3 counts out 

of 12; the docudrama, which cost $7 mil¬ 

lion, achieved a 14 rating and 23 share. 

Now 57 percent of Americans (according 

to Gallup) want a presidential pardon for 

North. You think weTe nuts? 

As summer began. North s old ally 

Manuel Noriega simply would not leave, 

even though his more stylish, better-edu¬ 

cated countrymen wanted him to, 'We’ve 

shown that yuppies don’t make good revo¬ 

lutionaries/ one middle-class Panamanian 

opposition leader said, evidently forgetting 

about Thomas Jefferson “gentleman 

farmer, design buff, wine fancier, sharp 

dresser and good revolutionary. 

Today's Jefferson (the white Jefferson, 

you might say) is Dan Quayle. Consider 

the uncanny parallels. Jefferson: fair- 

haired, well-to-do extremist, youngish vice 

president, drafted Declaration of Inde¬ 

pendence, Quayle: fair-haired, well-to-do 

extremist, youngish vice president, avoided 

draft, Jefferson: went to Paris as ambassa¬ 

dor to France, spring 1784, Quayle: went 

to embassy reception as vice president, 

heard Republican representative Claudine 

Schneider speaking French, spring 1989. 

“I was recently on a tour of Latin America/ 

Schneider says the vice president told her, 

"and the only regret I have was that I 

didn't study Latin harder in school so 1 

could converse with those people/ 

Quayle is a Junior Achievement Rea¬ 

gan, and so naturally the Bush administra¬ 

tion's version of the Strategic Defense Ini¬ 

tiative has a goofy, low-tech, model- 

rocket-ciub aspect. The centerpiece of 

Bush's SDJ, Brilliant Pebbles, has just had 

its breakthrough 20-second flight rest. We 

think we re nuts: our nuclear defense is to 

depend on hundreds of satellites the size 

and shape of an overweighr five-year-old 

(3 feet tall, 100 pounds) that simply 

smash into any enemy objects in their path 

(like a mob of overweight live-year-olds). 

Speaking of U.5. attacks on Russia, 

Bon Jovi and Motley Criie (no black 

equivalents) are performing in the Soviet 

Union next month. Such a musical sum¬ 

mer, wdth the whole planet feeling 

fan/tf/tk. Motley Criie in Moscow, Bob 

Dylan at Bally's casino in bis Atlantic City 

debut, the Woodstock reunion . . , and 

right here in New Yorkt New York, on 

the U.S.S. Intrepid^ the World War II 

aircraft carrier turned failed museum, a 

benefit performance by Frank Sinatra and 

the black Joel Grey— Sammy Davis Jr.! 

Just before Frank and Sammy per¬ 

formed, H. H. Rafsanjani, the speaker of 

the Iranian parliament (the not-akogether- 

white Jim Wright), suggested that ter¬ 

rorists avenge a Palestinian’s death by kill¬ 

ing the entire Rat Pack “Frank, Sammy, 

Dina, ;oey, Peter. Of course, Lawford s al¬ 

ready dead, and the Irani leader didn’t, in 

fact, target the Rat Pack specifically, in a 

Rushdie sense; he just proposed a body- 

count equivalency of 5 to 1: five Americans 

(including, implicitly, tired American en¬ 

tertainers) to be murdered for every one 

Palestinian killed, "It is not hard to kill 

Americans or Frenchmen/ Rafsanjani said 

jauntily. We think we re nuts. But we 

think they’re nuttier. $ 
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START NOW WITH 4 COMPACT DISCS! 
Yb$. pick any 4 compact discs shown ham' You need buy just one 
selection at regular Dub prices (usually $14.98-515.33) , .and take 
up to one full year to do it. Then you can choose another CD Free. 
Thate 6 compact discs lor the price ol i and Ihensfc nothing more io 
buy .ever! (Shipping & handling added to each shipment.) 

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES 
Ysu select from hundreds of exciting compact discs described in the 
Club's magazine and mailed to you approximately every 3 weeks (13 
times a year). Each issue highlights a Featured Selection in your 
preferred music category, plus alternate selections, If you'd like the 
Featured Selection, do nothing. It will be sent to you automatically If 
you'd prefer an alternate selection, or none al all, just return the card 
enclosed with each issue of your magazine by the date specif fed 
on the card Vbu writ have al least 10 days to decide, or you may 
return your Featured Selection at our expense for full credit. Cancel 
your membershio al any time after completing your membership 
agreement, simply by writing to us. 

FREE 1Q-DAY TRIAL 
Listen to your 4 introductory selections for a lull 10 days. If not 
satisliedn return them with no further obligation, Ybu send no money 
now, so complete the coupon and mail it today. COWWCT 

BMG Compact Disc Club ffl PBlln 
6550E 30th St., Indianapolis. IN46213-1194. CD635 MMLMieio 

NEST OF ERK CLAPTON- Tta* Pikii itnis 

BEACH BDYS: £ndliit Suiwrer 3 2 0 5 5 9 

INSTANT HALF-PRICE BONUS PLAN 
pgp Unlike other clubs, you gel 50%-pfl Bonus 

fjTo Savings with every CD you buy al regular Club 
prices, effective with your fins/full-price purchase1 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

— *mm ■■ YOUR SAVINGS START HERE — — ■■ 
Mail to: BMG Compact Disc Club/ 

PO, Box 91412/Indianapolis. IN 46291 
YES, please accept my membership in the BMG Compact Disc Club and send me 
the lour Compact Discs I've indicated here, billing me tier just shipping and handling 
under the terms d this ad I need buy |u$t i CD al regular Club prices during the next 
year—after which I can choose a FREE CD! Thate 6 for the price of 1..with nothing 
more to buy ever! (Shipping & handling is added to each shipment.) 

RUSH ME THESE 4 CDs (locale by number): 

“i 

1D .....II 0 D 
0 1 

I am most interested in the musical category 1 
checked here—Out 1 may always fee) free to 

ctoose (ram ary {check ana or ly): J 

□ MR 
o MRS 

1 t □ EASY LISTENING ^wkuiwtt^WKH tdoociAi 
2 D COUNTRY 3 □ HARDROCK 

14 □ POP/SOFT ROCK 5 □ CLASSICAL 

O MISS Frst Name tnimai Lasl Name (PLEASE PRINT} 

Add ness 

City State ZjP 

Telephone? ( )_ 
Aim C?fl» 

Signature 
Lim tedta nem menifeeis, cominental USA only One membership per lamily. 
We reserve the ngtrt tp request add ticnai imformafiDn or 
reject any application Local taxes, if any. wiH be added. YGTA6 © J 
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fiat’s So Odd About Us 
Changing Our Package? Other 

Companies Do It Everyfear. 
1953 

1980 

We’ve never been one to 
seek change just for the sake 
of cho age, but in our two cen¬ 
turies of brewing, we’ve had 
our share of classic packages. 

Wooden casks fashioned 
from French oak. Long amber 
bottles with cork stoppers. 
Even a more luxurious model 
with a porcelain stopper. 

And now we’re pleased 
to introduce you to our latest. 
One that we believe reflects 
even more of the 214 years of 
our Stroll family heritage and 
brewing tradition. 

We hope you like it, since 
we don’t plan 
on making 
another change 
for at least the 
next century. 

G 1969 The Stroh Brewery Co.Oelrort. Ml 43207 
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From the spy rrmilroom: More contro¬ 

versy, but on a less combustible level 

then lost month's melee. In the March 

letters section Dave Platt of Winnipeg, 

while responding to o letter we pub¬ 

lished lost November from Michael 

Gates of Jersey City, 

stated that he'd like 

to start o "personal 

feud" with Mr. 

Gates, "I throw down 

the gauntlet/' in 

tact, it how he closed. Mr Gates has 

now picked it up. "Don't be silly, Platt, 

What kind of chucklehead could read 

this publication regularly and not de- 

tect the facetious tilt of my back¬ 

handed valentine to SPY?" writes Mr, 

Gates, in part, "Reply if you dare. Or 

end this fractious feud before it esca¬ 

lates into a media circus well both re¬ 

gret." Charles Comerford of Boston has 

also got into the act, chiding Mr, Platt 

for his professed affinity for writing let¬ 

ters to the editor. Mr, Platt, writes Mr. 

Comerford, is "no George Plimpton . . . 

no William F. Buckley," In sum, Mr. 

Comerford overs, Mr. Plait's letter "was 

incredibly wimpy." 

Does it matter what any of this is 

about? No, But oil the some, we ore 

thinking of phoning George Lois or 

Bobby Zarem to get their views. 

Someone has sent us a petition, now 

being circulated at Northwestern 

University, thot calls for the school to 

take the following actions: "Arrange 

for the transfer of Bob Greene's aca¬ 

demic credits to the accredited two- or 

four-year college or technical institu¬ 

tion of his choice ' and "Formally re¬ 

move Bob Greene from the list of North¬ 

western alumni, with consequent loss 

of all privileges pertaining thereto (in¬ 

cluding aquatic facilities}." If we were 

people, instead of a 124-pager Choctaw- 

gloss-stock-printed, four-color, perfect- 

bound monthly periodical, we just 

might sign it. 

Attention readers who may be fic¬ 

tional characters: the fictional phone 

number for the fictional ad ogency in 

thirtysomething is 555-5104, not 555- 

5401 {see The Fine Print, April). 

Michael Abunda, a San Francisco man 

who not only notices such things but 

writes to 124-poge, Choctaw-gloss- 

stock-printed, four-color, perfect-bound 

i4 spy J uly iysc; 



monthly periodicals about them, won¬ 

ders if our "little ploy" wasn't actually 

responsible for putting the agency out 

of business last season. 

Gena Feist (Hunter College High 

School 87) writes to say that her school 

was doing look-alikes "many years be¬ 

fore your magazine began publishing." 

(See this space, March.) Okay, okay, 

well own up: the idea for spy's "Sepa¬ 

rated at Birth?" didn't come from Pri¬ 

vate Eye, or the old Vanity Fair, or the 

nineteenth-century Plus frafed Ameri¬ 

can, or the mirror scene in Duck Soup, 

or The Patty Duke Shawf or A Talc at 

Two Cities. It came, rather, from the 

supposedly uncanny resemblance 

between two hitherto anonymous 

Hunter teachers nomed Floe rich and 

Boyle. In a postscript, M$, Feist also de¬ 

mands that we "stop picking on Elvis 

Costello." Oh, fine, Ms. Feist —and if 

you had your way, Costello would prob¬ 

ably be on the cover of the magazine’ 

We won't deny it: we just don't know 

which of Alan Feinstein's fetters we like 

best. The Philadelphia reader wrote to 

us January 21 as follows; " 'Reverse 

sexists'' That's what you are. Re Janu¬ 

ary's 'Mr* Stupid Goes to Washington/ 

why ore there no dumb congress- 

WOMEN among your ten dumbest? 

Surely SPY advocates equal-opportunity 

vacuity! Come on, SPY. Surely among 28 

lady lawmakers, there must be at least 

one proctologist's delight! EGAiitari- 

□ nisticolly yours . . /' 

And precisely six weeks later, on 

March 4: "Your January issue on the 

ten dumbest congressmen was defi¬ 

nitely reverse chauvtsim f sic] for foiling 

to include at least one dumb congress- 

woman! Surely, e.g,, Pat Schroeder't 

presidential crying spelts qualify her, it 

not her gimlet eyes, Certainly Barbara 

Mikulski's obesity and nerdy eyeglasses 

deem her eligible far at least being dumb- 

looking. C'mon, SPY. Let's hear it for 
equal-opportunity fatuity! Egalitarianis- 

ticolly ..." 

Admit it: it's close. In the January 21 

letter Feinstein opens strong, makes in¬ 

ventive use of capital letters ("con- 

gfessWOMW," "ZGAUtorianistkaIIy") 

and shows that he has at his disposal 

the hard facts required to give his argu¬ 

ment a solid foundation ("28 lady 

lawmakers"). On the other hand—de- 

Dear Editors I have a question about 

9 'Chronicle of Our 

Death Foretold, A SPY Public Service 

Countdown." Is this some form of gloat¬ 

ing?' Or is Spy just letting its readers know 

that good things do come to an end and 

it's only a matter of weeks before a New 

York monthly reetering on the brink of 

financial collapse is bought out and 

renamed Trump magazine? 

Wally Glenn 

Seattle, Washington 

It is some form of gloating, wishful division, 

(There already wast by the u:ay, a Trump 

magazine — a humorous monthly in the 1950s, 

published, appropriately, by Playboy Inc.) 

Dear Editors W hat’s the difference 
■ 1 between Donald 

Trump and John Tower? 

A hyphen, as opposed to a comma, in 

punctuating the phrase short fingered 

vulgarian. 

Also, have you ever thought of an audio 

version of "Separated at Birth/ i.e.s two 

people who sound alike5 If so, do this: lis¬ 

ten to the president s next speech with your 

eyes dosed, and picture Liberate (whose 

cacchphrase used to be “I wish my brother 

George was here/) 

John Pappajobn 

Columbia, Maryland 

And with George McGovern, triplets. 

Dear Editors I read your magazine 

I faithfully. Like your 

other readers, I enjoy your sarcastic gibes 

immensely. I do feel that I would enjoy the 

overall reading experience more, however, 

if only I knew what Liz Smith s tote board 

w as about. Please explain. 

Robert Qgtlvie 

New York 

The Ltz Smith Tote Board is nothing more 

than a monthly compilation oj (a) some of the 

names and (b) the jactually accurate, well- 

uni ten sentences that have appeared recently 

in her column, 

Dear Editors W our article on Literacy 

1 Volunteers of New 

York City [The Usual Suspects, January/ 

February] was replete with inaccuracies. To 

begin with, Liz Smith’s column cited our 

organization, not Literacy Volunteers of 

America (as you referred to us in your arti¬ 

cle). While both Arnold Scaasi and Pam 

Samoff are strong supporters of Literacy 

Volunteers and both serve on one of our 

benefit committees, neither is on our board 

of directors. I am sorry that you used men¬ 

tion of our organization as an opportunity 

to swipe at Ms. Sarnoff. She has worked 

long, hard hours for the cause of adult 

literacy. 

Eh Zal 

Executhe Director 

Literacy Volunteers of 

New York City Inc. 

New York 

Dear Editors ho reads your mag- 

1 ■ azine, anyway? 

Although I have only started reading 

Spy over the past few months, I have en¬ 

joyed what I have read so far. Something in 

your March issue, however, took me by 

surprise. 

The reason 1 put off buying your period¬ 

ical for so long is that most people I knowr 

who read you do so very boisterously. They 

assume that making a big deal about going 

to buy you, carrying you around the city 

and quoting from you endlessly —and 

loudly—will make them more appealing to 

the general populus [j*r]. I usually play 

down the fact that I read you, regardless of 

how clever you actually are, because I do 

not want to become a pseudointellecmal 

monsrer who is always ready to share my 

au-currant [/if] thoughts wirh anyone who 

might be unfortunate enough to share a 

sidewalk with me. In short, I do not want 

to be categorized as w hat you so rightly call 

the wittingly hip ["The Irony Epidemic/ 

by Paul R Lid nick and Kurt Andersen, 

March]. 

It seems to me that the very people you 

mock are the majority of the people who 

make out your paychecks, pay for your 

meals and pop for your overpriced Man¬ 

hattan tents. Besides the advertisers, we are 

the ones who feed you, so I would appreci¬ 

ate it if you would kindly unlock your jaws 

from my hand and decide exactly who it is 

that you want to make fun of, 

William B Azaroff 

Vancouver, 

British Columbia 

Canada 

july n 



spite "chouvifim " — the March 4 tetter 

shows a more mature Fein stein at work. 

The back-to-back "Surely"/"Safely " 

sentences hove given way to the more 

interesting "Surely"/"Certainty'J con¬ 

struction, and Feinstem has clearly 

done some soul-searching before confi¬ 

dently nudging two candidates (Schroe- 

der and Mikulski) in our direction. More 

mature, yes— and alsor thankfully, 

more at ease and familiar: "Come an, 

spy" (stiff, formal) has in the second 

missive been re written os "C'mon, SPY" 

(let's party/)* 

Earlier this year Jason de Menil, our 

Cambridge pen pal, told Boston Maga¬ 

zine {which hod inexplicably published 

a story about his correspondence with 

us) that he'd written his final Fetter to 

spy, at least under his awn name. After 

cooler heads talked us in off the ledge, 

we resigned ourselves to a barren, De 

MeniMess existence, characterized by 

a notable drop in the number of sarcos- 

tic-notes^with-resumes-atfached. Now 

comes another De Menil missive (in¬ 

credibly, just o few months after the 

Halbfinger resurfacing). Sut it's a bit of 

a letdown. He writes that he "resents" 

the attacks an bath himself and on spy 

cub reporter-at-large Eric Kaplan1'**, 

whom he describes as an "intimate 

friend." (Eric™ claims never to have met 

htm.) But then his Fetter meanders. No 

job request, no dressing-down for edito¬ 

rial shortfalls, no mention of the immi¬ 

nent university degree. This De Menil is 

a doppelganger! 

Quarto L* Bice of Wechowken, New 

Jersey, apparently became overexcited 

when she learned a while back that we 

would be running a letter of hers* When 

the letter didn't run, she wrote again, 

saying she was "disgusted and disillu¬ 

sioned by this whale ordeal*" We're 

sorry, and a little surprised at ourselves. 

When a magazine is given the opportu¬ 

nity to print the wards Quarto L Bice 

and passes, something is wrong. 

Jrl beg you not to print Tim R* Colvin 

of Santo Monica's letter regarding po¬ 

etry in SPY," writes A. Stephen Aday of 

Los Angeles. It seems Aday bet Colvin 

he couldn't get o haiku published in this 

magazine, and Colvin — claims Aday — 

has attempted an end run by trying 

to sneak it in as a letter to the editor 

The stakes are high: a vegetarian sushi 

lunch (West Coast, remember). Gee, we 

get so much moil, and so much of it in 

haiku, that we're not sure which one is 

your friend's. Was it this one? 

Old Scotch 

Frog jump in 

The sound of people crying 

No? Look, either way, well probably 

just save it for our haiku issue, where it 

will be judged strictly on its own merit, 

with no consideration given to raw-fish 

wagers between West Coast readers. 

An L*A* woman named Judith Mor- 

golis claims she was fired from her job 

as a movie director's production assist¬ 

ant when she ran a "personal errand" 

while chauffeuring the director's wife 

around town. Because the errand in¬ 

volved buying o copy of spy, Margalis 

now feels entitled to a T-shirt or a com¬ 

plimentary subscription. Well, maybe, 

but how do we know this isn't an elabo¬ 

rate hoax— that you were never fired, 

that you and the director and his wife 

aren't planning to just share free copy 

after free copy of spy? Bring us his 

broomstick. 

Message to SPY-reading residents of 

Bellevue, Washington: Dorene Centioli- 

McTtgue did not submit the proposal 

on "The Best Pina I Ever Ate*" Leave 

her alone. 

Finally, a private, for-her-e yes-on Jy 

message to Linda Fernbacher of Bar¬ 

rington, Illinois (so as not to embarrass 

her): Yes, that's exactly right —that is 

where we got the name. D 

CORRECTIO NS 

In the May Usual Suspects, Bill Blass 

was cited as the recipient of Women's 

Wear Daily editor John Fairchild's 

pleas for an invitation to the Sid Bass- 

Mercedes Kellogg wedding. The oldish 

fashion guy was in fact Oscar de la 

Renta. 

Also in the May issue, a photograph 

in our story on Ivana Trump was cap¬ 

tioned incorrectly. The lovely, very 

blond, bespectacled lady pictured with 

Ivana on page 92 is Donald Trump's 

mother, not Ivana's* 

An item in the June Usual Suspects 

had Connie Chung leaving NBC and go¬ 

ing to work for ABC News; she of 

course went to CBS News, spy deeply 

regrets the error. 

Dear Editors I o Camp Lite or not to 
I Camp Lite? While 

reading rhe SPY Trip Tip on the Tragedy 

in U.S. History Museum [March}, I no¬ 

ticed that the article was pandering to the 

very Bobs and Bcrtys you lambaste in that 

same issue s cover story. Steve O’Donnell 

even finds a way to mention Patty Dukes 

TV father in the article—a sure sign of a 

Nick at Nile viewer Well, isn't that ironic. 

Jamie Berger 

Charlottesville, Virginia 

Dear Editors I I id you ever stop to 

U consider that “finger 

quotations* are the moral equivalent of the 

italics that spy so shamelessly brandishes? 

Sort of embarrassing, isn't it? 

Bryan A.C. Kelly 

Pittsburghi Pennsylvania 

Dear Editors IM ould the authors ad- 
mw mit (beyond citing 

your masthead as being wittingly hip) that 

spy is really rhe ultimate reflection ol the 

Irony Epidemic? After all, half of what 

makes spy so great is the relentless sarcasm. 

(And is there really that much difference 

between sarcasm and irony? Excepting, of 

course, your “Nice" issues [April L988 and 

May 19&9]* which I see as you "air quoting" 

your own sarcasm and acknowledging it.) 

The other half is the very referentialism 

scorned in the article* albeit on a more elite 

(and therefore more hip) level than Camp 

Lite. Aren't SPY s pages full of references that 

pat the hip on the back forgetting it* while 

making the unhip feel even less hip for not 

being up on things? 

Speaking of which, I don't know who 

Joe Franklin is — does this make me unhip? 

Is it because I’m not a New Yorker? 

Rachel Schreiber 

Chicago, Illinois 

When you say you don 7 know who Joe Frank- 

lin isy are you being sarcastic? When you say 

" unhip J do you mean u unhip* — or “ 'unhip''? 

And finally, are you living in Chicago 

ironically/ 

Dear Editors II s I sit here in my vin- 

^1 tage forties housedress 

and granny glasses, reading Star magazine 

by the light of my lava lamp as the sooth¬ 

ing sounds of the Bee Gees waft overhead* 

I wonder why your article neglected to in- 
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elude one invaluable accessory for the wit¬ 

tingly hip; SPY. The ironically chic know¬ 

ingly—if nervously—laugh at spy just as 

they laugh ar Monkees reruns: Hey, f read 

this magazine—but I don't let it run my life/ 

What could be more Camp Lite than 

your expose of sitcom art? Your in-depth 

analysis of seventies icons and eighties 

throwbacks? Your snide but obsessive ref- 

ere rices to the plaid suk/Barcalounger 

counterculture? Doesn't your sniping strike 

anyone as a little, well, ungrateful? 

Elaine Chen 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Dear Editors I find it highly ironic that 

I a magazine with a 

movie-allusion name and movie-allusion 

columnist pen names is coming down so 

hard on TV allusionism. So, what, Ignatz 

is True Camp and Iliya is only Camp Lite? 

And correct me if Tm wrong, but isn't it 

the ultimate in ironic knowingness to do a 

photo essay contrasting the unwittingly hip 

with the wittingly hip ["Eating Meat Loaf 

Neat the Unisphere: Let Us Now Praise 

the Unwittingly Hip,’ March}? 1 mean, if 

you can tell the difference, aren't you part 

of the problem? (Or did you get a note 

from Mom : Paul, Kurt and Jenny have my 

permission to he wittingly hip without being 

labeled Camp Li tit) You are, after all, the 

folks who love to ridicule the outer bor¬ 

oughs and Canada. Isn't that the magazine 

equivalent of going bowling? 

Pam Ozamff 

Albany, New York 

Hock? Expose? Lambaste? Snipe? Jeez, you 

people are touchy* Will say it sincerely and 

straightforwardly just this once; wire not nec¬ 

essarily against air quotes, or sarcasm, or 

refirentialism, or TV allusion ism, or knowing¬ 

ness, or, God knows, irony. We just said there 

was an auful lot of it around. 

Dear Editors I 'm not trying to defend 

9 Dr, Stuart Berger, 

whom you exposed in your March 1989 

issue [“Take 50 of These, Fork Over Some 

Cash and Call Me in the Morning," by 

Jennifer Coni in] He does sound fairly 

plausible at first, but his books make it 

dear that his research and even his case 

histories are thin, Still, there is something 

so appealing about an expert who plays on 

our culture's phobias and comes up with 

the ultimate answer to all problems: "Gee, 

is srr july m9 

maybe it's something I ate!' Mom always 

warned us to eat right.. . , 

Seriously, patients who allow themselves 

to be victimized by self-aggrandizing doc¬ 

tors begin with self-deception. People have 

to learn (sometimes the hard way) that 

doctors and other "experts’ must earn our 

trust. And some doctors are not worthy of 

that trust, no matter how famous they are, 

how famous their patients are, or how? per¬ 

sonally charming they may be. 

Irene Vortamff 

Rockville, Maryland 

V 
Dear Editors W ou must be flooded 

I with letters about Dr. 

Robert Gilier, who doesn't "recall any se* 

vete reactions" only because he practices 

selective amnesia. Eight hours after 1 al¬ 

lowed myself to be injected with a horse 

syringe full of pink liquid <1 was certainly 

practicing selective scupidity), my back 

muscles became so weak that I couldn't 

hold my head up, 

Gilier never returned my rather frantic 

phone calk When I called him again to 

find out what was actually in the shot so 

my regular doctor could know, he cold me 

he would have to get back to me. Three 

days later he called. Along with the 

niegadoses of assorted vitamins chat were 

"easier to digest intravenously* came a 

whopping dose of adrenal extracts that can 

and did have a powerful negative effect. 

I was very ill lot at least a month. Fortu¬ 

nately, my stupidity didn’t turn out to be 

terminal. May others never put themselves 

to the test. 

Barbara Maltby 

New York 

Dear Editors fl $ the offspring of a 

nwell-respected lin¬ 

guist, I was truly floored by your fab 

"Laughter, the International Language* [by 

Raul Simms, March]. It proved, if nothing 

else, that slang is the international babble. 

It was a stroke of genius, the essence of 

grooviness, a JafT riot. You get the picture. 

I was so impressed, 1 drafted this very 

letter and dashed it off to Dad. He trans¬ 

lated it into French. A friend of his trans¬ 

lated the French into Dutch. Another con¬ 

verted rhe Dutch into Arabic, and yet 

another turned the Arabic into Hebrew, 

Then it was retranslated into English, 

Sound familiar? Below1, the result of this 

round-robin. (Unfortunately, the guy who 

translated the Arabic bad a limited vocab¬ 

ulary in that language, but don't worry. 

What he couldn't translate into Hebrew; 

he made up,) 

Atason Resnick 

Highland Park, New Jersey 

Rererereretranslation; 

V 
Dear Editors w oung birds of lan- 

1 guage are wishing 

much respect, on the parquet of truth, us¬ 

ing detergent "Language Laughter Uni¬ 

verse/ Nothing but large mistakes are 

nonsense in an arm-brace. It was a heart 

attack on intelligence* mostly an odor of 

lovemaking, but a confrontation of laughs. 

So take a photograph, please. 

I joined the army, embossed my digit, 

cut it off and gave it to Dad, A French 

fellow was Dutch, Another joined the hea¬ 

thens in Arabia, In Hebrew it sounds Brit¬ 

ish. Did you hear something? Underneath, 

this is a fat red bird's production* (Excuse* 

the Arabic converter was squashed into a 

linguistic verb you know, but don't think 

about it. In Hebrew, he is she but couldn’t 

be made.) 

Mourn Remuk 

Highland Park, New Jersey 

Dear Editors 11 thers may be fooled 

W by your declared 

cease-fire against megacapitalist Donald 

Trump, but not me* Within days of read¬ 

ing your March issue 1 saw a wire story in 

The Son Francisco Chronicle (under the 

front-page tease "Why Everyone Hates 

Donald Trump") that contained new in¬ 

vective from SPY editor E. Graydon Carter, 

The saga continued as a television com¬ 

mentator in the closing moments of a seg¬ 

ment on spy on Adam Smith's Money 

World wrapped up his questioning with a 

jesting remark about spy’s possible reac¬ 

tion to a future buyout proposal. Carter 

and his fellow long-fingered aesthete, Kurt 

Andersen, remained deadpan, almost ru¬ 

ing the dearth of such offers and* like a 

couple of gamy* mascara-caked B-girls 

waiting outside an army base, obviously 

open co suggestions. 

Clearly, spy has undertaken a long-term, 

psychowarfare stance against the shaky 

mental apparatus of Donald Trump for 

one reason: to drive che pea-brained mogul 

Gopyrnhtec maictfial 
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into a desperate buy out/si fencing maneu¬ 

ver that would leave every spy employee, 

save the interns, a millionaire many times 

over. Very impressive, spy. It is a strategy 

of which Trump himself would approve, 

John Holmes 

San Francisco, California 

John Holmes of California? The late John 

Holmes of California who. as Johnny Wadd, 

acted in Confessions of a Teenager- Electric 

Blue and Exposed.5 

Dear Edjtors I et's get something 

mm straight. Most of the 

people you write about—writers, actors, 

publishers, celebrities, generally “are 

pretty boring and you guys aft clever 

enough to be able to trivial he them, but 

"They Threw It All Away* [by John Bro- 

die and Bob Mack, April} manages to triv¬ 

ialize spy. When you identify these nonen¬ 

tities, who cares? Without ID, unreadable, 

Rohm Sommer 

New York 

Dear Editors I was going to throw this 

1 note m the trash rather 

than mail it, in the hope that it would 

reach your pages sooner. How about a 

story based on the contents of Park Avenue 

physicians' refuse? The public loves inti¬ 

mate details of the personal lives of the rich 
and famous! Or, how about seeing if your 

team of garbologiscs" can land a CIA con¬ 

tract? Well just change the name of SPY to 

Big Brother Face it “rummaging through 

others' trash is an abominable (not to men¬ 

tion tasteless) invasion of privacy, is spy in 

competition with Larry Flynt for the gross¬ 

est abuse of the First Amendment, or 

what? 
Evan A, Jenmss 

Los Angeles, California 

Dear Editors jjj ailing the Soviet 

Union ‘a liberal and 

innovative social democracy * is a little pre¬ 

mature, I should think, but your overall 

point is well taken fit s Morning in Amer- 

ika/ by Guy Martin, April], Of course, 

much of the article concentrates on New 

York City, and one could say that we crans- 

Hudsonians have become used to seeing 
New York swirl dow n the euphemism over 

the course of the last several years, 

I realize one could argue that the rest of 

us are merely the rail end of this selfsame 

turd, but the burning question up here in 

the attic of non-unistatisr Amerika is: how 

can we avoid becoming your Romania? 

Marc A. Schindler 

Gloucester, Ontario 

Canada 

Dear Editors I don't know if this is in- 

1 dicarive of the Soviet!- 

zafitin of America, but it sure was scary — 

nor to mention extremely annoying: About 

one month ago I tried to purchase a token 

at the subway station at 40th and Sixth. I 

was told by the clerk that my dollar bill 

was "too unsanitary/ After reminding her 

that 1 did not ask her to ear the bill, simply 

to accept it as the standard U.5. currency 

that it is, she repeated, "Too unsanitary/ 

After further arguments on my part, I was 

forced to And another bid, lost somewhere 

in my pockets. 

Since when is New York City (particu¬ 

larly its subways) so well off chat it can 

aim down acceptable, standard U.S. gov¬ 

ernment currency? 

Lisa Butters 

Jersey City, New Jersey 

Dear Editors I t s uncanny. No sooner 

1 do I read “It s Morning 

in Amerika' than Chairman Bush sum* 

mans three top bureaucrat* to his office 

and exiles them to Amerika s Siberia 

(Alaska) to “take a deep, hard look' ar our 

Chernobyl (the Exxon oil spill), which was 

caused by a drunk sea captain (vodka, no 

doubt). 

I suppose well never know the full story 

until memoirs of the Amerikan gulag hit 

Moscow's best-seller list—presuming, of 

course, that there was an intellectual in 
the bunch, 

Robert Knight 

New York 

Dear Editors wM lease accept our cn- 

1 thusiamc thanks for 

the heroic intelligence and laser wit that 

your magazine manifests. 

Timothy and I have been exchanging 

gloomy thoughts about the Sovietizarion 

of America and the Americanization of the 

USSR. What a great moment to discover 

that one is not done in the Btezhnevian 

world of Reagan-Bush. 

spy is our version of the samizat, You 

allow us to understand the joy of the Rus¬ 

sian libertarians when they discovered that 

there are others, millions of others, who 

share the dismay, and now a sudden hash 

of hope. 

Barbara Leary 

loss Angeles, California 

Dear Editors hen I agreed ro pat- 

■ W ticipate in Lynn 

Gelkr's article "I Was a Superstar for 21 

Days in South America, Sort of" [April}, it 

was not my intention to point at Brazil and 

say, "Look! the Third World, aren’t they 

stupid/ Like everywhere, there were Intel* 

ligent* articulate journalists and idiotic 

sensationalists. Somehow you've lumped 

them all together. 

It’s nor accurate to say I was a 'flash- 

in-the-pan/ as I had staunch supporters 

throughout and after my stay 1 appreciate 

humor as much as anybody; I'm probably 

funnier than your whole magazine, but in 

the case of my music. I'm serious. When 

Brazil* like most of the world, heralds my 

musk, I can't very well stick out my 

tongue at them What 1 found funny 

about the experience was the extreme con¬ 

trast from total adoration: 'John Lurie— 

charming, sexy genious' [j/c] to complete 

hatred: ‘John Lurie—pathetic and igno- 
rant/ Unfortunately, before this month's 

SPY was even on the newsstands, there was 

a rash of hate articles in most of the Brazil¬ 

ian papers, I understand Pol ha de Sao Pattlo 

has even reprinted the SPY article in its 

entirety, It seems you've turned me into the 

Salman Rushdie of Brazil, 

By the way! Speaking of id sock journal¬ 

ism! Why didn't you put exclamation 

points after everything I said! That's what 

Splash magazine did! ir was great! It made 

everything feel so exdmgl 

John Lurie 

New York 

Dear Editors e value the reputa- 

■ ■ don for accuracy the 

Harper s Index has earned over the past 

few years, and when a genuine error is 

called to our attention, we acknowledge it. 

Eddie Stem found one [‘Separating Fact¬ 

oid from Fiction/ April}; we printed a sur¬ 

vey result about American doctors that 

turned out to be several years old. Had we 

known this, we would not have published 
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it. However, Mr. Stem's other criticisms— 

which he inexplicably failed to mention 

when he interviewed me for this piece —do 

not hold up under scrutiny 

(1) His most unfair charge is that we 

mhreported a United Federation of Teach¬ 

ers statistic on the number of New York 

City public school reachets assaulted on the 

job in the 1987—88 school year. As we 

dearly stated, our numbers were based on 

the ‘latest available figures as of August 

1988" “and the number the UFT was giv¬ 

ing out in August 1988 was 400. Mr 

Stem rcchccked the Index in late fall, when 

the figure had been revised to 623. 

(2) Me Stem suggests that our figures 

on the cost of treating a drug addict are 

!owr. Again, the fact that the state Division 

of Substance Abuse Services revised its 

numbers four months later does nor mean 

we erred. And according to Michael 

Mecca, Stem s source at the NYSDSAS, 

“damn cheap figures* did not refer to the 

accuracy of the Index statistic, as SPY im¬ 

plied, but to the fact that if is cheaper for 

society to treat an addict than to pay for 

the health, welfare and law-enforcement 

expenses he or she will incur 

(3) it is true that the book we cited for a 

number on the portion of LA, used for 

driving and parking (two-thirds) was pub¬ 

lished in 1972 —but that doesn't mean the 

statistic is wrong. As is our policy in such 

cases, we spoke to the author of the book — 

who remains an authority on the subject — 

and were told the figure is still accurate. 

(4) Mr, Stern questions our estimate 

that some 200,000 soldiers worldwide are 

under the age of 15, a number we got from 

a UN report. By its nature, such a number 

must be an estimate, and therefore there is 

bound to be somebody who disagrees with 

it. The basis for Mr. Stem's objection — 

that the number does not take into account 

children who have served as human mine¬ 

sweepers in Iran —is dubious: first, the UN 

report we cited said chat the Iran defense 

forces did not appear to be using children 

in rhis manner during the period m ques¬ 

tion, and, second, it’s debatable whether 

such children are "soldiers." 

(5) We got our figure of $66 million 

worth of unclaimed beverage-container de¬ 

posits in New York from the state Depart¬ 

ment of Environmental Conservation We 

were aware that there are environmentalists 

who rhink the number should be much 

higher. But our policy when faced with 

conflicting estimates is to publish the more 

conservative of the two. 

(6) Sometimes Mr, Stern doesn't like a 

statistic simply because he would have ex¬ 

pressed it differently. He "disputes'' our fig¬ 

ure of $157.56 for the total average an¬ 

nual income of an American child on the 

grounds that only a quarter of that is 

earned (the test consists of gifts, al¬ 

lowances, etc,). Well, that’s true, but it's 

not the number we chose to publish —we 

chose to publish the figure for total income. 

He upbraids us for not including construc¬ 

tion debris and industrial waste in our fig¬ 

ure for garbage discarded by Americans, 

bur we wanted to publish a number about 

the household waste of Americans. 

(7) In his last note, Mr. Stem implies 

rhar we stole a statistic from him chat he'd 

included as part of his (unsuccessful) ap¬ 

plication for an internship at Harpers last 

year. As one of our editors tried to explain 

to Mr. Stem when he called regarding the 

spy story, "his" number had been widely 

disseminated (ir appeared, for instance, in 

the Utne Reader, one of the publications we 

regularly comb for statistics); this "theft" 

barely qualifies as a coincidence. 

Michael Pollan 

Harper’s Magazine 

New York 

Please, don't get as wrong: we love numbers. 

Why, if it weren't for numbers, we wouldn't 

knou1 what time it is —and. worse, we couldn 7 

get paid. And yet, having manipulated a few 

statistics in our day, we know better than to 

trust numbers to speak for themselves, even the 

admirable ones m the Harper's index. The 

point is, figures—like religion and the lyrics of 

"Louie. Lome" —are endlessly debatable, as 

Air, Pollan's annotation of our annotation 

proves* Still and all, we do remain fond of our 

own interpretations, and the unabashed Eddie 

Stern wishes to note that in no way did he 

imply that Harper s had made a “ ‘theft’" of 

“ 'his'" figures {nor did he use the words Mr. 

Pollan puts in qnotation marks); he merely 

intended to point out that many of the Index 's 

entries are supplied by unpaid college kids 

looking for jobs—a wonderfully cost-efficient 

system that, we trust Mr. Pollan will be flat¬ 

tered to know, we are pleased to use in the 

compilation of our very own SP Y 100. 

spy welcomes letters from its readers. Address 

correspondence to spy. The Puck Building, 

295 Lafayette Street, New York, N. Y 

10012. Please include your daytime telephone 

number. Letters may be edited for length or 

clarity, ID 
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by Jamie Malamwski 

JUST A COUPLA WISE GUTS 
SITTIW AROUND TALKIN', 
part one 
What do Hollywood executives— 

average guys who for the most 

part hatt never been indicted or 

convicted of any crime — chat 

about on the phone? According to 

court papers obtained by SPY 

through the courtesy of the Los 

Angeles Times, they fait about 

what executives anywhere talk 

about. They mull ever business 

problems, examine opportunities, 

exchange rumors and spread 

gosstp 
In 19& 1 the FBI placed 

wiretaps on the phones of several 

people connected with the 

entertainment industry who were 

suspected of criminal activity, 

including Eugene Gtaqumta. 

then pretident of the Home 

Entertainment division of the 

television and movie conglomerate 

MCA Inc. In order to justify 

continued surveillance. FBI agent 

Thomas Gam filed an affidavit 

in Federal District Court on 

August 14, 198 7. that 

summarized 4 8 tapped 

conversations recorded during 

the previous six weeks. There 

uttt several major topics 

of discussion. 

Haiti The FBI capitalized the 

minus of individuals who utrt submit 

of sbttr probe and numbered the 

paragraphs in tins affidavit to 
indicate tuber new conversations or 

new subjects within a coniertalim. 

1PV ngmuptd the cmvmatwms by 

subftit. Hotaiims within parentheses 

are by the FBI: within brackets, by 

SPY. We Oltd the FBI's spelling when 

cfftetiox bltf torrteird it jji enr notes. 

What's more entertaining than the spectacle 
of dueling social climbers—-Anne Bass vs, Mercedes 

Kellogg, Blaine vs. Iyana T^ump, King Kong vs. 

Godzilla/ Now, ddig he fully, there's dwarfish take¬ 

over maniac Henry Kravis vs, bloated conglomer¬ 

ates Saul Steinberg Engaged in roughly the same 

dubious occupation and married to identical-look¬ 

ing women, both have given conspicuously to the 

Metropolitan Museum during the last lew years — 

Kravis as much as $10 million, Steinberg un¬ 

counted millions (enough to pay for a dozen 

projects, including the Frank Lloyd Wright room). 

Steinberg’s donations bought him the right to stage 

his daughter's wedding at the museum, but it’s 

Kravis who has now been rewarded with election to 

the Met s rather prestigious board of trustees. His 

little rival’s ascension has made Steinberg apoplec¬ 

tic: the talk at the museum is that Sceinbergian 
munificence is over. 

Studio executives are like magazine editors— 
glib, anxious hirelings who have lunch a lot, manip¬ 

ulate writers and fancy themselves creative people. 

So maybe it made sense when the Disney Studio 

recently decided to turn some New York editors into 

Hollywood executives. The studio apparently com¬ 

piled its short lisr by scanning mastheads and pick¬ 

ing out names at random. Disney approached bur 

was turned down by the not untalcnted Esquire 

articles editor David Hkshey (evidently unaware of 

the complicated master-slave arrangement that 

obliges Hirshey to work for 48-inch-high Esquire 

editor in chief Lie Eisenberg forever), Disney did hire 

Premiere’s Sammy GJickdsh SCOTT Immergut, but 

only for a comparatively junior executive position. 

They also talked to New York's damp, balding as¬ 

sistant managing editor Piter Hirbst, who went 

straight to bts little feudal master, editor-publisher 

Ed Kosher, in an attempt to parlay Disney s quasi- 

interest into some kind of promotion. Herbst laid it 

all on the line, Weil\ Peter, Kosner told him, it sounds 

like a greet I opportunity to me—l think you should take 

the job. Herbst, evidently a man who thrives on 

emasculation, remains at New Yorkt working for a 

boss who told him to go. 

No more lunches at The Four Seasons, no more 

dinners at Lucece —in the Tisch austerity years, rhe 

way for a producer to snatch a hot property over to 

his CBS News show is to stake out her dentist's 

office. What better way to showr just how much you 

care/ Not long before overenergetic 60 Minutes ring¬ 

master Don Hewitt announced that he was annexing 

West ft 1th costar and sex-kittenish Esquire model 

Meredith Vieira to fill the void left by the departure 

of sex-kittenish Vanity Fair model Diane Sawyer, 

Hewitt apparently spent a lunch hour bursting into 

one dentist’s office after another on Central Park 

South and demanding to see Vieira. One reception¬ 

ist cut short Hewitts hysterical talent search, insist¬ 

ing that Vieira wasn’t even a patient. "Well/ Hewitt 

said with the distracted air of a man with many 

more waiting rooms to see, “she told me her dentist 

was on this block," Then he rushed out the door, 

When The New-York Historical Society tried 

to sell its air rights to a developer who planned on 

erecting a shadow-casting skyscraper over the soci¬ 

ety's building, self-help sob sister Nancy Friday led 

the local citizenry in its successful light against the 

sale. Friday, the author of My Mother, Myself and My 

Secret Garden, had used her royalties to buy a posh 

duplex with a vast, sun-drenched terrace —a posh 

duplex whose view would have been obliterated 

had the skyscraper gone up. But your classier New 

Yorkers don t hold grudges, And in an apparently 

hatchet-burying move, Friday donated her husband, 

Norman Pearlstine, popular editor of The Wall 

Street Journal, to serve as the society 's new chairman 

of the board. The society didn r specifically request a 

chairman blessed with a talent for peeling bananas 

with his toes, but it got one nonetheless. 
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A Penny for His Thoughts 
Money-Management Tips from an American Hew 

Orth testified , . , he got the money (to buy a used GMC van j from a steel box nailed to the floor of his closet at 

home, where he had been accumulating £ 15,000, mainly from pocket change. Boston Globe, April 15, 1989 

Lee's pause in che unending discussion about whether 

Oliver North was treated unfairly ro think about this 

bit of sworn testimony. Let's say that by mainly. North 

meant that two-thirds of the money in the steel box, 

or S10,000, originated as change, w hich, as he testi¬ 

fied, he emptied from his pockets once a week, 

(That’s fair: North testified that he started the stash 

20 years ago with the proceeds of an insurance 

settlement of an undisclosed amount; but if that 

settlement was more than $5,000 and he deposited 

it in a closet instead of an interest-bearing bank 

account, that is pretty questionable itself.) Ler's as¬ 

sume that all of the change was good old American 

change (no Iranian dinars or Nicaraguan cordobas 

mixed in) and that the proportion of quarters ro 

dimes to nickels ro pennies was exactly the ratio that 

the U.S. Mint says is in active circulation. What one 

ends up with is a lot of change. Laid end to end, the 

coins would stretch from the World Trade Center to 

the Empire State Building. Stacked, they would run 

up one side of the Washington Monument and 

down the other and still leave North with more than 

$850 in carrying-around change. These questions 

suggest themselves: 

* Given that the change North accumulated 

weighed 1,502 pounds —more than the payload of 

the Toyota pickup truck he owned at the time — 

how did he move it? 

* Did North put these 232,95 I coins into paper 

rolls* and if so, how long did it take him? 

* Why did he bother to nail the change box to the 

floor, since it would have taken three Soviet weight 

lifters to pick the container up anyway? 

* Was it fatiguing to carry an average of $5.48 

in change home every day for the last 20 years, as he 

would have had to do to amass such a collection? 

How much time did North or his w ife. Betsy, spend 

repairing his pockets? —Joe Mastriarmt 

Private Lives 

mm 
Cft£M ; SKIN nvF 

Dick Clark gives his American Bandstand replacement a fete pointers. 

IILUSI RATION BY DREW FRIEDMAN 

Tie spy List 

Bill Blais 

Bob Crane 

Lemuel Gulliver 

John F. Kennedy 

Jerry Kosinski 

T* E. Ldwifnee 

Robert Mapplethorpe 

O 

Sean Penn 

Snidely Whiplash 

TH| riH| Mini COHTINUEC 

A FILM ABOUT MITER 
LANSKY I ALSO, A PRINTING 

CONTRACT) 
Giaqumto discussed Shu subject 

With Martin Bacou', u1he lias 

a friend of the tale Teamsters 

president Jackie Presser. and who 

was known as the Teamsters' 

"man in Hollywood. ’ Bacow, a 

consultant on she film 

Rhinestone, starring Sylvester 

Station?r h*d a script about 

Lansky that he was trying to 

product, Giaquinto had 

tentatively agreed to pay $4,5 

million for the home-video and 

pay-TV rights to the picture, 

effectively making them partners. 

Bacow and Giaquinto 

discussed tUv deals. In one, 

Giaqmrtto was being pressured to 

maintain a contract with North 

Star Graphics, a pack apt ng firm 

apparently tied to organized 

crime and the subject of a critical 

MCA internal audit. The 

pressure stems to haw been 

brought in part by Edward Mihe 

Conductor' Sciandra, allegedly 

an underboss of the Bufahno 

enmt family of Pennsylvania. 

At the same time, the Lansky film 

began receiving ike worst sort of 

advance notices from various 

people m organized enme opposed 

to the project. Giaqmnto and 

Bacow concluded shat the 

opposition came from Vincent 

Jimmy Blue Eyes" Alo, an 

octogenarian lieu tenant in the 

Genovese crime family who had 

been close to Lansky. So murky 

was the situation that for a time, 

Giaqmnto and Bocow thought 

Sciandra was involved. By month's 

end, the situation was resolved, 

apparently through the intenen- 

tton of a powerful New Yorker. 

’16. On July 7, 1987 at 

about 11:16 a.m„ hacosp 

[called] GIAQUINTO . . . [rfnJ] 

ipokf .about what 1 bel teve to 

be their meeting with f,™abp 

SCIANDRA dn June 18, 1987 

it the Bistro Gardens',, .. 

BACOW indicated that 

GIAQUINTO hat! been taken, 

ad van cage of in certain areas, ,, 

*The Bistro Garden ts a Stylish 

restaurant in Beterly Hills. 

' 17, It is the opinion of your 

affiant that This, conversation 

and the meeting between 

bacowt ciaqliinto and 

act A NORA , . . relate to the 

MCA/Universal internal audit 

which was critical of 
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The SPY Trip Tip 
Moon Roth: Twenty Years Later 

ini fimi Mint c&hiihuIp 

giaquinto and his awarding of 

a multi-million dollar contract 

to Norihstar Graphics and 

Michael dec gaiz.o*. , , . It is 

the opinion of your affianr rhai 

GIAQUINTO ltotd] SC.tAMDR A 

rhai something might happen 

to caned the contract.' 

1Dct Gmzo. a cou n ted tax 

trader fwm Statm bland. vcm 

flue of the targets oftku probe. 

'18, On July 7, 1987 at 

about 7:08 p.m., [Giaquinto 

raffed] balgw , , , [w/wj told 

him there wras a lot going on 

around the country that would 

make your (BAt One's) hair 

stand up. .. . Giaquinto said 
someone was making waves 

and BacOW asked if it was 

Eddie (SCI A NOR A). BACOW said 

that someone made a move on 

him and he would tell him 

iihout it in pcfstHi. BAf f)W Said 

. . . they didn’t realize who they 

were fooling with., . , . 

'19. HAt:t>w told oiaQljiktu 

rhir Don J oe Med levin1 was 

paid a visit. EM cow related thar 

che visitor (asccrramed from 

subsequent intercepts to be 

LCN* associate Joe De Carlo') 

told Med levin that some people- 

wanted to talk to bacow„ that 

chew people wanted to product 

rhe Lansky film with Jimmy 

Gaan,,, . b acow said he was 

not giving them 1 piece. He 

stated that they (Lf’N) had to 

be crazy ro stop a picrurc." 

‘’Donald (Dan jo) Medfetirte is 

kttou ri tit entertainment aretes, 

hat tag run the Chez Parte 

nightclub in Chicago. 

*LCN is the FBI'j 

abbreviation for La Cota Rostra, 

'Joe DeCarlo. the farmer 

manager of Sowa-) and Cheer was 

acquitted ttf murdering a loan 

shark in 1962. 

"20. This intercept and facer 

ones have indicated thar the 

LCN from either Florida or 

Mew York are attempting to 

get involved in the Lansky film 

BAf.OW has indicated thar he 

will resist the move and fight 

them . , . [that] he has obtained 

a gun, and . . . thm CUAQUINTO 

has obtained a gun as well. 

"21. At about 7;H6 p.m. on 

July 7, 1987, [giaquinto 

called aACOW}. , . . giaquinto 

said the old man (a possible 

reference to LCN capo Jimmy 

Alo) called New York, . , . 

GIAQUINTO told bacow that 

someone6 asked r r . if BACOW 

What American can for¬ 

get the television set he 

was in front of when 

man rook his first giant- 

leap-for-mankind 20 

years ago this month? 

Bock in I969f when 

moonwalking was the 

preserve of Neil Arm¬ 

strong and not Michael 

Jackson, the country 

was nutty about space. 

NASA's Kennedy Space 

Center, near Cocoa 

Beach, was not only the 

setting far / Dream of 

Jeannie, it was also o le¬ 

gitimate tourist attrac¬ 

tion in its own right. As¬ 

tronauts were heroes, 

not the butts of un¬ 

seemly Challenger 

jokes. And everybody 

wonted to get a look at 

those moon rocks: could 

they cure cancer (or 

cause it)? Meld into 

superolloys? Help a golf 

boll go farther? 

The 20 intervening 

years haven't been kind 

to the space program. 

Following up the moon- 

walk with tedious space- 

shuttle missions vio¬ 

lated tried-and-true 

show business wisdom: 

you don't bring out Joey 

Bishop after Sinatra has 

sung. It may take the 

1992 Mors mission to 

revive the nation's tired 

space-themed exhibits. 

But taking a trip to view 

those moon racks is still 

o great way to kill a Sat* 

urday* And there are 

plenty of venues in the 

Northeast Corridor to 

see these artifacts of 

the moon—and of the 

late 1960s —including 

the American Museum 

of Natural History 

(which has three rocks) 

and the United Nations 

(which has a single 

specimen). 

Best of all, at the 

Smithsonian's National 

Air and Space Museum 

visitors can actually 

touch one of the five 

rocks on permanent dis¬ 

play. J'We originally put 

all the lunar samples 

and the astronauts 

under quarantine," says 

NASA spokesman Jim 

Poindexter, "and wefve 

concluded there ore no 

harmful properties," 

No eerie, A/ren-ish 

peculiarities at all? 

'The minerals are found 

in concentrations unlike 

anything on Earth. But 

to a nongeologist ♦ *, 

no." Poindexter pauses 

to consider. "I suppose 

what the rocks do is 

prove that we actually 

landed on the moon, 

that it wasn't just a 

hoax. A lot of people, 

tike in Cuba, still don't 

believe it," — Jack Barth 

Moon-rock display* can 

also be viewed at the 

following institutions: 

John E Kennedy Library, 

Boston (one rock); Na¬ 

tional Geographic Soci¬ 

ety's Explorers Halt, 

Washington, P. C, (one 

rack); Smithsonian Na¬ 

tional Museum of Natu¬ 

ral History, Washington, 

ac (fire racks). 
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David Duke. Mr. Republican 
The Second in Qttr Series of Chats With the GOP'i Exciting Young Superstar ] 

rapprochement between you and Mr. Atwater. Are there nt* tif the brightest, boldest up-and-comers in the 

Republican Farcy is David Duke, the handsome 

young state representative from Metairie, Louisiana, 

who was for years an extremely effective wizard of 

the Ku Klux Klan and continues as head of the 

National Association for the Advancement of White 

People. His success in last winter's campaign—with¬ 

out the help of President Bush, former Howard 

University trustee Lee Atwater or Ronald Reagan - 

suggests that he is indeed the GOP star of tomor- 

row. This most attractive of Republican new-comers 

sac down to calk polities with us. 

SPY: What do you feel you hare to offer the GOP? 

Duka: The Republican Party in Louisiana has no 

problems with me, , , , I don't know about the 
political bosses in the smoke-filled rooms of Wash¬ 

ington, D.C., but the people out in the hinterlands 

are going ro use me to he]p build the party, , . . You 

know, the Republican Party- is open to anyone who 

can get the support of the people. That's what 

America's all about, 

< SPY: We thought if would he useful if we could effect a 

any points of similarity between you two? 

Duke: See, 1 don e really know enough about the 

man to be able to say, and the truth is, he doesn't 

know enough about me. Because the man has never 

spoken to me personally. . t , He tried to get me 

kicked out of the party-, which he didn’t succeed in, 

but he got me censured, whatever that means. . . . 

You don't censure someone unless it s something 

they do while they 're in office, and not lor a thought 

crime. , + - And all I’ve done since I've been in office 

is fight for equal rights for everybody, 

spy: Are you still open to overtures from the party? 

Duke: Well, the Louisiana party is already utilizing 

me. ... I'm going to be a force in the Republican 

Party on a national basis. ... I can increase voter 

registration. Because I'm appealing to a lot ol peo¬ 

ple, you know, who have traditionally voted Demo¬ 

cratic, who have been conservative, , . . Imagine the 

impact that would have. 

Next installment: Duke on his philosophical kinship 

with President Bush. —Guy Martin 
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Whu Am I Offered for This Microwave? 
Experimental Shopping in a Part#pocalypttc, Rambo- Worshiping World 

THE FJHt PAINT £0 J*T[HU"*A : 

Pusd pertnmkm tu make the 

film, BAfJOW sjikI sf they 

ry make 2 move fl/t hsijrri, she}' 

would havtr a real problem." 

‘Afo. iff possibly an associati. 
"23 On July 7 at about 

8:56 p.m,, tUCOW received 

another incoming tail from 
ClAQEJINTO. GtAQUINTO 

inditlafctJ be thought it was 

coming ftflm that gtiy Ea 
pos&jbse reference to 
SCJANDRA). . . GIAQUINTO 

S<ft id that if they w arn war, rhai 

he had had a meeting in New 
Ywk, and he had anything he 

wanted and it came from 
number one, BAcow asked if it 

was the- G ^py and giaquimo 

saitl yes. .,..GlAQUtfiTO said 

that they were gwn-g to fetitc 

hum (a possible reference to 
SUA^Pt A) and shat they 

wanted him (GIAQUIWTO} tti 

write a contract/ 

Pmstmr perhaps. 
"24. Your affiant believes 

Ehe reference to the G guy is a 

reference to John Corn, the 

bois of the Gambtno 

family , . . Your affiant further 

believes ihar the reference to 

GiACgriNTO writing a contract 

may indicate ... a contract 

murder (retirement: of Edward 

.w.EANiPR a I . r , or may went 

giaquiuto to exercise hd. 

influence at MCA to obtain a 

film distribution contract., ,, 

'17. GiAQUtNTO said that he 

went jo dir,fker with Michael 

fistc GA!its>? the nest night, ,. . 
GlAyutNTO was told that he 

shoithl tell Sidney Sheinbefg? to 

get a pillow and lean on it.' 

”$Minber^ ispTfiidcm tif MCA, 

"2S. In the opinion of your 

affiant this part of the 

conversation may relate to 

Shan berg , . . being critical of 

GrAQUiNTO giving Northstac 

Graphics and WX f;Ai/.0 a 

multi* million dollar contract, 

the possibility of the loss of rfr,u j 

contract and that ot) gaizo 

might carry Out some type of 

threat or violence against 

Sheinberg m retain che cun trac t 

*31. In the aft>rtsaid 

tutivmatiun on July 8.., 
GIAQUIN7U said he had tarre 

blanche wirh G. . . , 

‘‘32. 8ACt>w „ . . tend that 

Eddie Cst ianuka) wanted 

to meet AzufP in the open. 

UacOw indicated that Eddie 

CscrANURA) said he wanted 

to go to Wassetman1* and 
Sheinb-trrg anil ltd them who 

ou may think you 're ready [or an emergency because 

you've stockpiled food and water for your family. But 

what happens if you need prescription medicine? Would 

you barter with your precious stores of food and batteries? 

Or do you ha ve something of real value to exchange? 

*And what if the emergency is a major monetary 

disaster? Rampant inflationt wild swings in the world 

stock market . , > would make your paper money worth¬ 

less. Do you have enough hard money set aside to get you 

through such a disasterPw 

No, l don t! I very nearly shrieked ar my copy of 

American Sundial Guide magazine, I realized that 

my personal finances, which Fd never-considered a 

bedrockf were grievously jeopardized uitbtyptypass¬ 

ing day / did not invest in hard currency. Wfeat kind of 

hard currency, thought The only kind any real 

American would consider: Ram bo Trade Units. 

The first monetary system based on a major mo¬ 

tion picture character, Rambo Trade Units, known 

as RTUs, are stamped with an American eagle on 

one side and a very grim, very moussed Sylvester 

Stallone on the other. Produced by Creative Minting 

Inc., rhe 99.99 percent pure silver coins come in 

green velvet drawstring pouches. A bag of 20 5- 

RTU pieces (one ounce of silver in all) sets you back 

$29-95; since silver is selling for about $6,14 an. 

ounce these days, I was delighted to help Creative 

Minting realize an almost 400 percent markup on 

the sale of the coins. 1 sent my check in right away. 

Sis; weeks later I ow^ned a monetary unit that 

proved I was the kind of woman who could handle 

contingency planning. Bui 1 didn't wane ro wait for 

the apocalypse to test my RTUs' buying power. i 

grabbed my drawstring pouch and headed for rhe 

stores. 

First I decided to stockpile essentials, 'No, Fm 

sorry, we don't take Rambo Trade Units here/ said 

the woman at the pharmacy on Eighth Avenue and 

23rd Street, who's usually delighted to fill my 

Anaprox prescription. 1 suppose I could suffer the 

indignities of menstrual cramps during Armaged¬ 

don as long as I had an ample supply of canned 

goods and leafy greens; alas, neither a can of succo¬ 

tash at Sloan's nor a bunch of arugula ar Baklucds 

was available for RTUs either. 

Ray Bans to protect my eyes against the postfis- 

sion glow also seemed like a good idea, "Uni, we 

can't accept them . , . yet/ a salesgirl at Reminis¬ 

cence said cautiously, evidently worried that a new 

trend in legal tender had escaped her notice. 

'Are they sort of Like Krugerrands?" asked the 

man trying to sell me a futon at the Jen sen-Lewis 

furniture score at Seventh Avenue and 15th Street. 

"Not that we take those, either/ he added hastily. 

"Who do you think 1 am, fuckin' Travis Bickle'T 

asked a cabbie. 

At least. I thought, Rambo can help me purchase 

some paramilitary supplies. But my pleas at Chelsea 

Army & Navy for a camouflage canteen and a 

Marine Screaming Eagle badge went unheeded. 

Demonstrating a curious Macy Vheips-Gimbels 

policy that felt particularly out of place in an atmy- 

navy store, die salesclerk directed me to his competi¬ 

tion on Filth Avenue, "1 think they accept them 

Ebert/ he said. 

Instead 1 headed up to World Wide Gifts at 

Broadway and 42nd Street, which I’m pretty sure is 

the place Geraldo Rivera goes to find guests for his 

show, There, catty-comer to the Times Square police 

station, 1 found an ample select ion of swords, 

machetes, switchblades and bowie knives, as well as 

handcuffs and leg cuffs, I asked to see the 12-inch 

official Rambo til bowie knife (it has backward¬ 

facing spikes on the dull edge so you can disem¬ 

bowel your opponent on rhe upswing). “How 

much?’ 1 asked. 'One hundred and forty-nine dol¬ 

lars/ said the foreign-bom man behind the counter. 

'But for you I take off 10 percent/ I deliberated. 

Finally l handed him 20 5-RTU pieces. “What's 

these?’ he said, fingering them in his palm, “What 

country they from?’ I explained the situation evenly 

noting that he would he wise to turn over my genu¬ 

ine Rambo HI blade immediately or 1 would be 

forced ro notify the movie-money-minting authori¬ 

ties. I was hastily led to the door by another man. “1 

think it s time for you to get out/ he said. 

Perhaps I was going too downscale. But when I 

tried to hoard Yves Saint Laurent hosiery for 

doomsday, 1 found out that BendeLs, Blooming- 

dale's and Saks aren't interested in RTUs, either. 

Desperate, l began to slip my RTUs between 

forms of payment I was pretty sure were accept¬ 

able-as in "Do you take American Express, Visa, 

Rambo Trade Units, Diners Club?" This tack actu- 

ally worked with a waitress at the Blue Hen Restau¬ 

rant on Seventh Avenue —at least briefly, “Yeah* 

sure, we accept them/ she chirped, "Oh* wait — 

what w-as that again?’ 1 proffered my RTUs, 

"You're scaring me/ she murmured. 

1 finally realized there might be just one person 

who would understand my RTUs value —the one 

man who knew, as the advertisement promised, that 

'in a crisis, silver could easily shoot up to IKK) an 

ounce/ He would be grateful to buy my RTUs. 

Inexplicably, Nelson Bunker Hunt declined to 

cat! back with an offer. —Judith Neuman 
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SOX OFFICE NOW OPEN STARTS MAY23R& 

LINCOLN CENTER THEATER PRESENTS UBU BY ALFRED JARRY 
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SOUND BILL OREIS&ACH MUSICAL DlRECTOR/ORCHESTRATOR GREG COHEN DIRECTED BY LARRY SLOAN 

AT THE MITZI E. NEWHOUSE 
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You Are There 
SPY 's Exclusive Monthly Behind-the-Scenes Celebrity Vignette 

1 HI MH t f IIHt [DKTIHUItl 

(Key were up against.,, . He 

then added that maybe 

S hem berg would break a toe 

and end up in (he hospital for a 

couple of days, maybe he'll 

break a leg.' 

Jfmng Azaff it chairman of 

tht AfCA Afunc Entertainment 

Group. 

'°Leii Wautman is the 

cbaimati tf MCA 

”33. In the opinion of your 

affiant this conversation .. . 

seems from the problem with 

the Noithstar Graphics contract 

and sciandra's reaction ro the 

news. Ir appears. . . (ha: [his] 

reaction to this news was 

irrational and is of concern ro 

various LCN members, 

*33. On July 12, 19H? . . . 

baCOW received a call from 

[Angelo] commlto,*1 hacdw 

told COMMlTO thac SCtAMDftA 

was (tying (o get a piece of 

GIaQUINTO'j piece of the 

Lansky movie. ., . ojmmiTO 

said If he saw sciandr A in 

New- York he would tell him 

'What are you going ro do if 

your nephew (giaquintg11) is 

nor (here (MCA/Univenal) 

anymore.' . . .* 

"Angela Commits, listed in 

FBI dfctttxfunri as pwsiJtni tf 

Labor Health and Bene ft Flans 

Inc. of Chicago. was also a target 

of this probe, 

liTktt* is ns further indication 

that Sriandm and Giatfuinto art 

actually relatives. 

M2. On July 13... BACOV 

received a call from GIAQU1MTO 

[ubo] said he had spoken with 

Michael (possibly VlllanoM). 

CLAQUINTO said: . . . (hit 

Michael and he agreed that E 

(sctAsnftA) is slipping . . char 

everybody is with ciaquinto/ 

"Michael Villano is a New 

York businessman believed by the 

FBI to be an associate of John 

Gotti’s, 

'31-52, On July 17 ar 

about 8;39 a m., giaquinto 

received an incoming call . , . 

from Mike Villino., . . They 

spoke about [the Lansky ptm] 
and giaquinto indicated (hat 

he wasn't sure whether 

SCIANDRA was involved. 

CtAQiuiKTO said (hey (Genovese 

LCN family) were all over the 

place. Villano said ” shame on 

them, then.’ giaqulntd 

indicated they managed to keep 

it out of the papers because of 

certain contacts (hey had, 

Pile on! ltd Menu do vs. the real stars when a few of Hollywood s hottest talents hit the beach for a 

superfriendly game of Kennedy’Style touch football at Paul Michael Glaser s Malibu home. The youngsters from 

Menudo haven't quite picked up the nuances of the game, but they 're gening in some good tanning time 

nonetheless. Quarterbacking for the stars is gossip^column oddity Mark Gastineau, who hasn't quite picked up 

the nuances of Hollywood-style football and insists on wearing full battle dress in the blazing sun. But what's 

this? Meaner-than-a-junkyard-dog tough guy David Soul has just laid one of his crushing, full-body tackles 

on Farrah Fawcett (who seems to have asked for it by breaking for daylight). Running interference for Farr ah is 

Glaser himself \ who has grabbed a serious handful of his naturally blond former costar to prevent certain 

disaster. But what hoi What funl Photograph by Stephen Frajley 

Logrolling in Our Time 

"Captures the essence af obsessive love." 

— Mary Gordon on Barbara Grinuti Harrison's Foreign Bodiet 

"It it fair to call this a brilliant novel," 

“ Harris on on Gordon's The Company of Women 

"A ploin American beauty," 

— Mona Simpson on Jayne Anne Phillips's Machine Dreamt 

"Evocative/' —Phillips on Simpson's Anywhere But Hero 

"Remarkable. *, intricate and nerve tingling.” 

— Clive Cuffler on Tom Clancy's The Hunt for Rod October 

"Cussler at his best." — Clancy an Cussler's Cyclop* 

— Howard Kaplan 

WNAT’S IN 
a Name? 

A Monthly Anagram 

Analysis 

PRESIDENT 
GEORGE H BUSH 
UGH! THt DEPRESSING 

SORE! 

DIANE SAWYER 
DESIRE A YAWN 

ROONE ARLEDGE 
RODEO GENERAL 

OLLIE NORTH 
O, ROT IN HELL 

— Andy Aaron 
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How is Write for a Magazine for Upseat 

Who Are Into Touch Therapy and Want 
Cos m opo Li tan-at-a-Glanee 

Women in Prison 

to Snag a Man 

ave you ever wondered what makes a woman a Cosma woman? Or, for that matter, what makes a 

magazine article a Cosmo article? We can t answer the first question, except to say that frosted blusher and 

metal-hued leather straps seem to be involved. However, SPY has obtained a mosr revealing document that 

nearly answers the second puzzle. It is a manuscript called "Editing (and Writing) Rules for Cosmopolitan* 

and its contents may tell us more about the sultry, ultfaliberated Cosmopolitan frame of mind than all that 

boring stuff about gerunds. Herewith, an abridged version in Cosmopolitan s own words. 

Following are the rules by which we painstakingly 

edit copy and the ones we often find broken (or 

ignored) by our writers. Nearly all are in The Ele¬ 

ments of Style, by Strunk and White, 

— Stay away from the ‘moreover’ school of writing/ 

editing; he.p avoid excessive use of words like: more¬ 

over, furthermore, for instance, for example, inci¬ 

dentally, etc, Such adverbs and adverbial phrases 

can almost always be omitted. 

Bad: Everyone 1 know see ns to be into touch therapy. 
Nell, for example, is. So is Sarah, incidentally* 

Moreover, so am I. 
Better: Everyone l knou- seems to be into touch therapy, Nell 

is, Sarah is. So am ], 

—Tired words and phrases co avoid (most of the time): 

yummy, goodies . . . traipsing > „ * trapping or snagging or 
snaring (a man), . . splurge . , , guy, no-nonsense, wise (as 

in job-wise). 

— Keep so-called dirty words to a minimum, Also 

avoid the vernacular in describing sexual activities or 

organs. Examples: 

Use 'made love" or "bad intercourse" — not 'balled,* 

'screwed*"fucktdf *laid," etc, 

Use “ reached orgasm9 or "climaxed" — not *camt' 

— Opt for the straightforward statement rather than 

the convoluted, no matter howr * stylish" the latter 

may read. 

Bad: Open marriage, group marriage, communes: the in¬ 
tricate network of new designs people are forging, 
pioneers of the seventies, for expanding human 

closeness on the far side of traditional marriage. 
Better: Open marriage, group marriage, communes—all are 

alternatives to the traditional family , . . experi¬ 

mental life-styles that the disenchanted are turning 

to in their search for more intimate communication. 

— Stay with the specific subject the article is about 

and remind the reader every so often what that 

subject In other words: keep the point of view 

and focus of the article clearly in mind. The theme 

will probably have something to do with the title of 

the article. That means everything in the piece — 

aise histories, writer s own philosophy, statements 

by authorities, etc. —must tie into this original 

theme. The following example is from an article 

titled "One Man Is Not Enough": 

Bad: l was thinking about a certain girl I know when l 
made that last remark. Erica did change herself. 

her attitudes, and morals — all in one night, when 

the notion suddenly came to her that they were 
inappropriate to the life she wanted. She had been 

living by a definition of feminine nature that was 
doing her an injustice. Erica and Forrest were going 

to get married as soon as he could work his wife 

around to giving him a divorce. 
Better: , . , She had been living by a definition of feminine 

nature that was doing her an injustice in locking 

herself into a monogamous relationship with a mar¬ 
ried man, she wasr more often than not, left with no 
man at all, The elusive fellow in question did plan 
to marry her as soon as he could work his wife 

around to giving him a divorce ,, . 

— In quotes, try to have people speak informally, as 

they would in conversation — not as they would write 

Bad: nHe ts just divine. He is somebody i enjoy being 
with . . , enjoy talking to. We rap about his current 

girf or about Pauly and it is so much fun, If he were 
not my cousin, though, l do not know if we would 

have fallen into this intimately friendly pattern so 
easily — wt would probably have had to get the 

mating game out of the way first.9 

Better: “He's just divine. I really enjoy being with him, 
talking to him, We rap about his current girl, or 
Paul„ and wt have a lot of fun. If he weren't my 

cousin, though, I don't know if we would've fallen 
into this intimately friendly pattern so easily— 

we'd probably have had to get the mating game out 
of the way first." 

— In identifying quotes, use the simple "said" rather 

than stared, exclaimed, cried, yelled, shouted, 

groaned, smiled, frowned (nobody ever smiles or 

frowms a sentence). If you want to convey the emotion 

with which a statement was spoken, better to say: 

1Don't touch me' she said, her voice raised a frantic octave, 
or 

*Don't touch me,' the said, the smile on her lips as playful as 

the lilt in her voice, 

— In case histories, when talking about a ’civilian* 
(non-celebrity) person, give her a name but don't 

mention it immediately. 

Bad: Mary, twenty-seven years old, the daughter of a 

psychiatristt has been in analysis three years, Ac- 
cording to both father and doctor, she shows signs of 
vast improvement. 

Better: One twenty-seven-year-old girl, the daughter of a 
psychiatrist, has been in analysis three years. Ac¬ 
cording to both father and doctor, Mary shows signs 
of vast improvement, 

— Don’t be relentlessly depressing. If subject matter 

of an article is down-beat per se (as in “Women in 

Prison"), search out the positive efforts being made 

to improve the situation, ® 

TM| Mm! IIIHT CONTI MU ID 

"53 On July 1?, 1^87 at 

about 8:44 a m., giaquIivTO 

. . . spoke with bacow . . , 

[and] said that Vijbmo told me 

to tell you (jmcow) that [the 

Lansky profit extortion attempt] 

will be resolved in one minute 

no matter where the move was 

coming from. „, . 

"57. [On July 17 at about 

9:21 p.m., Giaquinto and 

Bacow} began to discuss ... a 

luncheon that Jimmy Caan had 
attended with eight member* of 
the local LCN family [u'J&enr] 

Caan was overheard to say that 
[Bacon 's movie] would never be 

distributed1*. ,, / 
l* According to the Los Angeles 

Times, this dinner occurred at 

La Dolce Vi la, a restaurant in 

Beverly Hills. Caan i attorney 

acknowledged that the dinner 

took place, shat Caan has a 

friendly relationship with Ala, 

and that Caan had acquired 

certain nghti to a film about 

Lansky from Lansky's widow but 

dented making any threats about 

Barov's film. 

*96-98. On August 8 .. . 

GiaQUInTO . . , spoke [w 

Someone he called] Tom my. r , „ 

GiAQUJKTQ said he was working 

on a big movie (Lansky) 

char he called the next "Godfather" 

and said someone tried to make 

s move, giaqluntq indicated 

that they (a possible reference 

to Gotti) sent thirty people 

our here and quashed ir. , . . 

giac?<jinto further stated 

that he gut permission to 

do a movie . . . and he would 

try to get Tommy in it." 

*44-46. On July 15 .. . 
agents observed gjaquimto 

exit Lr Dome1' . . with an 

unidentified male , „ . [who] 

retrieved a box from 

GIAQL/INTOS trunk and drove 

to the Beverly Hills Hotel. . . . 

The license plate . , . was from 

Hawaii.'1* 

"Le Dome is a Hollywood 

restaurant popular with people in 

she music business. 

'^Further investigation leads 

she FBI to conclude that 

Ciaquinto'j companion was 

Robert Nichols, who in 1978 was 

alleged to hat e laundered cash 

generated through narcotics, and 

who was also a target of this probe. 

”59. {Git July 18 at about 
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Tril MnI Mint c□mti* uid 

9:07 p,m,. Giaquinlo btgAn jfe 

taik about'] a ictipt he 

(CiAQUiNTOj winced From 

joe.I+Jloc indicated that he 

didn't have a car. 

nTb* FBI W artier 

identified Joe ai Josrph Garofalc, 

wk$ WMJ ftljo a target of this 

probe, 

-60. 0#J*ly J8P J987 at 

ab&ui 9:11 p,m.r GlA^Ul*rTO 

received an incoming call from 

Joe. GiAQUTfJTO .. . said he 

would waif for the messenger 

on (he corner. 

‘62. On J uly 18, 1987 
ac about 9:47 p.m.. 

C'i a(j-ulnTo r , , spoke with Joe. 

They discussed how much time 

a delivery would rake. 

*63. At about 10:29 

p.m.. .. giaquentq received a 

call from Joe. Joe said 

that , . . delivery service . , „ 

told him they couldn't reach 

their driver. Joe said he , „ 

didn't want giaqejinto to 

stand waiting on a street corner. 

Joe said he had it right there. 

"64. Ac about 10:57 p m., 
giaquinto {told] Jek: ., , he 

would take a drive over and 
pick it up himself, 

‘67, Your affiant believes 

rhe aforesaid conversations 

berweeri GfAQurMTO and Joe 

(garofalo) ... concern che 

delivery of some type of 

controlled substance, possibly 

Cocaine, to GtAQUfNTO . . . 

[W] that GIAQLTINTO'S 

reference to a script . , . may 

be ... a code name. , , 
Next month: Gwqutnio go:sipf 

about Hoiiyu ood pals, while the 

FBI wwtdm if he Ptolated 

insider-trading laws. $ 

Book Nook 
By the People, for the People 

e finally fell for one of those late-night TV 

commercials promising hundreds of different publi¬ 

cations, free or almost free, from a post office in 

Pueblo, Colorado. We sent away for the catalog and 

found it chock-full of intriguing tides. 

Dizziness: Hope Through Research 

By the National Institutes of Health (1986) 

27 pages, $ 1 

NIH has put out a manifesto in pamphlet form that 

will likely comfort only a small audience: those who 

suffer common dizziness and understand terminology 

such as orthostatic hypotension and peripheral ves¬ 

tibulopathy. In other words, despite the promise of the 

tide, there’s nothing here for fans of the early Goldie 

Hawn, At least we now know the official government 

definition of dizziness: a * feeling of physical instability 

writh regard to the outside wforld/ 

Combat in Russ tan Forests and Swamps 

By the Center of Military History (1986 reprint of 

1951 original) 

39 pages plus map; S 1.75 

Here's an unusual volume: advice prepared by a 

committee of Third Reich generals on howf to win a 

war in western Russia, The preface suggests, with¬ 

out irony, that the Nazi officers drew on their own 

extensive experience in order to offer this advice. 

But what they really deliver is opaque prose, in 

which the phrase tnforests and swamps pops up in every 

third paragraph. “The conduct of operations in forests 

and swamps requires the most meticulous preparation 

in every aspect/ “Operations in forests and swamps 

are further characterized by the methodical execution 

of all measures." "Combat in forests and swamps 

requires firm, farsighted, energetic leadership, . . / 

The most delightful discoveries here, particularly 

for survivors of the war, are rhe little fillips of, well, 

race consciousness directed against the enemy. The 

Russian, a "primitive opponent/ was able to navi¬ 

gate this terrain “with the certain instinct and sense 

of security of an animal"—not so for soldiers from 

‘a civilized country of the West/ Like, oh, say, Nazi 

Germany, perhaps? Furthermore, “the physical con¬ 

stitution of the average European is unable to stand" 

that brutish Russian weather. 

Thinking about conducting a war in western Rus¬ 

sia? "A uniform map with a standard grid system is 

an indispensable prerequisite/ Good tuck! 

Hostage-Taking: Preparation, Avoidance, and Survival 

By the US. Department of State (1984) 

38 pages; $1,25 

A guide to being taken hostage, this handy volume 

contains dozens of family-oriented tips: 

• "Prepare yourself and your family emotionally 

by acknowledging and discussing any feelings of 

anxiety or depression. Identify chose who can be 

called upon for psychological and social support and 

chose in the family who may need special attention/ 

• "Update your will* . . . Establish credit that 

will be adequate for any emergencies. , . , Establish 

joint checking account/ 

• “Be sure that you carry no classified 

information.' 

In the section headlined hostage survival, the 

experts say that your abductors are likely to be 

‘hostile toward you and the country that you rep¬ 

resent, They have not had the opportunity ro get to 

know you as an individual, so they will feel no 

compunction about killing you if it serves their pur¬ 

poses to do so. . , . Naturally, it is in your interest to 

ensure that they do not see this option as the most 

attractive in your case/ —Peter Heffeman 

— from "On th« Run With Abbie Hoffman/' 

by David Owen, spy, July 1979 

Ten Years Ago in SPY 

"Hoffman has mellowed considerably at he's grown 

older. On a recant evening I found him not platting 

revolution but watching the Lakers on television. 1 

don't know what it is about basketball/ he said 

with a smile. 'The game just does something to me. 

And Koreem! That man is a god. I don't know 

I II do when he retires. Probably kill myself/ " 

\/q j laL, T Vy-£ Chitivm 
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THE JOSE CUERVO OFFICIAL GUIDE TO 

PARTYETIQUETTE 
1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 
10. 

Before you present your gift of Jose Cuervo 
to the host or hostess, at least replace the cap. 

If you arrive at the party and you suddenly 
notice you're underdressed, quick—look famous. 

The overhand serve is acceptable at an indoor 
volleyball party; just be sure to watch out for 
the bucket of guacamole. 

Never do the “gator" at a black-tie affair 
unless things have gotten sort of slow. 

If you meet a girl at a party named Margarita, 
marry her. 

Always check with the hostess before you start 
frying up her miniature hot dogs; those could be 
for someone special. 

If you inadvertently drop a pitcher of tequila 
sunrises onto your hosts' brand-new white llama 
rug, by all means, make up another pitcher 
immediately, 

At a party, should you stand by your date or 
mingle? Jose suggests you stand by your mingle. 

Always keep a fresh supply of earplugs on hand, 
just in case any of your neighbors complain 
about the noise. 

If there's no Cuervo, leave. 



A Oilier, A Dollar, A .44 Magnum Scholar 
The New York Public School Scandal-o-Matte 

inding it hard ro keep crack of all cher Board of Education scandals/ Thar's because there are so many, and because the needlessly 

complex New York school system is full of politicians, bureaucrats, union leaders and community activists who have sufficient power to 

thwart, meddle confuse, upset, perpetrate and prevaricate, but not enough to solve the problems facing public education. Now, thanks 

to spy’s first Sc and al-o-Mack, you can make up your own entirely original —albeit hypothetical —scandal stones, using real elements 

from real scandal stories. Really, Simply take one item from each of the seven columns in order, and voila! For example: An elementary- 

school principal I used his office to peddle prescription antiwrinkle cream to/various political i ronies)uho exploited a school board member 

who was an incoherent drug addict./As a result of these discoveries f Mayor Ed Kochjcalled for the suspension of all members of the 

questionable Bronx school board, It's fun, it's easy and it S virtually indistinguishable from actual school board scandals! And not only 

that —the resulting stumblebum prose could be tom from beneath the headlines of tomorrow's page New York Times exclusive! 

COLUMN 

An demcftiary-St nool 

principal 

A president df I her 

local school board 

A feather 

A head custodial 

A president of che 

Paren rs Assoc iat i on 

A school drug 

counselor 

COLUMN 2 

distributed LSD, Valium and Qua a hides to 

iol J marked-up |unk food to 

used his office to peddle prescription 

Lintiwrinkle crt-im to 

restrained an angry staffer from attacking 

assaulted six children and reacted ro these 
charge? by threaten tug ro shoot 

appropriated Faculty-room furniture from 

used an elementary school to run an after - 

hours drug club with 

served school Cafeteria food at a party 

honoring 

ransacked the desk of 

was brutally beaten by a colleague and got 

no support from 

the district 
Superintendent 

the assistant principal 

the school's union 

rep 

the local school 

board 

political 

chief security 

COLUMN 4 

who had shown some I}-year-old pupils 

an explicit sex Film and told than it was 

about tile War of 1RI 2. 

who hired unqualified Friends 

in exchange For sex and money 

who robbed neighborhood residents m 

knifepoint to get money fur crack. 

who in dated tesr scores to make the system 

took better. 

who exploited A school board member w ho 

was an incoherent drug add ter 

who accepted a J 10,000 bribe from a 

textbook firm. 

who stole a baby grant! piano from a junior 

high school r 

who wa* found three times m a motel 

room with a l 3-year-old. 

who tarried a nightstick to use on students, 

COLUMN S 

As a result of these 

discoveries. 

Immediately 

following an internal- 

affairs investigation. 

Within A week alter 

the news broke. 

COLUMN 0 

L'KT president Sandra Feldman 

rhe schools chancellor ft 

Mayor Ed Koch 

Former chancellor Anthony Alvarado 

Board of Education president Robert 

Wagner Jr. 

Senator Alfonse D'Amato 

a New York Pi/St editorial 

m 

COLUMN 

suggested school uniforms could restore discipline ro rhe beleaguered system. 

requested that metal detectors be installed ar more school entrances. 

blasted the Board of Education for missing deadlines for 1100 million in federal 

school aid. 

called for the suspension oF all members of the questionable Bronx school board. 

recommended the city give subsidized housing to 

teachers w orking in hard-to- staff Sc hools, 

suggested that out-of-school suspensions be given 

only to students possessing weapons or dealing drugs. £ 

tdeclared students must be taught to say "ask" instead of "as" and ufged the 

development of new curricula featuring debates, mock trials and ftivenile juries. 

paid no attention to the angry parents demonstrating outside board 

headquarters. 

proposed changes at the central hiring hall, where licensed teachers rake numbers 

deli-sryk- and wait their turn for a job interview, 

argued that convicted drug dealers should Ik1 allowed to continue reaching to 

serve as positive role models for students. 

- Kate Waiter 
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July 
Djltebook 
Enchanting and 

Alarming Events 

Upcoming 

1 At noon we ll be 

exactly halfway through 

1989 Regrets over 

events of lasr New 

Year s Eve yield to 

giddy anticipation of 

next New Year’s Eve. 

1-7 Pleasure Week 

(according to a New 

York PR firm that 

seems to specialise 

in events no 

one recognizes or 

celebrates): 'Purpose: 

to alert the world to the 

Pleasure Dome,1 the 

200-acre entertainment 

complex surrounding 

Times Square that is 

open 24 hours every 

day of the year for 

the purpose of 

entertainment/ So 

that's what Coleridge 

was talking about. 

3 Official start of dog 

days of summer Ages 

ago, people believed 

that sacrificing a brown 

dog would appease the 

rage of Sirius, a star 

wrhose reappearance 

seemed to coincide with 

the onset of hot 

weather. Sort of like 

Steve Guttenberg. 

4 Geraldo Rivera s 

birthday! Fireworks, 

three-legged races, brass 

bands and picnic 

celebrations across 

the land, 

10 Telstar launched 27 

years ago, paving the 

way for echoey 

transatlantic phone 

calls, live broadcast of 

Olympic lulls and, best 

of all, the Tornadoes’ 

surf-instrumental hit, 

“Telstar/ 

11 Skylab fell to Earth 

exactly one decade ago. 

Flea-market value of 

original skylab IS 
falling hard hat: 
probably cheaper than 
mint-condition "Telstar" 

45, but more expensive 

than i survived 
HALLEY S COMET '»<$ 

T-shirt- 

14 Bastille Day at 

Lincoln Center s 

Fountain Plaza, 

featuring 'a French 

chan reuse, white face 

mimes, can-can dancers, 

acrobats, hurdy-gurdy 

players' , . . you get the 

idea. Let s end 

Smurfkation of French 

history. Storm the doors/ 

Kill the ushm! Free the 

opera-goers! 

15 “July Joygerm 

jubilee"; Syracuse, New' 

York. "Slogan: Joygerm 

junkies Get High on 

Happiness, , . . Good 

old fashioned happy 

day parade featuring 

music, marching* 

merriment, and mirth, 

led by In fee tor 

General." Thousands of 

Syracuse residents may 

seek temporary asylum 

in New York City this 

weekend. 

20 "How to Tie a 

Scarf" seminar at the 

Discovery Center. This 

is a class for grown-ups 

who do not know how 

to de a scarf, 

23 A good day to take 

in the "Video and 

Language" exhibit 

at MoMA. "These 

videotapes were created 

by artists for whom 

language is a means 

of exploring the 

relationship between the 

subject and viewer/ Or 

trade in your beret for 

a baseball cap and 

achieve the same artistic 

effect by watching the 

Mets play the Braves 

on TV and yelling at 

the ump. 

26 First Esperanto 

book published in 

1887. Repeat to 

yourself, in Esperanto: 

“Nur kelkaj pliaj 

jaroj, , „ , Gi cerce 

akceptigos. * . , Nur 

kelkaj pliaj jaroj. . . . 

(/Just a few more 

years, , . . It'll catch 

on for sure. , , , 

Just a few more 

years. , . /.) 

2f-30 'The Joy of 

Self-Loving/ a 

workshop at the 

Omega Institute for 

Holistic Studies, 

Rhinebeck, New 

York. Sex-oriented. 

Women only. Involves 

mirrors. You don’t 

want to knowh 

any more. 9 

Letters id the Editor of Tut Hew Ybrkck 

spy periodically publishes Letters to the Editor of The New Yorker because The New' 

Yorker doesn't. Still, Address correspondence to “Dear Bob/ cjo SPY, The Puck Building, 

295 Lafayette Street, New York, N.Y /0012, 

Dear Bob, 
In Reporter at Large in the February 20 

issue your correspondent from the Great 

Plains surmised, "Today, if you leave La- 

Guardia Airport in a 747 for Los Angeles 

just after breakfast, you will be over the 

plains by lunch/ 

La Guardia airport's runwray$ are inca¬ 

pable of taking a 747. 

Charles M, Seigel 

Washington* D,C 

“Righti 741s don't take off from La 

Guardia/ says a source at The New 

Yorker. "It was a mistake/ The reference to 

lAt Guardia has been changed to JFK now 

that lan Frazier's piece— which is otherwise 

perfect — has come out as a book. 

Dear Bob, 

if it isn't top-secret, what percentage of 

your subscribers are New Yorkers/ What 

percentage of these people are real New 

Yorkers (i.e., live in Manhattan)? Care to 

speculate on the sociological implications 

of these numbers? Do you think all of your 

subscribers outside Manhattan want to be 

New Yorkers/ Just curious. 

Eugene A. Bolt Jr. 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Less than 20 percent of subscribers live 

in the five boroughs, 8,2 percent in 

Manhattan. 9 
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EVOLUTIONARY 
China Grill ♦ 60 West 53rd Street ♦ 212-333-7788 



Tasty Food, Low Prices, 

Service With a Grunt 
A SPY Guide 

to the Tad's Steaks 

ofManhattan 

e read Sey¬ 

mour Britchky, We study the 

Zagat Survey. We worship at 

the altar of Gael Greene. We 

know they think that The 

Four Seasons and Chanterelle 

and Lucece are wonderful res¬ 

taurants; we think so, too. 

But if these restaurants are so 

great, why is there only one of 

each-' It stands to reason that 

it you ran a really great res¬ 

taurant, you’d want to put it 

in a lot of places so a lot of 

customers could enjoy it. 

Then why is Tad’s Steaks, 

with no fewer than six loca¬ 

tions and entrees popularly 

priced between $2.99 and 

$6.99, so utterly neglected by 

New Yorkers serious about 

food? We think w'e know: it’s 

because jaded New' Yorkers 

think all of them are the 

same. Which is, we need 

hardly add, nonsense. 

105 East 14th 
Street Tad's 

(between Third 

and Fourth Avenues) 

265 West 34th 
Street Tad's 

(between Eighth 

and Ninth Avenues) 

Predominant 

clientele on 

day of visit 

Young couples, 

Asians smoking 

cigarettes, Caucasian 

regular guys 

Two men in suits, 

a Polish family 

Cook's response 

when asked, 

"What's 

the best thing 

on the menu?" 

Turns back to 

grill co ponder 

question 

indefinitely 

“No. 9, or No, 6, 

Ft's the same 

thing* 

What the com’ 

on-the-cob rolls 

around in 

“Butler and 

water” 

“That's just 

water” 

Degree of difficulty 

In stealing sour 

cream (officially 

40 cents extra) 

Very easy Very easy 

What they calf 

the pink cake 

that appears to 

be strawberry- 

cherry upside- 

down cake 

Pie Che try-cheese 

Farewell at the 

register 

‘Thunk you, mv 

friend" ' 

‘Thank you" 

Mast thaught- 

provokmg sign 

ALL MEAT USD A 

INSPECTED 

PLEASE EXIT HERE 

Number of flies on 

table upon arrival 

0 0 

--- 
Main drawback Fork bending in 

T-bone meat 

Velvet wall paper 

What the 

bathroom lacks 

Riper and soap Ceiling panel 

Salient 

conversation 

eavesdropped 

upon 

‘When 1 wake up 

in rhe morning, if 

I don't fed like 

going to work, 

I don t" 

“Hey, I tell 'em 

straight, J say; TH 

be the best boss 

y'ever had or T11 be 

the biggest asshole'” 
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119 West 42nd 
Street Ted1* 

(between Sixth 

Avenue and Broadway) 

22a W«»t 42nd 
Street Tod's 

(between Seventh 

and Eighth Avenues) 

707 Seventh 
Avenue Tad's 

(at 47th Street) 

152 West 34th 
Street Tad's 

(between Sixth 

and Seventh Avenues) 

Filipinos, blacks, Old actors, big Bewildered Dead Heads, 
Israelis people who really 

shouldn’t eat red 

tourists of all 

nationalities 

Middle Eastern 

men, Taiwanese 

meat anymore tourists 

Ftunrs to sign “Medium-weN" ‘Ribs combo" Points tongs at 

sign 

"Only warer" 'Butter with 

water" 

"Corn juke11 No answer 

Easy Easy Difficult Appeared 

impossible — 

didn't even cry 

“I don't know" "He know " 

(pointing to cook) 

Layer cake Vanilla cake 

None " Cmnpanero" "Hk Nice to see 

you again" 

“What kinda 

dressing you 

want?" 

KEEP HANDS & 

HEAD OUT OF 

ELEVATOR 

TOILETS FOR 

CUSTOMERS ONLY 

$3-29 MINrMUM 

GIOLSCH BEER ONJONS 3 

0 (despite leftovers 

of previous diner's 

liver and onions) 

2 0 0 

Huge mirror 

showing it really 

is you earing there 

Acrid disinfectant 

smell 

Ribs combo Excessive air- 

conditioning 

A way to turn off 

faucet 

Operability Drainage Grafficiless wall 

space 

j 
“This shit is cold' “You chink the 

Lord would do 

something like 

chat?" 

* Everyth ing’s cook 

Don’t touch me' 

“Don’t burn my 

liver!" 

— Hank Rwnfeld 
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"H^kcSW: 

The Lu Smith 

Tote Board 
A Monthly Tally 

Allan Carr..6 

Dustin Hoffman. S 

Swifty Lazar.  5 

Michael Caine ..4 

Tom Cruize........ 4 

Bette Doris *.  4 

Jodie Fatter .4 

Jerome Robbins* 

Broadway.4 

Madonna.4 

Liza Minnelli 4 

Greta Garbo..3 

Le Cirque.3 

Bette Midler........... 3 

Dionc Sawyer..3 

Barbra Streisand ...... 3 

Elizabeth Taylor..3 

Arm-Margret.......... 2 

SPY..  2 

Lee Bailey ............. 1 

Chronicle of 
Our Death 
Foretold 
A SPY Public - 

Service Countdown 

“My pal Donald Trump 

f . . said that SPY maga¬ 

zine is in trouble finan¬ 

cially and will not be 

around much longer. 1 

chided the handsome 

mogul, of whom I am 

very fond . , ♦ that he 

should not indulge in 

wishful thinking. He 

said, ’No, you'll find 

this is true if you just 

investigate. I predict 

they won't even be 

around in a year.’ 

— Liz Smith in the 

Daily News, 

September 29, 1988 

Separated at Birth? 

Vladimir Horowitz ... 

Lee Atwater ... 

Johnny Canon .,. and Tommy Smothers? 

and Sylvester Stallone? 

and Rudolf Hen? 

Blurb-o-Mat 
Capsule Movie Reviews by Eric Kaplan1'''K 

the Afovie Publicist 7 Friend 

The Punisher, starring DoJph Lundgren 
(New World) 

Eric Kaplan says. "Prepare to be wowed! 

This ii Grade A prime Lundgren — and you 

know what that means, action fans!" 

UHF, starring Weird A1 Yankovic (Orion) 
Eni Kaplan says, "Prepare to howl howl 

howl —with laughter! UHF looms like a 

comedy colossus!" 

When Harry Met Sally , + , t starring Billy 

Crystal, Meg Ryan (Columbia) 

Enc Kaplan says, "Prepare for a crowd, cuz 

there'll be lines "round the block for this 

Crystal gem! Hey Oscar; no catting in Uriel" 

Worth Winning, starring Mark Harmon, 

Madeleine Stowe (Twentieth Century Fox) 

Enc Kaplan says, "Prepare to see the feel¬ 

good est movie since Working Giril Worth 

Winning is a winner worth waiting for? 3 

Celestial Hindsight 
/"\ SPY s Horoscope for Skeptics 

* /ui regular look at the horoscopes of familiar 

people on momentous days of their lives. 

Subject; Bryant Gum&EL 

Sign: Libra (b, 9/29/48) 

Date; February 28, 1989 

Notable Activity; Suffered consequences of publica¬ 

tion of his internal memo criticizing NBC colleagues 

Horoscope: “Emphasis on independence, creaciviry, 

your own style.' — Sydney Omarr, Ncusday 

Subject: Willard Scott 

Sign: Pisces (b 3/7/34) 

Dote: February 28, 1989 

Notable Activity: Humiliated by Gumbet’s memo 

Horoscopes: “Emphasis on career . . . Libra in¬ 

volved" —Sydney Omarr, Newsday\ “Handle a head¬ 

strong young person gently but firmly’ “ Jeane 

Dixon, The Philadelphia Inquirer 

Subject: John Tower 

Sign: Libra (br 9/29/25) 

Date: March 9. 1989 

Notable Activity: Rejected by Senate as secretary of 

Defense 

Horoscope: “You may be considering moving to 

a different area of the country or raking a long, ex¬ 

pensive trip abroad/ —Wendy Hawks, National 

Examiner 

Subject: Frank Lorf.nzo 

Sign: Taurus (br 5/19/40) 

Dote: March 9> 1989 

Notable Activity: Put Eastern Airlines into Chapter 11 

Horoscope: “Ask for favors and zoom ahead.' 

— Laurie Brady, Star 

Subject: PETE ROSE 

Sign: Aries (b. 4/14/41) 
Date: March 20, 1989 

Notable Activity: Was said by baseball commis^ 

sioner Peter Ueberrorh to be the subject of a “full 

inquiry into serious allegations" (later revealed ro 

include gambling on baseball) 

Horoscope; “You must exercise caution in all finan¬ 

cial affairs/— Laurie Brady, Star 

Subject: Michael Milken 

Sign: Cancer (b. 7/4/46) 

Date: March 29, 1989 

Notable Activity: Indicted by a federal grand jury on 

98 counts for indiscretions at Drexel Burnham 

Horoscope: “The whole affair may seem unjust and 

unnecessary, however, there ate circumstances over 

which you have no control/— Fame Walker, New 

York Post — George Marines 
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w"acb year tens of thousands of Ameri¬ 

cans take part in a ritual that affords them 

a sense of having a voice in how things are 

done. We re talking about those angry, 

idealistic citizens who write the Federal 

Communications Commission to complain 

about how radio stations abuse the public 

airwaves. Supposedly, this vox popufi gives 

the populi some influence in determining 

whether a company is fit to hold a broad¬ 

cast license, (This civics-class fiction is bol¬ 

stered by the meticulous way in which 

FCC bureaucrats catalog each complaint* 

file ir and then* in most cases, promptly 

send a perfunctory we'lldook-mto-ir form 

letter to the complainant.) In fact* the con¬ 

cents of the FCC complaints files seldom 

weigh heavily on the minds of those 

charged with renewing the licenses of the 

nation’s 10,000 radio stations. From 1975 

ro 1986, not one station was formally cited 

for indecency “the most common public 

complaint the commission receives. Three 

were cited in 1987, but ail three proceed¬ 

ings were eventually dropped. 

Absolutely anyone who can rustic up a 

writing utensil, paper and a sense of out¬ 

rage may participate in the FCC complaint 

system. Witness what we found by riffling 

through the FCC dossiers of several New 

York radio stations. In the interest of econ¬ 

omy, we have forgone all sics. 

Station; WCBS-FM 

Format: GldieS 

Letters on File: S 
Notable Grievances: In June 1986 a 

Brooklyn man notified the FCC that his 

family's honor had been besmirched by a 

young man who phoned WCBS overnight 

disc jockey Max Kinkel. ‘{T]he caller said 

a girl named Dawn' couldn't go to the 

prom last year because she couldn't get 

anyone to take her," wrrote the man, “And 

he also said when asked by Max Kin- 

sky . . * that he screwed her. Had sexual 

intercourse with her, and she was a hot 

‘Tomaroc7 This girl Dawn is approxi¬ 

mately 3 9 years old and I'm sure he meant 

my daughter Dawm.' 1 think it is disgust¬ 

ing that he disgraced the character of my 

daughter and my family over the airwaves. 

My daughter is a good girl and did not put 

out. This punk and Max Kinsky wrere ly- 

Unhappy Talk 
Radio Complaints from the FCC Mailbag 

ing/ The man suggested WCBS be shut 

down and that Kinkel be fined and made 

to issue a public apology to Dawn. 

In late 1987 the FCC notified WCBS 

that its use of a ‘doo-wop" format for the 

Emergency Broadcast System test an¬ 

nouncement was *not strictly in violation 

of the Commission's Regulations" but a 

violation of ‘the spirit of the EBS/ 

Station: WABC-FM 

Format; Talk 

Letter* on File: 59 

Moin Beef: Racist remarks by right-wing 

phone-in talk-show’ host Bob Grant 

Notoble Grievance; In January 1988 Mr, 

Lee De Sapio wrote Senator Daniel Moyni- 

han to protest Grant's reference to Geral¬ 

dine Ferraro as “THAT PUTANE, THAT 

WAS A RUNNING MATE OF WAL¬ 

TER MONDALE.- The letter was for¬ 

warded to the FCC. After explaining thar 

putam is Italian for “WHORE! HARLOT! 

PROSTITUTE,- De Sapio demanded that 

WABC provide a tape of Grant's comment 

ro "Mrs. Geraldine Fearar* so she can “play 

it on her Home Cassette, and be sure She 

has the evidence she seeks," Evidence for 

what, he didn't say. 

Station: WXRK-FM 

Format; Classic Rock 

Letters on File: 164 
Main Beef: Howard Stem 

Typical Grievance: “I do hope the F.CC. 

does its job and keeps Howard Stern under 

strict surveillance. He is a disgrace to the 

human race, obscene, fikhy, crude, insult¬ 

ing, and I could go and on/ 

Eyebrow-Raising Grievance: 'We can not 

permit a few Jewish talk shoiv hosts such 

as those in N.Y. and Miami to continue in 

their attempt to drag us down to their 

level. Thank you, C. G, Sullivan" 

Concern for Emmanuel Lewis Grievance: 

“Suppose child stars like Emmanuel Lewis 

started emulating Howard Stern;'" asked 

John Smith. “I could just see Emmanuel 

Lewis on a Bob Hope special calling him a 

Dick! Children like Emmanuel Lewis Do 

pay taxes too, don't they/ 

Almost Unbearably Bathetic Non-Stern 

Letter: Shortly after WXRK switched to 

its rock format, James Surresco wrote 

Nancy Reagan to ask the then first lady's 

help in finding a new gig for his nephew, 

Joe Causi, a victim of the format change. 

“I imagtine] you get many requests and 

I don’t expect you tan fill all of these 

requests," wrote Surresco, “(Alnyway* en- 

dosefd] is a photo of my nephewr who w^as 

a Dis Jockey here in New' York at 92KTY. 

The whole station was changed to 92Rock, 

all his life he's know[n] nothing but 

Dis Jockey! If in your heart something, 

somewear, someone that might help him, 

cause if he kncwr I wrote you he'd get mad 

he’s very independence. He's not working. 

Cod bless You and President/ 

Station: WBAI-FM 

Format: Eclectic, noncommercial 

Letters on File: 27 

Notable Grievance: The letter-writing 

campaign undertaken by Hank Wochner 

of North Baldwin, New York. First, to 

Senator Alfonse D’Amato: 

"Please inform me in writings to your 

personal opinion of rhe use of the wrords 

fuck, fuckin, dick, etc. on Nassau County 

radio waves. Please also suggest to me how-' 

, , , I can best achieve eliminating the 

public use of these words on the radio. 

Your concern in this matter will be 

appreciated/ 

Next, to Rep. Raymond McGrath: 

"Please help me. I am not sure who 1 

should write to. If you are the wrong per¬ 

son, then please forward this letter to the 

correct party, On Tuesday, Oct. 21, 1986 

about 9:08 p.m. 1 heard the w^urds fuck. 

fuckin. dick, etc, on WBAI radio station on 

the FM dial. Please do what you can to 

revoke their operating license." 

And finally, to Ronald Reagan: 

"My dear Mr, President, I am so de¬ 

lighted that I voted for you.Dare I say 

that your situation is a splinter compared 

to the gigantic log that is in other peoples 

eye, Anyway, the bask intent of this letter 

is to inform you that 1 personally heard on 

WBAI radio station the other morning 

such a sick “joke" story regarding you, 

Nancy and D, Regan. My opinion is that it 

was slander because it reflected on Nancy's 

and your character. If I can assist you in 

any practical way, please do not hesitate to 

contact me/ — Randall Bl&omquist 
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s the century winds down and we prepare to get the third millennium off to 

a sane, responsible start, we pause to ponder the great questions of the 

age. And perhaps none of these questions is more provocative or 

superficially significant or suitable for a special advertising supplement than 

The answer that most casual observers would 

offer is thither Or hither, thither and yon. Or yonder, depending on what part of the 

country you're from. In other words, there is 

considerable disagreement. And disagreement, of 

course, is good, because rock was built on 

disagreement. Disagreement plus rebellion 

insouciance, lust, greed, a girl, a guy, a car, ► 
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Art hut Aht 

he sacking this spring of 

Metro reporter Winston 

Williams for 'gross in¬ 

subordination," follow¬ 

ing a 12-year career at 

the Times* continues to 

weigh heavily on executive editor Max 

Frank eh Williams had been in bad ordure 

at the paper tor months, even years, but 

the incident that ended his tenure was his 

animated verbal set-to with assistant 

Metro editor Brent Staples. Its not so 

much Williams's dismissal that nags at 

Frankel— although the Times very rarely 

actually ever fires a reporter or editor. 

Rather, it is that Winston Williams is 

black. But then, so is Staples. 

In a nutshell, Williams's sorry tale is 

this: three years ago he was transferred 

from the Business section to the Metropoli¬ 

tan News section, Unfortunately, rather 

than do as others so sentenced have done — 

get on with the job, toady around his 

superiors and hope for a better assignment 

in the future—Williams rook the transfer 

as a racial affront. He promptly filed a 

complaint with the State Division of 

Human Rights. 

What Williams failed to realize, of 

course, is that routine punishment ol Times 

hirelings is nut reserved solely for blacks 

bur is part of a tradition of whimsical cru¬ 

elty on the part of the paper's editors — 

virtually rote behavior that they themselves 

suffered at rhe hands of their superiors. 

Although Williams's case was dismissed, 

he began complaining that his editors were 

holding the suit against him. Which, 

human nature being what it is — even at 

rhe Times — they undoubtedly were. 

Last fall Williams tried another novel 

tack ro gain the affections of senior Times- 

men. In a guest editorial in The New York 

Amsterdam News, he condemned his own 

paper and its (careful, thoroughgoing) cov¬ 

erage ol the Tawana B raw ley mess: "In my 

11 years as a reporter for the Times' he 

wrote, ‘I have never seen a piece in the 

paper as sloppy and vicious as the one [The 

New York Amsterdam News] criticized.' 

Williams's firing comes at a sticky time 

lor Frankel. He rode into the executive 

editor's office two years ago with a well- 

earned reputation for attending to matters 

of minority hiring. When he was Washing¬ 

ton bureau chief, he went out of his way to 

hire minority copy aides. As executive edi¬ 

tor, he has sought out blacks for the 

Times'& editorial board, increased the num¬ 

ber of black copy editors and, as in the case 

of E. R. Shipp, turned experienced black 

reporters into editors, Staples's own ap¬ 

pointment to assistant Metro editor was a 

Fran kel-prompted promotion, 

(Frankel has been no less concerned with 

the exclusion of women from the paper's 

management: he made Soma Golden na¬ 

tional editor and Karen A re ns on Sunday 

business editor. Why, this spirit extends 

even to his domestic situation: Frankel re¬ 

cently bought for himself and his wife, 

Joyce Purnick, recently promoted to editorial 

writer, his-and-hers Acura Legend sedans.) 

All well and good, And although Fran- 

kel's actions surely have been motivated in 

part by good intentions, there is reason to 

believe that other I actors are at work here. 

The upper echelons of the Times, it seems, 

are scared wtrless at the thought of becom¬ 

ing involved in a major racial-discrimina¬ 

tion suit similar to rhe one that cost the 

Daily News $3.1 million two years ago. 

To ward off such a specter, Frankel an¬ 

nounced in 1987 with great bravado chat 

he was going to correct years ol lackluster 

minority hiring by taking on one black or 

Hispanic person for every white hired. It 

has proved to be a promise difficult to 

keep. Many of rhe black journalists ap¬ 

proached by the Times have apparently 

preferred to stay where they arc—possibly 

out of the knowledge of the Times s dismal 

record on minorities In the past. And for 

ever) black reporter awarded a plum post 

(example: Sheila Rule dispatched ro 

London), rhere is a case of one being given 

a ‘promotion' ol questionable value (for¬ 

mer deputy national editor Paul Delaney 

shipped off to Madrid), 

But chc Times's editors still have posi¬ 

tions they need to fill — positions for which 

rhey have particular white reporters in 

mind. How, then, does the Times circum¬ 

vent its own ruler For one thing, by keep¬ 

ing the reporters and critics whom it wishes 

to hire in various kinds of holding pat¬ 

terns, Stephen Holden, a not untalenred 

critic, worked at rhe paper for eight years 

as a freelancer, receiving no medical or pen¬ 

sion benefits. Two years ago Newsaay of¬ 

fered Holden a similar job but one that 

would pay him considerably more, Gclb 

reportedly told him to hold off making a 

move, that lie would be put on staff 

shortly. Only late last year did his full-time 

position come through. Lisa Belkin left the 

paper last year when her husband moved 

to Texas to complete his medical residency. 

When she decided to go back to work, she 

effectively became the No, 2 person in the 

Times’s Houston bureau. But because of 

the one-black-for-every-white rule, she re¬ 

portedly cannot be put on staff' and so is 

paid a freelance wage sufficient to cover her 

old salary and benefits package. 

And what of Winston Williams? His 

o<wn private, no doubt well-intentioned 

fight against racial discrimination at rhe 

Times has been devalued somewhat by his 

having hired C, Vernon Mason, Tawana 

B raw lev s former legal sidekick, to rep¬ 

resent him, ~J J‘ Hunsecker 





He has been the darling of the American right for a generation, 

but William F. Buckley Jr. is 63 now—duller, 

LAZIER, CRANKIER AND, IRONY OF IRONIES, IN AN ERA DOMINATED BY 

CONSERVATIVES, NO LONGER VERY INFLUENTIAL. No ONE IS 

PUSHING HIM OFF THE STAGE—HE IS LEAVING UNDER HIS OWN STEAM 

QUICKLY ENOUGH. But already there is scheming 

AND MANEUVERING TO SUCCEED him as America s 

CELEBRITY tory. Former National Review editorial assistant BOB MACK surveys 

Buckley’s decline and CHECKS OUT THE PRETENDERS TO THE THRONE, 

On a December night in 1985, more chan 700 conservatives and socialites paid $175 apiece to put on formal wear 

and gather at The Plaza to honor America s premier conservative. Nominally a celebration of the 30th anniversary of 

the founding of his magazine, National Review, the event was really a great personal kudo, the recognition of a life 

spent as a celebrity intellectual engaged in rhe public advocacy of long-disparaged, finally criumphanr ideas, For 

important Republicans it was an obligatory event, though the vice president, George Bush, a man who seemed 

agreeable to going almost anywhere. ILLUSTRATION BY C. F PAYNE anytime, found reason to excuse himself. 
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His absence did not dim the evening, 

however. Jack Kemp, the conservatives 

true hope for the future, came and spoke; 

Charlton Heston flew in from the Coast to 

emcee; and Roy Cohn, though emaciated 

and near death, willed himself to appear — his 

mere presence connecting all in attendance to the 

heyday of McCarthy ism. The Plaza kitchens pre¬ 

pared rhe honoree's favorite dish, chicken pot pie, 

following a recipe supplied by his wife. And the 

reelected president of rhe United Statesman amia¬ 

ble, dull-witted populist not at all like the quick, 

brainy, workaholic eastern elitist who was being 

honored but nonetheless the instrument of the an¬ 

ticommunist, anti-social-welfare policies the 

honoree championed —took the dais and praised 

him warmly, even lavishly. "1 want to assure you 

tonight: you didn't just part the Red Sea —you 

rolled it back, dried it up and left exposed, lot all 

the world to see, the naked desert that is sracism." 

It %vas a full and glowing tribute, even chough the 

hyperbole wasn’t exactly true —after all, the political 

success of conservatism owed a lot more to runaway 

inflation and rhe Ayatollah chan to National Revieu\ 

and the honoree really hadn't done any hard think¬ 

ing for 20 years and was now more a stylish talk- 

show host and travel writer than someone with 

much intellectual consequence. But who would 

bring all that up on such a glorious, sparkling 

evening? 

Glorious evening or not. facts were facts: the 

honoree was already slipping, sliding, sliding, and 

was soon to tumble headlong into a trough from 

which he has yet to emerge. There were many accom¬ 

plishments one could fairly credit to William F, 

Buckley Jr. on that night: authoring rhe book God and 

Man at Yale\ found ing National Revie u and hosting 

television's Firing Line, being a provocative thinker 

who could be counted on to challenge even those w ho 

apparently agreed with him; and almost single- 

handedly, through his charm and wit, making it 

intellectually permissible to agree with a movement 

populated by Orange County reactionaries. Bur one 

could also fairly describe Buckley as a proponent of 

rhe ostentatious use of polysyllabic words; rhe diffi¬ 

dent Conservative Party candidate for mayor of New' 

York in 1965; an “experimental" smoker of mari¬ 

juana while afloat in international waters; the author 

of meretricious sailing books and silly spy stories; and 

perhaps the only pundit ever to possess a high enough 

profile and sufficiently distinctive tongue, eyeball and 

linguistic mannerisms to warrant being imitated by 

David Frye and other impressionists on TV, 

Today, almost four years after that happy victory 

dinner, the accomplishments have grown distant. 

Buckley is no longer the most influential conserva¬ 

tive commentator. William Safire, with his apprecia¬ 

tion for the nuts and bolts of politics and his prag¬ 

matic, non ideological views, is more popular. 

George Will, with his appearances on 

This Week With David Brinkley, his bi¬ 

weekly back page in Newsweek and his 

syndicated column, enjoys far greater in¬ 

fluence. And Patrick Buchanan, for all his 

cranked-Up bellicosity, is the apologist Re¬ 

publican presidents summon for chesty support 

when the going gets tough. Moreover, Buckley’s sort 

of ideological conservatism has been in decline from 

the very moment it triumphed; Reagan's muddled, 

middle-of-the-road second term left Buckley to fill 

his syndicated column with pointless erankery — 

suggesting that the U S. declare war on Cuba, com¬ 

plaining about a blind man trying to sail across the 

Atlantic, and offering the Torquemadic suggestion 

that AIDS carriers be tattooed on the buttocks —* 

and to fill up his remaining time with quasi-Geraldo 

stunts such as inspecting the Titanic in a 

bathysphere. 

But perhaps more immediately troublesome for 

Buckley chan his declining influence was the diffi¬ 

culty he seemed ro encounter in cashing in on his 

celebrity, earning the kind of quick, nearly effortless 

dollars that had helped sustain him as rhe nation's 

most renowned tory. In 1987 Racing Through Para¬ 

dise; A Pacific Passage, Buckley s third sailing book, 

became the first chat failed to make The New York 

Times'* best-seller list. Buckley was deeply wounded 

by this experience, prompting him to ask a friend in 

genuine bewilderment, ‘Where are my loyal fans, 

the people who buy each one of my books because 

it s by me —where are they?" At¬ 

tempting co recover his audience, 

in 1988 he published his eighth 

Blackford Oakes thriller, Mongoose, 

R I P, Bur Mongoose, unlike all of 

Buckley's previous spy novels, 

failed to reach Time magazine's 

best-seller list. Then, as if all these 

insides weren’t distressing enough, 

Buckley's life was scrutinized in 

John B. Judis's scrupulous biogra¬ 

phy. The New Republic commented 

with perhaps unintended irony, 

‘No one can write a truly definitive 

biography of a man whose career is 

still far from over But in telling the 

story of William F. Buckley Jr/s 

successful life, John B Judis has 

come remarkably dose/ Indeed, 

According to Judis and many 

other observers, Buckley's 

decline began in 1983, with the publication of Over¬ 

time, a shamelessly narcissistic and Thoroughly un- 

reflective diary of a week in his glamorous, densely 

scheduled life, This marked the second time, after 

1971 s Cruising Speed, that he had so blatantly at¬ 

tempted to cash in on his day-to-day routine. In 
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1971, however, when Buckley was still 

ideologically outre, he could get away 

with it. But by 1983 Buckley's act had 

got old, and his description of the cus¬ 

tom Jacuzzi in his basement as ‘the most * 

beautiful indoor pool this side of Pompeii * * t f 
was as tired as it was appalling. In The New 

York Times Nora Ephron compared Overdrive to the 

memoirs that self-made immigrants wrote late in 
life, while The Washington Post hoped it had been 

intended as parody. Buckley was incensed by a re¬ 

view of John Gregory Dunne s in The New York 

Review of Books. Dunne, the husband of Buckley’s 

friend and a former NR contributor, Joan Didlon, 

wrote, 'Buckley has spread himself so thin that he 

has begun to repeat himself, repeatedly.' Still, Over¬ 

drive sold a respectable 35,000 copies in hardcover. 

Similarly, the 1986 novel High Jinx sold nearly 

100,000 copies, despite reviewers’ indifference. 

High jinx rose as high as No, 4 on the minor 

Doubleday Book Shops best-seller list, and indeed 

was resting comfortably at No, 14 on The New York 

Times list one Sunday in April when The White 

House Mess, a novel by his son, Christopher, hie No. 

10. Pat Buckley, Bill s wife and Christopher's 

mother, had the Times clip framed 
But then came the failure of Racing Through Para¬ 

dise, something Buckley privately described at the 

time as 'a professional humiliation.’ The embarrass¬ 

ment started at a lecture and book signing in the 

spring of 1987. Buckley had already signed several 

copies of the book when he discovered to his dismay 

that its man} black-and-white photographs didn't 

have enough contrast. He asked everyone to give 

their books back and felt obliged to apologize to the 

crowd. The entire first printing of 50,000 was 

scrapped, postponing the book s release. 

The official publication party for Racing Through 
Paradise, held a few weeks later at the New York 

Yacht Club, was another disaster. The temperature 

reached 93 degrees that day; the Yacht Club had no 

air-conditioning, and Henry Kissinger stood shank 

to flank with Angie Dickinson and other prominent 

litterateurs, all of them sweating like beer bottles in 

the heat. The fete was such a flop that for his next 

book. Mongoose, RJ.P, Buckley eschewed a full-scale 

party requiring the attendance of Random House 

executives, Instead, he opted for a mere dinner for 

eight at Mortimer's, an event memorable for Buck- 

ley’s blasphemous joke: “What do you get when you 

cross Ronald Reagan with James DearV’ he asked 

the table. Answer: Rebel Without a Clue, (Presum¬ 

ably, this wee joke will never be repeated at National 

Review now rhat Reagan has joined the board of 

directors.) 

The book parties proved to be bad omens. Racing 

Through Paradise failed to cause even a ripple of 

interest, though it would have been successful if 

Buckley's ftettings had counted for anything. Most 

weekdays throughout that summer, at 

approximately 9:05 a,m« — that is* 9:00 

a.m. plus the amount of rime it takes a 

50-ish woman to fetch a cup of coffee 

and say Good morningt Air. Buckley. * , „ 

No, i'll give them a call— Frances Bronson* 

Buckley's secretary of 

2 1 years, would phone Sam 

Vaughan, Buckley 's editor at 

Random House, to find out 
how the book w*as doing. 

Each day, a publishing ap¬ 

paratchik would remind 

Bronson that rhe daily sales 

progress list doesn't get cir¬ 

culated until 1 1:00 a.m., 

and then would tell her the 

disappointing news any¬ 

ways no orders of note, 

Bronson would usually reply 
with an exaggerated *Oh, 

that's atrocious!" or ‘Dead in the water!" and hang 

up, though sometimes the bad news would be so 

acutely felt that Buckley himself would get on the 

horn and self-effacingly nag the aide. “What’s the 

problem.'' Isn’t rhat awful? Maybe we need some 

more advertising/ 

In fact. Random House had by that summer 

spent $100,000 on advertising for Racing Through 

Paradise and refused to spend any more, showing, 

unfortunately for Buckley, that they had been listen¬ 

ing to him when he was criticizing Great Society 

programs by saying that throwing money at a prob¬ 

lem won t necessarily solve it, Buckley became so 

obsessed at one point that he even called Random 

House to report a rumor he d heard that there was 

an advance advance copy of The New York Times 

best-seller list that was kept secret “in addition to 
the advance list everybody knows about —on which 

Racing Through Paradise would at last appear. Ran¬ 

dom House humored him, of course, and feigned 

excitement, though they knew the story was bogus. 

In the end* Racing Through Paradise sold only 

38,000 copies (whereas the first two sailing tracts 

had sold over 100,000 each). Buckley eventually 

salved his wounded pride by having National Re¬ 

view buy 33,000 remaindered copies of the book 

from Random House to use as subscriber bait. 

Buckley's next book, Mongoose, RLP, was also 

the source of much disappointment. While it wasn’t 

a flop on the order of Racing Through Paradise, it 

wasn't enough to recoup the $880,000 advance 

Buckley received for Mongoose and Racing. With the 

breezy books not doing so well* one can t help but 

wonder why Buckley didn't tackle something sub¬ 

stantial. Throughout the 196(1$ Buckley fiddled 

with a Big Book, a major work called The Revolt 

Agatnst the Masses that might have resuscitated his 

reputation —and might yet, if he ever completes it. 
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Alas, it is highly unlikely that he will return to such 

seriousness. When Sam Vaughan asked him to write 

a novel like The Bonfire of the Vanities^ Buckley re¬ 

plied that he "could never write that long/ When 

Notre Dame professor Gerhart Miemeyer sent 

Buckley an article on natural law not long ago, he 

wrote back apologizing for having 'lost the capacity 

for reading scholarly prose/ The atrophied skills 

seem irretrievable, even beyond the lure of money. 

Buckley's agent, Lois Wallace* told him tbai she 

could get him half a million dollars to do a sweeping 

cultural history. Instead, the next Buckley opus was 

On the Firing Line: The Public Life of Our Public 

Figures ^ another coasting artifact. Published three 

months ago, it was his 28th book and seventh 

"grearest-hits" collection* and k was compiled by an 

assistant, this rime former Reagan speech writer 

Peter Robinson. Buckley wanted Random House to 

pony up a $250,000 advance for the volume; the 

publishers, at a negotiation in Buckley's Park Ave¬ 

nue digs, tactfully regretted that they could afford 

only $50,000, Haggling ensued, resulting in a deal 

for an over-® 100,000 advance, which left Buckley 

sufficiently pleased to make his guesrs suffer through 

one of his not infrequenr enough harpsichord con¬ 

certs, After kneading through some Bach, he looked 

up and asked, "Wasn t that lovely?" Everyone said 

yes, it was. 

What is undoubtedly lovely —lovely for Buck- 

ley, anyway —is that he can continue to make 

money on reputation alone, Buckley has become 

that Overdrive kind of guy w ho seldom makes the 

time to do things well. He embodies the conviction 

rhat speed is preferable to substance, that being able 

to say something with stylish nonchalance is all- 

important. He can cake about 20 minutes to write 

each of his thrice-weekly, 7 50-wrord columns and 

has written a children's book in two hours and a 

novel in 12 days, the latter a fear that made his 

appalled son, Chris, "want to puke/ The columns 

and books are disposable; the reputation for prolific 

speed endures. The flash shows up elsewhere too. 

Famous for dropping lines in dead languages, Buck¬ 

compieteiy on electronic navigations systems, disre¬ 

garded common safety practices for night sailing, 

and set sail for a 4,000-mile voyage from Hawaii to 

New Guinea without checking his sails, which 

turned out to be sun-rocted, 

Buckley may he too busy doing everything to do 

anything well, but even he has to unwind, and lately 

he has been unwinding with some gusto. A compan¬ 

ion on his most recent writing-skiing vacation in 

G&taad (where Buckley was working on yet another 

compilation of previously published jottings 

on religion) noted the healthy wine intake chat 

occurred during the trip. But when a man begins 

to realize that his prime is past, that he is 63 years 

old and people are talking less about his books 

than about the fact that his suits are covered with 

dog hair, well, perhaps he is entitled to solace where 

he finds it. Surely that would be the case when he 

realizes he has failed to groom any kind of a succes¬ 

sor, someone who can elegantly take up the cudgels 

and do battle for the causes he has tirelessly and, 

most of the time, honorably espoused. And one long 

look at National JReview shows that, at least over 

there* no conceivable new Bill Buckley is waiting in 

the wings. 

Ac the twentieth-anniversary 'celebrity roast' that 

was held for Firing Line in 1986, Tom Wolfe 

made fun of the way a friendly critic had called Bill 

a "national treasure." Wolfe went on to point out — 

kiddingly, of course-char "Bill Buckley is in desper¬ 

ate need of insults," because national treasure is code 

for being “old, toothless, flabby, benign* no longer a 

threat to anyone/ More than anything else, more 

than the cranky columns, schlock novels* self-indul¬ 

gent nonfiction or Firing Line itself, rhe one rhing 

about Bill Buckley that is oldest, flabbiest and most 

unthreatening is his magazine, National Revieu . 

National Review may be the longest-running pub¬ 

lication never to have had a heyday. Relentlessly on 

rhe far right, it never attained during the 1950s rhe 

status of house organ, nor during the 1960s the 

status of semi-official publication of the apposition 

parry that The New Republic, say, enjoys today. The 

magazine assumed a certain authority during the 

Carter years, when roundhouse bashing of rhe presi¬ 

dent was appropriate and when the Reagan Revolu¬ 

tion was about to succeed* although it was eclipsed 

by the briefly interesting American Spectator. After 

the 1980 election NR became a coffee-cable maga¬ 

zine, ritually subscribed ro bur seldom read, losing 

clout to Commentary because of the relative quality 

of the latter's contributors and to The Washington 

Times because Reagan liked that publication's sim¬ 

ple sentences and its knee-jerk approval of every¬ 

thing he did. But it’s not as though its recent leth¬ 

argy marks a dramatic change: the magazine never 

provoked excitement beyond the conservative sub¬ 

culture. True, the magazine has proved to have a 

ley is often tripped up by chose who know them 

well; as John Leonard has said, 'Bill plays around 

with his Latin." Famous for his sailing and espionage 

books, Buckley has been revealed as an amateur in 

both fields. The review in The Neu York Times of 

Racing Through Paradise noted that Buckley relied 
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certain latentt long-distance power —during che 

1950s a man such as William Casey would become 

confirmed in his beliefs by reading pundits like 

James Burnham in NRr and 30 years later Casey 

would circumvent the Constitution to forward those 

beliefs. The magazine also once served as a spring¬ 

board for talented young writers; in the early 1960s 

it attracted people such as Joan Didion, John Leo¬ 

nard and Garry Wills, people who didn't think 

family, work, country and stopping international 

communism were values coo weird to defend. But 

eventually the young talent that NR had begun 

attracting was no longer quite so available, and 

finally, in 1971, Wills told Buckley, T think the 

magazine s standards of ve¬ 

racity and honor are scandal¬ 

ously low.” 

Recently there have been 

some murmurs of invigora- 

tion at the magazine. Pub¬ 

lisher William A. Rusher has 

retired and been replaced by 

Wick Allison, who also pub¬ 

lishes Art 6 Antiques. John 

O'Sullivan, a highly re¬ 

garded British journalist who 

made a name for himself 

both as a troubleshooter for 

Rupert Murdoch and 

« u NDER A REAL 

government, Bishop Tutu 

WOULD BE A CAKE 

of soap/ Jeffrey Hart once 

SAJD WISTFULLY AT AN 

EDITORIAL MEETING 

as 

Margaret Thatcher's domestic-policy adviser, has 

become editor. He has started strong: among his 

covers were “The Social Climber's Guide to Wash¬ 

ington” and a story on rock n' roll. Morale is clearly 

on the rise, A young conservative in Washington 

who recently met with NR senior editor Joseph 

So bran noted that Sobran kept insisting that "ever 

since O'Sullivan came along, National Review has 

been charged up, really charged up," 

Still, O Sullivan faces a daunting task: the dead- 

wood (including Sobran) is thick; the atmosphere of 

the office is musty quaint and lazy; and a tone of 

genteel racism endures. This attitude is usually ex¬ 

pressed in the third-floor conference room, at the 

biweekly editorial meetings and the occasional end- 

of-the-day staff cocktail hours that are held there. 

"There's this insularity " remembers one former NR 

editorial assistant about the events that occurred in 

that room, ’where you feel that you're among 

friends who all think the same way as you do. You 

can even express your true feelings about something 

that, in another situation, you would be more 

guarded about. This wrould be especially true when 

Bill was away" On which subjects have true feelings 

been expressed?' Well, senior editors Sobran and 

Jeffrey Hart have swapped jokes about cre¬ 

matoriums arid gas chambers. Race relations is also 

a popular subject. In November 1986 NR ran a 

cover story, "Blacks and the G.O.P.: Just Called ro 

Say I Love You," that outlined possible GOP strate- 
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Brookhiser, Ben Hart, Fossedal and D'Souza 

are typical of a growing subculture in our soci¬ 

ety—Young Conservatives. Although similar to 

many other youths—cheerful, simplistic, intel¬ 

lectually careless, horny —Young Conservatives 

can best be distinguished by their willingness to 

take charge of the world* The best way to learn 

about these youngsters is to meet them on their 

own turf, and there is no better plate to do that 

than at The Heritage Foundation in Washing¬ 

ton, D C., where the biweekly meetings of the 

so-called Third Generation are held. We went 

there for a meeting. We found: 

Guys Who Made Strange Announcements* A 

large, hairy, overbearing man asked of everyone 

in the lobby Ts it just me, or does anyone else 

watch Masterpiece TheatreT Nobody responded. 

Later, a Mister Rogers look-alike announced, 

Tm going to go kick some mote liberal butt, 

bur 1 just thought you should know that if you 

wave an American flag in front of Communists 

on Capitol Hill, you could get arrested. If you 

think this is harebrained, you can get your own 

brain transplant sometime," 

Surrogate Right-wingers, A crowd of 30 

came to hear Christopher Baldwin and John 

Sutter, the latest bad boys of The Dartmouth 

Review. They missed their flight. Instead, their 

lawyers showed up. 

Provocative Discourse, Hart ran the discus¬ 

sion. He blandly recited a litany of injustices 

suffered by Baldwin and Sutter, which reached 

its climax when he mentioned that Dartmouth 

president James Freedman had called The 

Dartmouth Review-ets "ideological provocateurs 

posing as journalists," and the audience chortled 

and snorced in disbelief, 

The evening ended when some crank sud¬ 

denly blurted out, "Many moons ago Robert 

Bork Jr. came here and talked about the experi¬ 

ence his dad had, and it seems to me that the 

"Red thread throughout this whole thing has 

been essentially boiling down to a philosophi¬ 

cal, perhaps a spiritual, war." 

It could've been worse, A fewf months earlier 

Heritage had been so desperate for topics that it 

had actually celebrated the anniversary of the 

Grenada invasion, A couple who had 

honeymooned on the island showed slides. 

— B.M. 
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gies for attracting black voters. Presid¬ 

ing over the traditional post-issue recap, 

Buckley quipped, “Maybe it should've 

been titled Just Called to Say I Love 

You, Niggah/" During another editorial 

meeting, Jeffrey Hart reflected wistfully that v t a 

"under a real government, Bishop Tutu would 

be a cake of soap." 

According to Taki Theodoracopulos, a right-wing 

sometime SPY contributor and close friend of Buck- 

ley s„ one reason Buckley hired John O Sullivan was 

to ensure that "the wild men didn't take over," and 

to keep from institutionalizing the Weil, black people 

call one another nigger, too type of casual racism that 

Buckley tries to keep confined to the third-floor 

conference room. Whatever the reason, O'Sullivan's 

selection made final what had long been apparent: 

neither Sobran nor Hart could replace Buckley at 

National Review. 

A professor of English at Dartmouth, Hart 

helped launch The Dartmouth Review, the holding 

pen for youthful myrmidons of ultraconservatism. 

In gratitude, it prints Hart s syndicated column, in 

which he says things that even National Review 

doesn't often allow into print, such as "I support 

SDI even if it doesn't work —at least it would keep 

money out of the hands of the poor." Hart isn't so 

hard-line about giving grades™legend has ir rhar 

when a student in a Dartmouth class on Samuel 

Johnson turned in a final essay all about Ben Jon- 

son, Hart, whose nickname is Easy Jeff, gave the 

paper a B+, his only comment being "Wrong John¬ 

son." Nor has the bulbous-nosed Haft — who laughs 

at his Own jokes in a manner reminiscent of the late 

Raul Lynde — been scrupulously conservative about 

his personal habits. He has had his quarrels with 

firewater, and though Hart has apparently gone on 

the wagon, one former colleague remembers the 

rime Hart was asked to lunch with Buckley and 

Clare Boothe Luce, who by that time was nearly 

blind. She asked Buckley who was sitting next to 

her, and when he told her, she exclaimed, "Oh, Jeff 

Hart! He's the one with the drinking problem, 

right?" Whatever the reason these days. Hart is still 

a mite forgetful sometimes, telling the same gay¬ 

bashing jokes at meetings and suggesting story ideas 

as his own that he had minutes before shot down 

The untidiness of Hart's fellow senior editor, Jo¬ 

seph Sobran, is less of a moral than a physical and 

intellectual nature. Though he has his virtues —the 

evenhanded Judis biography compliments “the writ, 

anger, and erudition" of his writing —he is as far 

removed from Buckley s image of urban ity as can be 

conceived. His office is a garbage dump full of 

newspapers and empty soda cans; he stinks up NR 

wirh his cheap cigars and uses the office as a crash 

pad the night before meetings; and he dresses, as 

one former staffer puts it, to the most limited ward¬ 

robe of any semisuccess fill professional man on the 

Eastern Seaboard’' — one lime-green lei¬ 

sure suit. 

But Sobran s intellectual habits have 

^ vexed Buckley most. A chronic victim of 

writer's block, Sobran has been taunted 

mercilessly by the hyperproMc Buckley, 

But what Sobran has failed to produce causes 

Buckley fewer problems than what he has written, 

in 19S6 Buckley was urged to boot Sobran by 

neoconservatives after he wrote a series of 

anti-Semitic columns, In defense of Rea¬ 

gan's trip to Bitburg, Sobran had lashed 

out at Washington's "Jewish lobby" and 

offered the suggestion that The New York 

Times change its name to Holocaust Up¬ 

date. Another Sobran column, one that 

praised an obscure Father Coughlin- 

esque journal called Instauratmn, led 

Midge Decter to demand an explanation, 

As usual, Buckley 's response was vague: 

he chose nor to dissociate himself from Sobran, but 

merely to regret "the obstinate tendentiousness" of the 

columns in question. Even 

though Sobran has since 

made up with the offended 

neocons, the feeling at Na¬ 

tional Review is May he we 

should have let go of Joe after all. 
UCKLEY MAY BE TOO 

BUSY DOING EVERYTHING TO DO 

By bringing in O'Sullivan, 

Buckley has blocked the 

ascension of the "wild men," 

but O Sullivan will surely 

not be around for the long 

haul. At best, he offers a re¬ 

gency while an heir matures, 

an heir who must achieve not 

just the intellectual heft that Buckley possessed in 

his prime but also the style, wit and gregariousness 

that helped make him palatable to the media na¬ 

bobs who helped promote him over the years. And 

it is in that dubbability department, in the realm of 

social connections, inherited wealth, decent ward¬ 

robe and adequate TVQ rating, that today's Young 

CConservatives are most lacking. There are four con¬ 

tenders for the Buckley mantle; none of them seems 

like a hot prospect. In fact, as a former National 

Review editor purs it, "What has happened is that 

many people have been singled out, told they're 

wonderful and been given all these wonderful op¬ 

portunities. And then they've never amounted to 

anything." 

The person who seems closest to being Buckley’s 

heir is Richard Brookhiser. Indeed, he apparently 

had a virtual lock on the National Review editorship, 

but —after reflecting, with classic Brookhiser corni- 

ness, that he "remembered what happened to the 

last heir apparent, Franz Ferdinand" — he took him¬ 

self out of contention, to write for The New Yorker, 

ANYTHING WELL, 

BUT EVEN HE HAS TO UNWIND, AND 

LATELY HE HAS BEEN 

UNWINDING WITH SOME GUSTO 
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Fans of eerie convergences 

took it on the chin last April 

when, on the same day that 

196t)s relic Abbie Hoffman 

was found dead, a nine-foot 

chunk of the tail of rhe Con¬ 

corde carrying William F. 

Buckley (himself a 1960s relic 

of a different stripe) fell off 

while the plane was flying over 

the South Pacific. As it turned 

out, the missing nine feet 

weren't enough to send the 

aircraft spiraling into the sea, 

and the plane landed safely, 

sparing the lives of the passen¬ 

gers and the nerves of all the 

test of us, who would have 

had to endure the prose of 

dumbstruck pundits searching 

for meaning in the Hoffman- 

Buckley coincidence. 

It would have been an em¬ 

barrassing way for Buckley to 

go. The right's most famous 

celebrity^ intellectual was in the 

midst of a three-week round- 

the-world tour But unlike 

many other trips Buckley has 

taken for personal pleasure, 

this was also a pointedly com¬ 

mercial enterprise. 

The trip was arranged by 

Miami's superswanky Lorraine 

Travel Bureau Inc.p which 

promised a tour that, as they 

put it, "will surely be, short of 

flying to the moon, or beyond, 

the most exhilarating trip of 

anyone's lifetime/ (They 

didn't intimate that it might 

have been rhe last trip, exhila¬ 

rating or otherwise, of a life- 

rime,) Buckley wras hired not 

so much to host this tour as 

merely to accompany it, to be 

just part of the package whose 

cost was set at $39,000 per 

person, double occupancy. 

Had Buckley got sick or 

died, organizers were prepared 

to placate disappointed pas¬ 

sengers with ‘15,000 each as 

full compensation for his fail¬ 

ure to appear/ Does this mean 

Coffee, Tea or Bill 

Trotting the Globe and Defying Death 
With Buckley 

that Lorraine paid Buckley 

15*000 per passenger, or 

$485,000? "Oh, no/ says 

Mac Seligman of Creative 

Resources Inc,, the Miami 

company that did Lorraine's 

marketing research for the ven¬ 

ture. As if Buckley would ac¬ 

cept piecework commissions to 

affect camaraderie for 24 days 

wrich 97 rich people he didn t 

know! It wras a flat, presumably 

six-figure fee. April is ordina¬ 

rily Buckley's month on the 

rubber-chicken circuit, says Sc- 

ligman, so they negotiated 

around wfhat he would have 

made by delivering speeches 

during the same period of time, 

(According to lecture-circuit 

bookers, Buckley gets about 

$15,000 for each of the 40 

to 50 public-speaking engage¬ 

ments he books every year, part 

of the proceeds of which goes 

toward stemming National 

Review's annual $500,000 

deficit.) 

Still, it's not entirely clear 

what Buckley was supposed to 

do on the tour The $39,000 

that each passenger paid 

didn't just go for supersonic 

proximity to him, as though 

he wfere merely an employee of 

an escort service. Buckley, the 

organizers promised, would 

“also be providing political 

and cultural commentary 

throughout the trip/ Docs 

this mean thar he delivered 

impromptu in-flight talks and 

lectures? "Oh, good God, no” 

Sdigman says. "No, no, no* 

no, no/ In fact, aside from the 

self-imposed task of taping six 

Firing Line episodes on the 

road, Buckley had "no as¬ 

signed d uties." N evert hel ess, 

Lorraine president jack Gui- 

teras cold Travel Weekly before 

the crip that "plans call lor 

[Buckley] to change his seat¬ 

ing on the plane during the 

segments so that everybody 

has a chance to have more di¬ 

rect contact with him/ Ah, 

now we understand. He was 

hired to be a greeter. 

Indeed, many of the high¬ 

lights of the trip involved 

greetings. Highly touted was 

the arrival of Buckley and 

company on Wednesday, April 

5, in Papeete, Tahiti. Tn some 

cases entire islands will greet 

us/ the brochure claimed, ‘as 

only honored guests can be 

greeted and as only Tahitians 

know how." What? Seligman 

explains, “You're reading ad 

copy. There's a certain arristic 

license in that. Now; wre're 

marketing and communications 

people. We speak the same 

language as you. Were all 

journalists here/ 

So, journalist to journalist: 

What? "I have no specifics/ 

says Seligman. "But I've been 

to Tahiti. And the Tahi¬ 

tians * , . wear a certain kind 

of grass skirt, and they play a 

certain kind of music, and 

they do a certain kind of 

dance.And they're out 

there greeting flights all the 

time/ 

As it turned out, One group 

Buckley was pressed into 

greeting was members of the 

news media, w'lio wanted his 

reaction to the tail fracture. 

Buckley maintained chat there 

was no panic. ‘If we had nose¬ 

dived P , , into the Tasmanian 

Sea, there w'ould have been a 

considerable reaction/ he said, 

effortlessly falling into form. 

“But one simply assumes that 

nothing fatal has happened if 

indeed there is no confirmation 

nor any visible invalidation of 

the ship's performance/ In 

ocher words, / thinkr therefore 

Vm not dead, 

— Steve Pamper 
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Time and other publications. Part of Brookhiser's 

advantage is his length of tenure; the 34-year-old 

has been contributing to National Review since he 

was 14, when a letter he wrote to his older brother, 

lamenting that his classes had been interrupted by 

an antiwar moratorium, was passed along to Buck- 

ley, who printed it as a cover story. Perhaps Buckley 

thought that by grooming Brookhiser he could 

make National Review youthful again. If so, Buckley 

thought wrong. Brookhiser doesn't have Buckley's 

knack for setting himself apart intellectually while 

obeying mainstream social conventions, Instead, he 

possesses a number of quirky enthusiasms ol the 

type that do not encourage small talk, He is an 

aficionado of belly dancing and holds occasional 

Sund ay-afternoon poetry readings, during w hich he 

often bursts into tears, (One quality Brookhiser does 

share with Buckley is an inclination to write about 

any and all of his experiences. His reflections on 

belly dancing have appeared in American Spectator, 

on reading poetry aloud in The Atlantic.) 

Brookhiser also has a wardrobe of vintage cloth¬ 

ing that has been chosen not from a sense of stylish 

kitsch but our of genuine poor taste. Former Na¬ 

tional Review articles editor Richard Vigilante has 

referred to Brookhiser s style as Rochester Vice, He 

has a tendency to parade his most outrageous garb 

at formal conservative gatherings, He wore a char¬ 

coal-gray sport coat embellished with turquoise cres¬ 

cents to a National Review Christmas party popu¬ 

lated heavily by octogenarians in Brooks Brothers 

sack suits, and donned a black kimono for an Ameri¬ 

can Spectator bash last year. He is, in sum, a nerd, 

Brookhiser is the only one of Buckley s presump¬ 

tive heirs to have been brought up at National Re¬ 

view. The other three — Dinesh D'Souza, Gregory' 

Fossedal and Ben Hart—came of age at The 

Dartmouth Review, which Fossedal and Hart 

founded in 1980. 

D’Souza is most famous for his Sammy Ghckish- 

ness, and for his felicitous nickname, Distort 

D'Newza. *1 think l m the one who thought of it!" 

D Souza replied when asked about the nickname, 

Later he backtracks. 'I can’t remember the exact 

origins of Distort D'Newza, but l w as very proud of 

it when it came out." 

Certainly folks at National Review consider him 

an egregious self-promoter. When asked by NR to 

review' )ude Wanniski's MediaGuidet 1987 (wherein 

D Souza received a higher rating than Buckley), 

D Souza apparently didn't care very' much to cam¬ 

ouflage his basic agreement with Wanmski, and the 

piece never ran, “A more supercilious prick there 

isn't," says an ex-employee of The Heritage Founda¬ 

tion, the conservative think tank. One Washington 

observer remembers hearing D Souza boast of hav¬ 

ing stolen the mailing list of a gay organization at 

Dartmouth. His sheer Glickishness aside, some of 

his colleagues don't even consider him talented. His 

1987 collaboration with Greg Fossedal, a book 

called My Dear Alex, is a heavy-handed updating of 

C, S. Lewis s The Screwtape Letters. In the Lewis 

book a young Devil receives advice from Lucifer on 

how to corrupt Christians; in the D Souza-Fossedal 

book, a young Russian is taught how to manipulate 

the American press by a KGB agent named Vladi¬ 

mir. In his introduction to the book Richard Nixon, 

the noted literary critic, declared that “not since 

George Grweli, to my knowledge, has there been a 

broad political satire to match My Dear Alex' 

Where nerdiness hobbles Brookhiser and Glick¬ 

ishness is a problem for D Souza, sheet personal 

animosity stands in the way of Gregory Fossedal, 

Fossedal may indeed be the most promising right- 

wing journalist of his generation, but he also has the 

distinction of being, with Gore Vidal and Lowell 

Weicker, one of the few people in this world whom 

William F. Buckley Jr, actually despises. Most 

attribute it to Fossedals abrasiveness. “Bill s more 

genteel/ says Ben Hart, “while Greg uses the 

sledgehammer approach," It is an attribute that has 

won him few friends. Fellow journalists booed him 

at an infamous August 1984 press conference dur¬ 

ing the presidential campaign, when Fossedal 

badgered Geraldine Ferraro about her husband s rax 

returns, repeatedly shouting, "Answer the question, 

answer the question!" Three years later his ham- 

handedness lost him more important friends, In a 

column syndicated by the Copley News Service, 

Fossedal wrote a piece on the 

decline of National Review, 

suggesting, among other 

things, chat some of the se¬ 

nior editors be shipped out 

on sabbaticals. ‘For their 

own good . . . JefF Hart, Joe 

Sob ran... and Richard 

Brookhiser need to be forced 

to publish first-rate books, 

do some serious writing for 

other publications, and just 

plain think. And their chairs 

would be filled by some 

young, hungry talents. . . . 

Some suggestions; Dinesh D'Souza + , In as close 

as he comes to tactfulness, Fossedal omitted himself. 

Fossedal s advice was not taken well. In a rage, 

Jeffrey Hart wrote hysterical letters to several con¬ 

servatives, including Fossedal, who promptly apolo¬ 

gized to Hart and wrote a follow'-up column prais¬ 

ing the professorrs many virtues. 

It must be said that Fossedal is one of the few 

nonscientists on the right or left to have waded 

through much of the science concerning the Strate¬ 

gic Defense Initiative. So dweebish is Fossedal that 

he reportedly spent his wedding eve discussing SDI 

with then-Lieutenant General Daniel Graham, his 

coauthor on a pro-Star Wars book called A Defense 

inesh D6Souza is 

MOST FAMOUS FOR HIS NICKNAME, 

Distort D'Newza. *1 
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Meanwhile, the Most Influential 
One reason there are so few 

pretenders to William F. 

Buckley Jr. s throne is that his 

writing has never been popular 

with young people. Bur there 

is a literally dead conservative 

writer whose work still holds 

impressionable youths in its 

thrall 

Ayn Rand“-she pro¬ 

nounced her curious name 

'ine/ as in wrijrf—died in 

1982, yet the influence of this 

writer goes on. Her best- 

known books. The Fountain¬ 

head (1943) and Atlas 

Shrugged (1957), have never 

gone out of print. Combined 

sales of all her books 

now exceed 20 mil¬ 

lion copies, and annual 

Conservative in 

Young America Is... 
Dead—and She Has a Ha rd- to-Pronounce Name 

Political leaders 

‘Just when everyone else """ 

wras forgetting about Ayn 

Rand, she was discovered by 

the Reagan administration," 

says Aram Bakthian Jr, a for¬ 

mer speech writer for Ronald 

Reagan. And though rhe for¬ 

mer president himself never 

expressed much interest in 

Rand, many of his appointees, 

advisers and allies did. Alan 

Greenspan, rhe Reagan-ap¬ 

pointed chairman of the Fed¬ 

eral Reserve, was a close 

friend of Rand's, "What she 

did," he has said, ‘through 

long discussions and lots of 

arguments into the night, was 

to make me think why capi¬ 

talism is not only efficient and 

practical, but also moral." 

Thespians 

When The Fountainhead was 

published, Barbara Stanwyck, 

Clark Goble and Joan Craw¬ 

ford were among those who 

fought to play the leads in the 

movie—parts that eventually 

went to Gary' Cooper and IV 

tricia Neal. Since then Rand 

has been endorsed by the likes 

of Rock Hudson, Jill St. John, 

sales are at least 

500,000, (The usually 

gracious Buckley seems 

to have been jealous of 

Rand's commercial 

success; he wrote two 

uncharacteristically 

nasty columns about her after 

her death.) 

Neither Rand's books nor 

her philosophy of Objectivism 

-souped-up Aristotle 

with a sexy free-mar- 

§ ket, li bertarian twist — 

Clint Eastwood, 

Tom Selleck, Phoebe 

Cotes and John 

MoVkovieh. Roque I Welch also 

admired Rand, who returned 

the compliment by suggesting 

that Welch should play 

Dagny Taggart, the railway 

president, should Atlas 

Shrugged ever be made into a 

movie. Jerry Lewis has been 

known to read aloud from The 

Fountainhead. 

Press lords, caftans of 

INDUSTRY, FAKE WASPS AND 

TENNIS FLAYERS 

Robert Sleiberg, the editorial 

director of Barton's ^ has said 

that ‘all the years have done is 

to confirm the wisdom of her 

ideas." Ed word A. Brennan, 

the chairman and CEO of 

Sears, Roebuck, has paid At¬ 

las Shrugged the compliment 

of calling it the mosr impor¬ 

tant book he has ever read. 

Ralph Lauren has told fawn¬ 

ing interviewers that his favor¬ 

ite book is The Fountainhead. 

Billie Jeon King 

credits Rand with 

enlightening her. 3 
* People were ton- 

was ever raken serious¬ 

ly by critics, but she 

continues to enjoy an ex¬ 

traordinary middlebrow 

popularity thar evidences it¬ 

self in diverse ways; for exam¬ 

ple, there are roughly 60 Ayn 

Rand fan dubs on college 

campuses; The Fountainhead 

shows up in the movie Dirty 

Dancing (toted by Rob by 

Gould, the sneering, 

elitist rich boy who 

impregnates Pat- 

stantly calling me 

and making me 

feel rotten if I didn’t 

play in their rournamcnc or 

help them out," she has said. 

“I realized [after reading 

Rand] that people were begin¬ 

ning to use my strength as a 

weakness." Other fans include 

Hugh Hefner and ‘the father 

of automation,' John Diebold, 

Men of utters 

'The Fountainhead is my fa* 

voritc book," Rex Reed once 

said. ‘It influenced me all 

through my college years." 

Rand s literary enthusiasts 

also include Vanity Fair s 

James Wolcott, who gushed 

recently that "AYN RAND 

LIVES"; Charles Murray, the 

author of Losing Ground, a 

path-breaking arrack on the 

Great Society; Robert Ringer, 

who wrore Looking Out for 

Number 0nrt Ira Levin, whose 

books include Rosemary's 

Baby; Robert Heinlein, author 

of Stranger in a Strange Land, 

and illustrator 

Steve Ditko, creator 

of Marvel Comics s 

Spider man. 

rick Swayze's partner); and in a 

fawning New York magazine 

profile, Liz Smith cries to in¬ 

gratiate herself with Donald 

Trump by Likening him ro 

Atlas Shrugged's John Galt. 

Every year, thousands of 

new Randoids join the ranks. 

Most rend ro be either too-ri ch 

self-made tycoons or picked- 

on computer nerds (the ro¬ 

mantic, heroic individualism 

of Rand's novels flatters the 

former and fuels the latter’s re¬ 

venge fantasies). Here is a ros¬ 

ter of well-known people who 

have credited Rand with intro¬ 

ducing them to — as the title of 

one of her nonfiction works 

puts it—the Virtue of 

Selfishness, 

Women who rose naked 

OR NEARLY SO 

G retch en Carlton, Miss 

America 1988, told the Chi¬ 

cago Tribune, "The book I’ve 

been recommending lately is: 

The Fountainhead." In her ad¬ 

miration of Rand, Carlson 

joins innumerable Playboy 

Playmates, mosr recently San¬ 

dra Elisabeth Greenberg, Miss 

June 1987, who have listed 

on the Playmate Data Sheet 

either Atlas Shrugged or The 

Fountainhead as their favorite 

book. 

Other from**nt 

Randoids 

Jerry Whitworth of the 

Walker spy ring; Jane Alport, 

1960s radical and longtime 

fugitive; James U. Blanchard, 

America’s foremost advocate 

of a return to the gold stand¬ 

ard; Gene Raddenberry, cre¬ 

ator of Star Trek; director 

Michael Cfmino; Neil Peart of 

Rush; Simon LeBon of Duran 

Duran; Mike Mentier, a for¬ 

mer Mr. Universe; many of 

the executives of the Burger 

King Corporation; and James 

iarl Ray. — S.M. 
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that Jeff Hart and 

Joe Sobran needed to 

TAKE A SABBATICAL AND "jUST 

PLAIN THINK" 

That Defends: Blocking Nuclear Attack, £ 

He later took advocacy journalism to an 

extreme and presided over a 1985 

White House briefing on Star Wars. For 

all his supposed insider's expertise, how- o 

ever, the cover story Fossedai co-wrote last 

fall for The New Republic on Reagan's "botched 

Spy buildup" ended up embarrassing the magazine. 

"The CIA must avoid subjects like population 

trends in Rumania. . . . and report hard data on hard 

questions, such as the Soviet ABM system" was one 

of the stupefyingly obvious suggestions he offered. 

Brookhiser, D'Souza and Fossedai are all bright 

and not untalented. The same cannot be said of Ben 

Hart, the fourth Boy Who Would Be Buckley. “The 

neoliberals used to say that the scandal isn't what's 

illegal, it's what's legal," ventures Malcolm Glad* 

well, a Washington Post reporter and former Ameri¬ 

can Spectator writer “Any scandal surrounding Ben 

Hart is not what’s hidden, it's what you see on the 

surface/ "Ben/ says a Washington journalist, ‘is a 

low-rent conservative hack, not smart enough to 

worry about/ 

Ben Haris major claim to fame is that he is Jeff 

Hart's boy. Beyond char, he has edited an unread¬ 

able collection, The Third Generation: Young Conser¬ 

vative Leaders Look to the Future, and wrote Poisoned 

Ivy, a painful account of his days at Dartmouth. 

Consider this description of his first day at school; 

"How did I get lunch? [MJy father was a 

Dartmouth professor , . , bur I had no idea how 

Dartmouth students went about getting fed. I had 

never needed to know before. The loneliness re¬ 

mained. As I sat on the cold tile floot; the radiator 

began to rattle. The problem of lunch remained/ 

More than either the abrasive Fossedai or the 

shadowy D’Souza, wrho has finally found his place 

as the official mouthpiece for freshman congressman 

Christopher Cox (R-Calif.), 

Han is caught in that limbo 

between academe and jour¬ 

nalism; he’s not taken seri¬ 

ously by professors or policy 

wonks, yet he's too much an 

ideologue to be a good heat 

reporter. A perfect example is 

his most recent book project, 

Faith and Freedom: The Chris¬ 

tian Roots of American Liberty, 

which is too dry ro be influ¬ 

ential and too polemical to 

impress academics (and too 

both to be readable). But 

REG FOSSEDAL 

ONCE SUGGESTED 

Hart s is an extreme case of a problem vex¬ 

ing many among the so-called Third Gener¬ 

ation of the right; as The New Republic's Fred 

Barnes says, ‘They all want to complain 

about liberal bias in the media, but they 

don't want to work their way up the ladder 

as reporters and managing editors." R. 

Em met r Tyrrell, the once-refreshing ed¬ 

itor of American Spectator, agrees, "I’ve 

noticed that we have all kinds of young 

people/ he says, “who want to be pontifi- 

cators. They’re not learned, and they're not 

particularly eloquent either, I don't know where 

they get the idea/ When Tyrrell —who was once a 

would-be Buckley himself—hears the suggestion 

that they are inspired by guys like him, he bursts 

out laughing. 

The very idea of replacing Buckley is perhaps a 

notion inherently doomed to failure, just as the 

Democratic P&rty has been engaged in a 2 5-year 

quest for a successor to JFK that has earned it 

nothing but a gaggle of haircuts and grins. Buckley 

in his prime, by the mere force of his intelligence 

and charm, made conservatism compelling to those 

on the right, and at least approachable to those on 

the left. He has remained generally liked and ad¬ 

mired throughout his career, something that few 

people, even those with careers far briefer than four 

decades, can boast. 

Meanwhile, the search for his successor goes on, 

reaching now beyond the conservative subculture. 

One frequently touted possibility is Chris Buckley, 

the only would-be Dauphin qualified for the job by 

blood* But Chris has said on more than one occasion 

that he isn't interested in taking over his father’s 

firm. Another candidate is P. J. O'Rourke, the 

Hunter S. Thompson of the right, who wntes dis¬ 

patches from unpleasant foreign countries for Roll¬ 

ing Slone. O’Rourke is like Buckley in many ways; 

he amuses liberals by making fun of their sacred 

cows, has used controlled substances and is emi¬ 

nently clubbable. Given his approximately $80,000 

Salary from Rolling Slone (plus an expense account 

that the magazine describes as “lavish'), the profile 

of him last October in Vanity Fair and and the fact 

that his live-in girlfriend is Lena Horne s party-girl 

granddaughter Amy Lumet, it would seem that 

O’Rourke has masrered many of the ways and 

means of becoming a Buckley. But O'Rourke is a 

convert to conservatism, and his high-spirited liber¬ 

tarianism makes him suspect in the eyes of serious 

conservative intellectuals. Besides, why rush? There's 

still time to grom an appropriate successor, those seri¬ 

ous conservatives have convinced themselves; we can 

wait for the right mix. Bill Buckley isn't going any¬ 

where quite yet* He's still here, still cranking out the 

books and columns, still being elegant, still holding 

court at Mortimer's, cutting and tweaking, prod¬ 

ding and jesting, hold¬ 

ing high the banner of 

conservatism, telling 

that Rebel Without a 

Clue joke deep into the 

night. ® 
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Conservatives-at-a-Glance 

A Handy SPY Guide Illustrating How Other 
Right-wing Writers Measure Up to Buckley 

Bill Buckley may have his faults, but there s no denying he casts 

a giant shadow from under which few pundits emerge. One 

commentator may have his knack for desultory thinking, an¬ 

other his social graces, but no one puts it all together quire the 

way Buckley does. Now, with this easy’to-digest Guide to Buck- 

ley Pretenders, readers can handicap any forthcoming internecine 

maneuverings to inherit the great man's mantle. 
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and they run as long as you need, 

all thanks to huge waterworks 

projects that bring the water right 

to your home. So rhar those of us 

in New York City will continue 

to enjoy convenient cleanliness, 

our city government is construct’ 

ing a new water tunnel, set to 

open in 1991. The project is only 

in its first Stage of construction 

and already 20 workers have been 

killed. Even if no one else dies on 

the job, each of rhe 7,316,800 

New Yorkers who use indoor 

plumbing will be responsible for 

.0000027 deaths. So ask not for 

whom the bell tolls, friend; it 

tolls for the .0000027 of a sand- 

hog you've killed. The water 

coming through the tunnel is it¬ 

self problematic; one estimate has 

as many as 30,000 extra cancer 

deaths nationwide resulting from 

drinking purified water. 

Apart from the water, there are 

the pipes themselves, and the 

.012 percent of plumbers, pipe 

fitters and apprentices who die 

every year installing them. What 

about bathroom tiles? They 

started out as, among other 

things, quartz and feldspar, wrhich 

have to be extracted from the 

earth by miners, who, as a group, 

suffer an abnormally high inci¬ 

dence of silicosis, a disease that 

kills approximately 140 workers 

a year. As you towel off we ll fac- 

tor in some cotton-in das try fatali¬ 

ties (the bulk of which will be 

counted later); some tile setters; a 

few soap-, shampoo-, toothpaste- 

and deodorant-industry workers; 

and rhe 300 truckers who die 

every year bringing these and 

orher items to your nearby empo¬ 

rium, One more thing: though 

we see you diligently brushing 

and flossing* you still need to 

make that annual visit to the den¬ 

tist’s office, which means that 

even if you have no ocher X-rays 

this year, you have to accept your 

share of responsibility for 17 to 

28 extra cancer deaths a year 

among people who work with 

radiology equipment* Altogether, 

the annual death toll for ordinary 

efforts to keep America clean 

and well groomed is running at 

about 1,119. or ,000004662 of a 

human being per year apiece. 

How many dead? 

.000004662 so far 

HMM, THE POLO OR 
THE ARMANI? 

Ah, there's nothing like all-natural 

100 percent cotton —the wray it 

feels against your body, the way it 

lets your skin breathe. So much to 

feel good about! So far removed 

from the spectacle of cotton pick¬ 

ers in rhe fields, coughing, chok¬ 

ing and dying from brown lung 

disease at an estimated rate of 

2,000 per year, or ,0000083 for 

everyone in the United States 

who wears clothes, But it's not 

just cotton pickers who suffer; 

everyone in the textile industry is 

at risk* Knitters, stitchers and 

loom-fixers, for example, keep 

getting their limbs ripped off. 

Ironers and prefers keep getting 

burned* And about ,0023 per¬ 

cent of the country's checkers and 

examiners—the source of those 

INSPECTED BY NO. tags you 

find in your underwear —pass 

awray on the job annually. Those 

of you who wear shoes should 

factor in the 1,6 shoemaking- 

machine operators killed in the 

line of duty. Add in three dry 

cleaners and a few bootblacks, 

shoelace makers and shoehorn 

manufacturers (apparel industry 

subtotal: 112), and your personal 

body count for clothing yourself 

this year comes to .000008787. 

HOW MANY DEAD? 

,000015450 SO far 

CROISSANTS AND THE TIMES 
Time to fuel up and find out 

what's new' in the world before 

surrendering to the daily grind. 

You’ll be relieved to know that 

there has not been a single fatal 

accident during the last five years 

7a mack nut And 

touch srneont. . . 

at the Kellogg plant in Battle 

Creek, Michigan* The farmers 

who grow our wheat and corn, 

however, haven’t been nearly so 

lucky —there were some 1,200 

deaths in 1987 in agriculture, 

putting your personal share of the 

carnage at ,000005 of a farmer 

(or grain and feed miller), A sin¬ 

gle fatty striplet of bacon on your 

plate makes you an accomplice in 

half a dozen butchers' deaths a 

year. And fill up on the joe while 

you're at it^based on the four 

deaths per year resulting from 

growing coffee in OS HA-pro¬ 

tected Hawaii, we conservatively 

estimate that 443 Juan Valdezes 

die around the wrorld every year 

to bring you your java fix. 

Those of you who use a refrig¬ 

erator to keep your guilty break¬ 

fast pleasures fresh are contribut¬ 

ing ro the disappearing ozone lay¬ 

er by operating a Freon-leaking 

appliance. The Environmental 

Protection Agency hopes the cli¬ 

mate is improving, but 1,775 

people in the United States (and, 

by extrapolation, 36,825 world¬ 

wide) now die each year from the 

melanomas grown under the un- 

fihered sun. 

As for your newspaper, you 

should be glad to learn that only 

36 out of every l million report¬ 

ers and editors die on the job each 

year (but the ones who do don't 

go quietly—the widow of a Paw¬ 

tucket, Rhode Island, reporter, 

for example, was awarded 

roughly $65,000 in 1985 by a 

court that agreed that her hus¬ 

band's death was caused by rhe 

stress of meeting deadlines). Still, 

by the time we finish adding in 

dead printing-press operators 

(20*2 per year), typesetters 

( 518), photographers (4.25) and 

.0018 percenr of America's 

paperboys and vendors, your 

morning habits have cosr the 

world 105 lives every day, or 

.000159579 of a person apiece 

each year. 

How MANY DEAD? 

.000173029 SO far 
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ON THE WAY TO WORK 
Nobody likes the subway, but it 

is vital to life as we know it in 

New York — which explains why 

we tolerate the toll it takes on 

human lives. On the average, five 

New York City transit cops and 

maintenance workers die in the 

Subway every year. Your share, if 

you are among the 3.7 million 

daily riders: .000001351 of a 

life. Surface transportation also 

has its cost; every year, 5 5 out of 

every 1 million bus drivers lay 

down their lives for the cause of 

getting Americans to and from 

work. Ol course, there are no¬ 

where near 1 million bus drivers 

in New York, as anyone who has 

ever waited for the M-15 on Sec¬ 

ond Avenue in the rain knows ail 

too well. 

But taking public transporta¬ 

tion is still more humane chan 

driving to work. Never mind traf¬ 

fic accidents (in which about 

45>000 die a year, of whom only 

a minute fraction are on the job 

and therefore our responsibility). 

We refer here to the hazardous 

auto-m an ufac curing jobs (some 

1 50 workers killed annually); the 

noxious, smog-creating fumes 

(l ,200 yearly deaths); and the 

undoubted dangers of the metal¬ 

and petroleum-refining industries 

and of maintaining and con¬ 

structing the nations freeways 

(these fatalities include each 

year's handful of dead side-of- 

che-road flag-wavers —the ones 

you so joshingly award yourself 

points tor “picking ofF). Our fig¬ 

ures suggest that simply by get¬ 

ting to work every' day, you per¬ 

sonally kill .000005642 of a 

worker every year. 

HOW MANY DEAD? 

.000178671 SO PAR 

HARD AT WORK 
Okay, you've made it to the of¬ 

fice, (You're starting to feel un¬ 

comfortable, aren't you? We can 

hear the mumbled protests; Hey, 

bud, Vm just trying to make ends 

meet. I bate wearing this suit —it $ 

just a uniform. And at least I'm not 

one of those commodities traders 

whose amoral Krugerrand swaps 

doom thousands of African miners to 

emphysema♦ It s not so pretty to 

discover how illusory your self- 

image of being upright and so¬ 

cially responsible can be, is it?) 

To begin, the number of job- 

related deaths among construc¬ 

tion workers —without whom 

you wouldn’t have an office —out¬ 

paces those in nearly every other 

industry. Putting up buildings 

claims in the neighborhood of 

660 granite cutters, insulation 

workers, metal workers, power- 

iine installers, bulldozer and 

crane operators, electricians, and 

carpenters’ helpers, among 

others, annually Let's also count 

that occasional innocent by¬ 

stander clobbered by a falling I- 

beam. (And here’s a fact to im¬ 

press visiting our-of-rowriers: 

construction kills more workers 

per building permit in New York 

than in any other American city.) 

Enough fidgeting; rime to do 

some actual work. Have your sec¬ 

retary take a memo, an inoffen¬ 

sive proposition unless you are so 

primitive as to lorce him or her ro 

use slate pencils, in which case, 

consider that the average si are- 

pencil worker dies at 34 due to 

silicosis, Of course, if the memo is 

anftl $8 dead ttkphvnt 

h nemirn a year 

written on paper, you'll want to 

add ro your culpability total more 

than 35D dead lumberjacks, 

many of whom perished so that 

you could have your desk and 

your embossed stationery, Add in 

a leather tanner or two, 10 office- 

machine operators, several dozen 

janitors anti the approximately 60 

messengers who die every year 

while crossing town at reckless 

speeds with your imperious letters. 

It's been a very busy morning. 

Running lace for lunch? Check 

your watch; hope it's a nice one, 

considering all the dedicated 

watchmakers (one every three 

years) who have died in the name 

of punctuality. Maybe you should 

call and postpone your lunch 

date. Try not to think, as you 

dial, of che more than 100 phone 

installers and repair people wrhose 

lives that convenience ends yearly. 

Meditate instead on your death 

toll: ,000005917 annually, just 

for doing your job 

’ ' .   -1 

HOW MANY DEAD? 

,000184587 so FA* 

A LITRE R AND R 
Before you leave the office, make 

a quick call to the travel agent. 

After all, vacation’s coming up* 

and you'll probably want to 

spend a little quality time with 

that special someone in your life. 

Perhaps you'll fly somewhere 

warm. Which means you’ll have 

to accept some responsibility for 

the dozens of pilot and flight- 

attendant eaxeasses that have been 

sprinkled about the country. You 

can also tally seven miscellaneous 

aircraft workers a year. Then, by 

visiting a hotel, you get to share 

the blame for those hotel workers 

who died, the total ol which we’ll 

figure by taking a mere I percent 

of the hotel workers injured on 

the job, or 1 >400, 

Staying home for romance 

won't seem the carnage; every 

year, rhe flower and chocolate in¬ 

dustries suffer a handful of casu- 

aides. All told, your amorous in¬ 

tentions are responsible for 

,00000607 l of a death. 

HOW MANY DEAD? 

000190658 so par 

THE COCKTAIL HOUR 
At last your workday is over¬ 

time to kick back, sip a cold one 

and maybe stop thinking about 

fractions of dead people. If you 

feel guilty, talk it out with the 

bartender. Provided he’s still 

there, that is: 0081 percent of 

the nation’s drink pourers (about 

10) die on the job in any given 

year, if you enjoy screwdrivers* 

sunrises, Collinses, madrases or 
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other fruir-j nice-based cocktails, 

we can start toting up deceased 

migrant fruit-pickers, whose 

lives —already miserable owing to 

their susceptibility to cholera, ty¬ 

phus, dysentery and impetigo — 

are three times more likely than 

yours or ours to be ended by 

those illnesses. Not to mention 

the pesticide exposure that mi¬ 

grant workers suffer, which in 

California alone accounts for 

more than 2,000 deaths a year. 

Those who become despondent at 

this news and thus consider tak¬ 

ing up marijuana or some other 

illicit substance should know that 

there were about 3,090 drug- 

related murders in the U.S. last 

year* most of them involving 

the establishment of an efficient, 

economical distribution system. 

Fully 37,625 people met drug- 

abuse-related deaths last year, in 

which your tolerance of casual use 

renders you comp licit. And you 

can throw in a fewr smugglers 

whose cigarette boars crashed. 

If your favorite watering hole 

has a pinball machine or any other 

comparable amusement, you'll be 

able to score more than just 

points toward a replay: approxi¬ 

mately 84 amusement-industry 

workers die annually And as you 

summon a taxi so that you may 

return home safely, you might be 

thinking about the three dozen 

cabbies who didn't make it home 

last year, putting your guilt index 

for high times at .000178575. 

How MANY DEAD? 

,000369233 so far 

BACK HOME AGAIN 
Home at last. It certainly is reas¬ 

suring to have a roof over your 

head, isn't it? Too bad 66 roofers 

had to die to provide it. And be¬ 

fore you call it a night, take a 

glance at the photo of your sweet- 

heart on the mantel —about four 

photo processors die every year. 

(One study suggests that, among 

female photo processors of the 

Fotomat breed, rhe greatest risk 

Having fun 

at your fecal bar „ . . 

111! 
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tides, metal casings, paints, inks, paper. per food, fern l- 

Wiich the Exxon Valdez massacre still fresh in our memory, we are plagued by 

nightmares of putting not merely a tiger in our tank bur also tens of thousands 

of otters, ducks and seals But Alaska s oil-slicked wildlife casualties are only 

the dramatic, highly publicized victims of a modern way of life that routinely 

kills herds of animals a day The question arose: how many furry/scaly/ 

feathery corpses it each person responsible for' To find the answer, we talked 

to animal-rights groups, government agencies, farmers and manufacturers, got 

the most reliable figure for the annual number of animal deaths in this 

country, divided that figure by 240 million Americans and multiplied the 

result by 75. the life expectancy of rhe average American. Our conclusion: 

during the course of a lifetime, each American will kill 2,205 innocent 

creatures, who were merely trying to live in peace and harmony here on 

Spaceship Earth. How do you conduct this carnage? 

► SI EATING fOOD If you're an average American, in the course of your life 

you will eat your way through 5 lambs or sheep, a calf, 45 

turkeys and several coopfuls of chickens (1,107 chickens, 

in fact). You will also jSSW*' 7 cat approximately 861 fish and will 

therefore be partial- wSB ly responsible each year for rhe deaths of 

20,000 porpoises and 100,000 dolphins, which will be killed accidentally 

by fishermen in the Course of catching tuna You wrill also eat 43 pigs and 1 I 

steers, numbers to keep in mind w hen you're* wondering howr your cholesterol 

count got so high. 

► BY ENJOYING YOUR Mf AMI CAR. Vegetarians may be feeling smug about their 

innocence in this slaughter. Think again. As Ronald Reagan, a sometime 

cattleman from California, put it, "There are four meat quarters in a beef 

animal. The fifth quarter is the by-products. In a lor of ways thac fifth quarter 

has done more than the other four to enrich and lengthen out lives.* Indeed, 

animal by-products are in chewing gum, margarine, nondaity creamer, candy, 

beer, ice creartl, shaving cream, hand and body cream and lotion* ceramics, 

refrigerator coolant, cellophane, m- ** ~ filiation ma¬ 

terial, lubricants, tires, glue, candles, vC(? makeup, port- 

>■ .ten 

actually comes from murder* 

rather than chemical exposure — 

but it’s a price these courageous 

women* manning lonely booths 

in vast parking lots* are willing to 

pay so [hat you can pick up snap¬ 

shots without leaving your car.) 

Time for bed, which means 

time for johnny's monologue, 

which means we can figure out 

your percentage of a couple of 

deceased radio and TV repair¬ 

men. But wait a minute: Johnny 

has Charles Nelson Reilly on 

again. Why don't you put on a 

video instead? It'll cost you — 

Hollywood loses one stuntman 

every year, and if you choose to 

watch Twilight Zone— The Movie, 

you'll have to add in three actual 

actors. In years to come* viewers 

will have to accept responsibility 

for rhe four people who died in a 

helicopter crash while shooting 

Chuck Norris's latest epic. Delta 

Foree 2. As for the electricity that 

enables you to flip on the televi¬ 

sion in the first place, most likely 

it arrives fresh from the local coal 

burning plant, part of an energy 

system that causes 50,000 deaths 

a year from fossil-fud pollution. 

Warm night? Might as well ad¬ 

just the air conditioner before you 

tuck yourself in, wrhile we factor 

in the 51 deaths out of every 1 

million air-conditioner repair¬ 

men, The number of deaths in 
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more: the family tar is chocka- 

f products. We re nor just talk- 

thian leather—Detroit has found 

izer, sandpaper, photographic film, violin strings, rubber, chalk, phonograph 

records, explosives, cement and perfume. There's no escaping culpability— 

even rigorous vegetarians have beef by-product blood on their hands. 

And there's 

block with animal 

mg rich Corin- 
j - p L ‘™'VJ 

ways to use ant- ^ 1 p : mal tac in. brake fluid, hair tn air 

filters, stearic add ^ U derivative of far) in tires, and bones 

and: hooves in galvanized steel. Ironically, these by-products go into the 

creation of vehicles that run down some 365 million animals a year —or J14 

squirrels, raccoons, dogs, cars and deeF per American during his or her 

lifetime. 

► BY WEJUNttG CLOTHES. Of course, cows aren 't slaughtered solely for cowhide or 

pigs for pigskin. It's just one of nature's little bonuses that this mass killing 

results in Beat I e boots and change purses Still, its worth considering rhat 

each of us goes through at least 100 pairs of shoes in f a life¬ 

time, or five cowhides. * ^ Mm* #f/ 

Those who wear fur are guiltier The fur industry jpfrjSSjsjEiP kills 

27 million warm-blnodcd animals each year (bobcats, flf"" minks, 
i 

200,000 bunnies), Of these. 5 million ate "harvested" on fur ranches, 17 

million are trapped in the wild, and 5 million are unlucky "trash animals" — 

deer, squirrels, chipmunks, ow ls, dogs and cits—who step into leg-hold traps 

every year and die excruciating deaths, 

► if USING CLEANING AGENTS AND TQIUTJIIES If you buy household 

cleaning V' agents, soap, shampoo, conditioner, deodor¬ 

ant or cos- f " merles, you arc also responsible for a 
■ jj * 

share of the 17 million to 22 million animals who perish 

annually in laboratory tests. These include 5 54,000 

rabbits, 180,000 dogs, 50,000 cats. 539,000 guinea pigs, 416,000 hamsters, 

61,000 primates, and as many as (estimates are soft here) 500,000 birds, 

500,000 amphibians, 4 million fish and 15.25 million rats. As we know, 

many of these animals suffer particularly ugly deaths. — Elina St happed 

annually costs 2,000 

migrant fruit ptckrrj 

kttftd by pfsticida 

this category adds up to 50,082, 

leaving your personal home total 

per year at ,000208654, 

Quite a day* we think you'll 

agree. But before you drift off, 

maybe you should give some 

thought to the miraculous politi¬ 

cal system we enjoy. Truly, what a 

great country this is —we can do 

what we like, say what we like, 

worship whomever we like and 

walk our streets in relative health 

and safety. Of course, these bene¬ 

fits affect rhe health and safety of 

others. The cost of American free¬ 

dom in peacetime, measured in 

soldiers lives, currently runs at 

about 2,100 a year (motor- 

vehicle accidents are the number 

one cause). Let's also add up a 

year s death toll of diplomats 

(about six fatalities from ston- 

ings, bombings, burnings, plane 

Crashes and kamikaze attacks), 

sheriffs and bailiffs, municipal 

police, fire fighters, garbage col¬ 

lectors and prison guards —a total 

of 264 men and women lost to 

the right against disorder. And 

what celebration of patriotism 

would be complete without a few 

casualties involved in that all- 

American tradition, fireworks? 

Experts say most accidents take 

place during illegal manufactur¬ 

ing operations, hence under¬ 

ground and uncounted; we’ll 

simply double the toll from licit 

sources from five to ten. You 

should now feel responsible, just 

by virtue of being an American, 

for a total of .000009892 of a 

death each year. 

How MANY DEAD? 

.000587779 SO ear 

six ten- 

human 

hats almost 

thousandths of a 

being killed in just one year of 

ordinary days filled with typical 

acts like these. But we expect 

you'll keep on butchering for de¬ 

cades to come (after all, the life 

expectancy of the average Ameri¬ 

can is 75 years, and the median 

age of a spy reader is only 33 8). 

And long though the day may 

have seemed, wre didn’t have time 

to fit into your agenda the dozens 

of Other things for which you are 

at least fractionally to blame, 

such as your share of every casu¬ 

alty of U.S.-waged wars; your 

share of the toxic-wraste toll; your 

share, if you used Eveready bat¬ 

teries before Union Carbide sold 

its consumer-products division in 

1986, of those who died in the 

Bhopal leak; your share, if you 

play golf, of the death m 1982 of 

the man who made the mistake 

of replacing his divots on a pesti¬ 

cide-laden golf course; and—trust 

us —your share of much, much 

more. Your guilt, in essence, 

stems from your position at the 

cop of the food, shelter and lei¬ 

sure chains; because you have 

more stuff than the rest ot the 

world, you bear a proportionally 

larger share of blame for the peo¬ 

ple who di.ed servicing your stuff. 

By our count, after living a statis¬ 

tically ordinary life you'll find 

yourself responsible for ending a 

grand total of 4.4 percent of a 

loving, caring human being. In 

orher words, a group of 23 of us 

will kill somebody: a morher, a 

son, a Rotarian. Where does it all 

end? Ac your deathbed, when you 

end. At last you will be able to 

rest easy: according to industry 

sources, embalmers never die on 

the job. 3ft 
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These tourists, they wear funny clothes. They shout at the 

natives and they give shockingly bad tips. But for once, thank 

God, they're not Americans. No, this time they're Germans 

and Swedes ond Italians ond Englishmen. And—bien sir—French. Quizzing busy 

citizens about the wording in their Miehelint and their Gault Millous, they're 

storming New York in untold numbers, swarming through our streets and nightclubs 

and museums this summer as if the plaque beneath the Statue of Liberty read. 

BRING ME YOUR GROSS AND YOUR LOUTISH, YOUR MONEYED MASSES IN FUNNY SANDALS 

YEARNING TO SEE OH! 

CALCUTTA! BRING ME 

In the years following World War II* nothing unified Europe as much as the voice of the American 

tourist. It was heard all over the Continent: bellowing obscenely from chair lifts in Kitzbuhel, bellowing 

genially from pedal boats on Lake Geneva, bellowing unconvincingly about previous motorbiking 

experience from dusty Majorcan roads (and, in short order, from dusty Majorcan hospitals). In 

Moncparnassian bistros, newly bilingual Americans hounded waiters for more "veen blank* while their 

relatively couch compatriots winced and tried to conceal their copies of the International Herald Tribune. 

Loosed on a Europe char certainly didn't mind the dollars, Americans abroad were free to experience new 

cultures with an arrogant, graceless, blissfully narrow-minded vengeance. 

Well, the other shoe has finally dropped —and it's a brown leather sandal, A brown leather European 

sandal encasing a sock. In 1987 more than 3 million overseas tourists swarmed through New York City™ 
primarily British, French, Italian, West German and Japanese. The U.S, Travel Data Center does not 

jyy GEORGE KAIOGERAKIS keep statistics on exactly how many of them paused to rearrange squid in a Chinatown fish 





market: (the better to create a perfect still life 

for their Leica lenses), but a minimum of two 

Germans this year have done just that, as an 

apoplectic shopkeeper looked helplessly on. 

Instances of fresh-seafood fondling aside, a 

I! no 

In the Great Taunsf Exchange, There Are Na Winners 

The Ugly A murk an Thf Ugly European 

Pm tbit ft asms for Neighbors went last Neighboring nation worn 

in fa abroad summer; crush cm 

Princess Di 

last summer; sick of the 

Gipsy Kings 

Trip man hid) lo Unwitting ingestion Difficulty getting World 

be eta short by of blood sausage; ,i 

speeding Har 

Gup scores; Tower Records 

display of the Gipsy Kings 

UnmisSiikahlt identifying Expensive phocugmpluc Ex pensi vc pht itographk 

[natures equipment; odd footwear; 

shambling walk; Hard Rock 

T-shirt 

equipment; odd footwear, 

shambling walk; Hard Rock 

T-shin 

Reason for falling back on 

native language 

Verbal communication is 

absolutely essential 

Americans are present 

Items typically left behind in 

rtstiiHranls 
Tip; expensive sunglasses Full ashtray 

Loral atst(tins tourist Rampant multilingualism; Rampai 1 r_ m u Et i lingualisi 11; 

finds most baffling doors that open inward doors that open outward 

Ur jhat t(tunst misses most Shower nuclei! you don't 

have ro wave around 

Driving on rhe sidewalk 

Knowj u hut Wtt'lisd means Yes Yes 

— G-K- 

Why da these people, 

who have soccer and 

funicular* and 

really terrific-looking 

paper currency 

to amuse them at 

home, bother 

to come here? 

survey of New Yorkers who work at jobs with a 

high risk of tourist contact suggests that Europeans 

have co-opted our notorious traveling comportment 

along with our jeans and television shows. The 

Ugly European is at large. (And when we say 

European*, we of course mean it in a larger sense, 

encompassing visitors Japanese, Australian and 

South American as well. To practice xenophobia 

Correctly, one can't be excessively concerned abour 

technicalities.) The Ugly European* like all good 

sweeping generalizations, is a loose characterization, 

broad enough to include both the Eurocrash who 

spent the spring smoking impatiently outside 

Bolido and the teenagers in heavy-metal T-shirts 

who recently stormed the entrance to the 

Metropolitan Museum shouting, mPunf dollar — 

too much!" But mostly the Ugly European is the 

average Fabrizio or Jacques or Dieter, here 

on holiday, wich or without the Kinder, with 

or without the sposa. 

Why do these people, who have soccer and 

funiculars and really terrific-looking paper currency 

to amuse them at home, bother to come here/ Isn’t 

intramural vacationing, to Londres, Venecia und — 

sorry, and—Griechenland, enoughs What is it 

about Times Square that whispers* in a voice 

inaudible to most natives, Come 10 my intersect fans 

and stand around aimlessly in groups folding and 

unfolding your maps> 

They come for a lot of reasons, which we will 

get to in a moment, but fundamentally they come 

because they can, just as Americans went to Europe 

en masse in the 1950s because we could, because 

in the early postwar era the Continent was our 

playground, After all, we were the ones who almost 

single-handedly whipped the Axis powers —not the 

Belgians, not the Dutch, certainly not the French. 

After the war our economy was bursting at its 

seams, with plenty of dollars to spare for tossing 

away on cheap overseas tourism (not to mention 

the Marshall Plan). And so rhe Gls who had 

fought at Anzio and Normandy brought their 

wives and children to see this funny continent with 

its funny people and funny smells and funny old 

statues with peruses. Yes, we threw our weight 

around, we were ugly —we’re not proud of it 

now “but what the heck: Europe owed us a good 

time. And really, how could we take seriously 

countries where the best meals they had to offer 

(and which, likely as not, we found revolting — 

Gars on, have-ay voo catsup?) cost only a couple of 

dollars in real money—American money? 

Forty years and one squandered economy later, 

the roles have reversed. Now rhat they own all our 

real estate, America has become their playground. 

Now while the weakling dollar obliges us to scale 

back our vacation ambitions (wt still have the fake 

Germany and France at Epcot —they can't take 

that away from us), they come here with impunity. 

Now the best u*e have to offer costs them only a 

couple of dollars in real money— that is, dcutsche 

marks, kroner, guldens, francs. And now we need 

that money; tourism is one of New York s leading 

industries. Bur rhe most galling thing of ail is, now 

we're the ones who arc funny, quaint, the New 

World oddities. We re the ones whose policemen 

have to pose for snapshots. We’re rhe ones whose 

churches they shout in. We re the ones who amuse 

them so much when we live up ro the stereotypes 

the)7 have of us. And yes, we re the ones whose 

smells they laugh at. 

Well, fair enough. After years of freestyle 

yahoodom abroad, perhaps we deserve the 

treatment we re getting. But besides the thrill of 

acting with condescension toward former liberators 

and conquerors, what else can New York possibly 

hold for the foreign visitor? 

They Gome for the Restaurants 

From the European point of view, New York offers 

fine and varied cuisine, and ar a. bargain. Raised on 

service ampris, European visitors are comfortable 

enjoying meals for which rhe tip is never included — 

not on the bill, and not on the cable. 

"The staff cringes when they come in,* says one 

downtown restaurant manager, 'especially with 

large parries.’ (Which is rhe usual size, 'They don't 

mind overflowing a table, because they don't 
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Raised an service 

comprise European 

visitors are comfortable 

enjoying meals for 

which the tip is 

never included — not 

on the bill, and not 

on the table 

acknowledge anybody else in the room anyway/ 

says a waitress.) 

“The Europeans don't tip/ says a manager at the 

Hard Rock Cafe+ a venerable locus for all manner 

of traveling teenage Europeans* "They don't know 

they have to. They assume it’s included. If they 

leave $1, we re happy." 

Mindy Morgenstern, who works at Fuddruckers, 

waited on a wealthy-looking Austrian couple who 

were extremely gracious (“The food is so good. It’s 

very nice. Very7 American") and even asked if the 

restaurant had a business card. After showing 

Morgenstern a shopping bag full of electronic toys 

they'd bought for their son, the man paid the 

check from a fat roll of bills and they departed. 

When Morgenstern returned to clear the table, she 

found they hadn't left a tip, and they'd stolen the 

salt and pepper shakers (see also “They Come for 

the Shopping"). 

A waitress at an Upper East Side lobster palace 

suffered a table of tuxedoed and lameed 

Europeans, just back from a consulate-sponsored 

evening at the theater. They lound every course 

lacking, were eager to say so, and spent the meal 

complaining about how all Americans are lunatic 

drug-ad dieted muggers. They left no tip, although 

they did forget a sterling silver box filled with pills 

and a roach. 

Many restaurants are responding to the up 

problem by automatically adding a surtax to the 

bill—a Eurotax, some call it —whenever diners 

order in accented English; that at least keeps the 

srafF solvent enough to get to auditions. Tavern on 

the Green has a box on the back of 

the bill that customers can check if 

they want to have a 13 percent 

gratuity added. 

Unfortunately, there is no similar 

adjustment that will correct 

insensitivity and boorishness. Time- 

tested pteconceptions, on the whole, 

remained intact in our survey: 

the Germans were rude, the British 

drank to excess, the French were 

snooty. 

At one downtown restaurant with 

a pleasant sidewalk cafe, a young 

couple and an older woman, all of rhem German, 

came by on a busy day. No outdoor searing was 

available. ’What about that tabled they asked, 

indicating, curiously, a small table at which two 

people were sitting and talking. “It wasn't a 

question uf language/ says the employee who 

greeted them. (Perhaps the trio of Germans had 

mistaken the table for the Sudetenland J "I just 

shook my head and walked away." The Germans 

stood for a few minutes — blocking the entrance, of 

course —and then left. 

The French, who will sometimes helpfully 

correct a waiter's pronunciation of menu items, 

are — surprise! — congenitally obnoxious about wine. 

At one TriBeCa restaurant, where the house wane is 

French —decent, but still a house wine —a French 

customer killing time at the bar tasted it and 

sniffed, Ugh. This is California, yes/" 

"The French have a cultural superiority 

complex/ says an M.K. employee, "They don't like 

Americans, Nothing we do is good enough for 

them. They scoff at the food—This isn't French 

food; there aren’t enough French wines on the 

list, " Perhaps that is a clue to the behavior of two 

Frenchmen w ho dined at M.K., and then said they 

had no cash. The management invoked the New 

York Police Department and the men finally 

produced a credit card, but when they left, they 

threw a beer bottle through the kitchen window, 

A tip, perhaps? 

They Come for the Sight-seeing 

There is so much a foreign visitor can 

photograph in New York: the IMAGINE tile in 

Strawberry Fields, die participating-nations plaque 

in Strawberry Fields, the green-and-white Parks 

Department STRAWBERRY FIELDS sign, the Dakota. 

Across the park, on weekend mornings tourists 

waiting for the doors of the Guggenheim to open 

can enjoy a smoke and ogle the runners warming 

up at the East 90th Street entrance, 

A former organizer for the New York-based 

Hepco Tours, which puts together New' York tours 

for Europeans, says, "A typical trip is a guided 

walking tour in the morning. Tavern on the Green 

for lunch, then a ride on the Circle Line, then a 

Broadw-ay show. The next afternoon they might 

go shopping with a guide, visit Broadway, see 

Anything Goes! or Cats, Then late: they 'll have 

dinner at Windows on the World or Gallagher's 

Steak House. Sometimes they take a day trip to 

Niagara Falls/ 

No wonder they get a little testy. 

“It was always the Parisians/ says a former 

Radio City tour guide, “They just don't like 

anything. They were condescending. As part of the 

tour, I wrould talk about how much things 
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Time-teitecJ 

prejudices 

and preconception*, 

an the whale, 

remained intact in 

cost, and they were put off by the discussion of 

money. They scolded me; 'Ail you Americans think 

about is money/’ 

“The French can be rather condescending,’ says 

a South Street Seaport store derk. "They don't like 

the Seaport that much. I've heard them say, I wish 

I hadn't come here, " 

’Sometimes with the French 1 get this absolute 

insistence chat the tour be given in French,’ says 

tour guide Peggy Taylor. "I had this ongoing 

argument the other day with a woman. She knew 1 

spoke French, but I also knew that her husband 

spoke English and could translate for her. There 

wrere 3 of them out of about 25 tourists, and she 

expected me to give a bilingual tour/ 

As for tipping, the outlook for guides is not as 

uniformly bleak as it is for restaurant personnel. 

One veteran finds the Germans and Swiss 

“very generous—they come up with one or two 

dollars per person/ At the bottom of the list 

are Italians, Scandinavians and Spaniards. The 

Japanese, she says, can be “terrible" or ’'generous/ 

Tins fine line was best illustrated one day at 

Lincoln Center. At the end of a tour, as a group of 

Japanese undipped their visitor’s badges, the guide 

noticed folded bills —fives and tens —pressed 

against the badges. Windfall! Not so fast. When 

the group's leader handed over his badge with m 

money, the others quickly put their bills awray. 

They Come to Have Their 

Preconceptions Challenged 

A tour guide w?ht> specializes in tours of Harlem 

employee at the theater's box office. “They can t 

have live nudity on the stage in japan, so it's a 

great attraction/ 

Thirsty, culture-loving Germans alwrays try to 

bring beer back to their seats with them, says an 

usher who Nvorks at Cats and Les Miserable;: 

’They're usually well dressed, wearing expensive 

clothes, I tell them, ’It's not a beer hall/ and then 

they go back by the bar." 

A woman who saw a lot of cheater in her 

capacity as a tour guide says, "The problem 

w4th taking the French to the theater was the 

Frenchmen. They couldn’t keep their eyes on the 

stage. They were looking at ail the women in the 

audience." 

They Come for Mann's 

Chinese Theater 

At Tony Roma's on East 42nd Street rwo 

Scandinavian men were hunched over a table. It 

was covered with open maps. "We want to go to 

the big theater with the feet and the hands in the 

front/ they explained. 

They Come for the Nightlife 

Considering that many Europeans sir down to 

dinner at around 10:00 p.m.T it s odd rhat when in 

New York, they often choose that same hour to 

begin assembling at nightclubs, behind whose 

velvet ropes they hate to wait. (“The Italians 

always use the same line/ says one dub manager: 

I just came in from Italy and Tm only in New 

York for one day. ") Once inside, of course, they 

A rtal NewYurk 
krt«k 
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Do MoaHwalkl m 
J 
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ji 

aur survey; 

the Germans ware 

rude, the British 

drank to excels, 

the French 

were snooty 

says, T make no attempt to hide from them the 

worst of Harlem —and I also show them the best. 

When 1 starr off with the best, somebody will say, 

Oh, this is not the real Harlem." 

They Come for Broadway 

Tokyo—New York flights might as well be listed as 

Tokyo-the Edison Theater, the latter being the 

ultimate destination of most Japanese tourists: Oh! 

Calcutta! is still being performed after 20 years, ten 

yen-driven shows a week. "Its mostly the Japanese 

because of the nature of the show," says an 

wonder why there are only eight people in the 

place—and it's already nearly 10:30. 

Maybe that explains why some groups, such as 

Australians and Scandinavians, take the bring- 

your-own precaution of arriving in sufficient 

numbers to make rhe average dub seem crowded 

at any hour. Certainly their habit of "drinking 

themselves into oblivion/ as one club employee 

delicately puts it, enhances for them the feeling 

that there are more people presenr—twice as many, 

to be exact —chan chore actually are. The final 

touch, at least for some Australians, is brawling. 
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How Foreign Intellectuals Explain America 

Ever since Columbus 

bumped inr > this conti¬ 

nent and decided he 

was off the coast of 

China, Europeans have 

been coming here and 

making stupid declara¬ 

tions, The most trying 

of these visitors are the 

European nteikctuals. 

I hey, unfortunately, 

love America: its so 

new, so fresh, so raw, so 

vulgar. To them Amer¬ 

ica is an ex a ting place 

bursting with youthful 

energy and needing 

— and just maybe the 

most influential Bulgar¬ 

ian semiocidan of all 

time —has put it, "Dr- 

spire naivete, the 

American audience 

gives the European in¬ 

tellectual the impres¬ 

sion thar there is some¬ 

thing he can do on the 

other side of the Atlan¬ 

tic. ... I find it very 

stimulating." And we 

ate certainly excited to 

see Kristeva stimulated. 

The place these in¬ 

tellectuals love best is 

many natives think 

themselves intellectu¬ 

als, and where only one 

or two intellectuals a 

year get to write a best¬ 

selling book and thus 

earn enough money to 

become socially promi¬ 

nent. Besides, Los An¬ 

geles is more amusing 

than New York, more 

an American caricature, 

and, as Beau Brummell 

d ecoTisfru ctic mist J ac ques 

Derrida points our, you 

don't see rhe homeless. 

So Eurobrains drain into 

southern California: 

Derrida currently splits 

his time between Paris 

and the University of 

California at Irvine; 

French art historian Hu¬ 

bert Damisch lectures to 

pretty girls with long 

blond hair at UCLA; 

and Jean B.iudrilhrd, 

France's answer to 

Marshall McLuhan, 

gambols up and down 

the coast. 

So what do they 

writer- p h ilosophe r PH i - 

] i ppe St? I lers — seem to 

lack Derrida s common 

sense. They vie as if in 

some private competi¬ 

tion to see who can 

make the most preten¬ 

tious. patronizing state¬ 

ments about California, 

New York and (since 

they don't recognize 

any particular place in 

between) America in 

general. Here are some 

of their more character¬ 

istic observations. 

MOST PRETENTIOUS 
ALLUSION; 

"Decidedly, joggers are 

veritable Latter-day 

Saints and protagonists 

of an . . . Apocalypse." 

— Balidriixard 

H\ attended several ex¬ 

hibitions or perfor¬ 

mances, both of the rec¬ 

ognized avant-garde 

and of the underground 

in the lofts of lower 

Manhattan, which at¬ 

tract man)r young peo¬ 

ple, 1 felt as though 1 

lives at the edge of the 

new Reason and can t 

realize it." 

— Sol lers 

"There's a passionate 

search, a feeling of dis¬ 

covery, even if it some¬ 

times involves discover¬ 

ing the bicycle a 

century later." 
— KriSTEVA 

"America es a gigantic 

hologram." 

— BAUlmll.LARD 

"I'D LIKE TO THANK ALL THE 
LITTLE PEOPLE ., . M: 

‘It's not so much why 

[Americans] do rhis 

and don't do that, its 

why they interest us. 

Isn’t it because they 

make an appeal to us 

by their gap in verbal¬ 

ization? And you feel 

you’re being ad¬ 

dressed—not elected, 

perhaps—but you feel 

you're addressed when 

facing this void." 

— Krisi FVA 

'Again. I stick to the 

trumpet of Armstrong 

nothing so much as to 

be analyzed and conde¬ 

scended to. America, 

they moan, has no 

proper intellectuals, no 

literature no left; our 

government, they com¬ 

plain, is naive, and our 

art, dcris arive. In other 

words, we need them. 

As Julia Kristeva, a 

Bulgaria n semiorician 

California, perhaps be¬ 

cause they're automati¬ 

cally admired there by 

Daryl Hannah and 

Judd Nelson and so 

many others w h o 

would like very much 

to be regarded as intel¬ 

lectuals themselves. 

Foreign thinkers do nor 

fare quite so well in 

New York, where too 

think of the place? Der¬ 

rida, showing why lie is 

considered one of the 

greatest minds of our 

rime, says, "I myself 

try never to say any¬ 

thing general about a 

place." 

Bur his colleagues — 

Baudrillard; Kristeva 

and her husband, the 

often incomprehensible 

were in rhe catacombs 

of the early Christians." 

— Kristeva 

"The gymnastic of rap 

is a sort of acrobatic 

prowess , . . [that] calk 

to mind rhe Chinese 

opera." 

— Baudrillard 

"WHAT AMERICA MEANS 
TO ME": 

"America, as a country; 

or Miles Davis. . . . 

Jazz was a determining 

factor in my decision to 

write," 

— SoLLERS 

"J only ask Americans 

to be Americans. I 

don’t ask them to be 

intelligent, sensible, 

original." 

— Baudrillard 

-—Deborah Michel 
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Certainly their habit of 

"drinking thtmietm 

into oblivion “ 

enhances for them the 

feeling that there ore 

more people present — 

twice as many, 

to be exact —than 

there actually ore 

For what could be better than a cartoonish blur of 

limbs, fiscs and chairs to complete the illusion that 

the place you are in is brimming with fun-loving 

mates having a good rime? 

They Come for the Shopping 

Whether impeding the flow of pedestrian traffic on 

Fifth Avenue between Rockefeller Center and 

Grand Army Plaza, hunting down flashlight 

bargains at Trieste Exports over on Twelfth 

Avenue, or milling about the museum gift shops in 

a sort of year-round pte-Christmas rush, Fabrizio 

and Jacques and Dieter know how to wield a 

shopping bag. 

Fabrizio, if he is to symbolize the Italian 

contingent accurately, will be Jugging pounds of 

Timberland footwear, purchased at New York free- 

trade prices—$110 a pair, vs. $210 in Milan. "[The 

Italian tourists would] buy a pair two sizes coo big 

if it was a choice between that and no 

Timber lands," says Cathleen Tourney, a 

spokesperson for Timberland, ’They'll come in in 

hordes and take out cartons on cartons." 

Characteristically, foreign visitors endear 

themselves to sales employees. 

"The Europeans were really snobby, especially 

the French,’ says a former employee of Bergdorf 

Goodman. 'They would talk to each other in front 

of you and pretend you weren't there." 

"French patrons will refuse to speak English but 

chen will yell, 'Who speaks French?’ ’ says an 

employee at a store specializing in veld wear. 

'French and Italians are the rudest. They think that 

tkis is vihert the 
Beatles were 

KILLED] 

people who work in stores are lower-class, and they 

talk down to you. They repeat everything three or 

four times and they refuse to translate their size: 'I 

am French 42/ ” 

A former salesperson at Tiffany —one of the few 

U.5. brand names Europeans respect, and the main 

floor of which often sounds like the Tower of Babel 

seconds after God made His poinr —says, "If there 

were a lot of people at the display case, [the 

Europeans] would desperately try to catch your eye 

or raise their hand and beckon you to serve them. 

Occasionally, people would snap their fingers." Ah, 

the finger snap —the international sign for the 

return-to-feudal ism movement. 

They Come for the Mount Sinais 

From someone who works at a well-known, 

verdant uptown restaurant: ’A cockney couple 

came in and the man said. To Mount Sinai/ so I 

said, 'When you leave here, it’s on the other side of 

town.’ And he said, ’No! To Mount Sinai— please!’ 

I said again, ‘It’s on the East Side, you need to , . 

This went on and on and he was becoming more 

and more flustered and a little ticked. Finally he 

holds up two fingers and screams, ‘Two Mount 

Sinaijf' It turns our he wanted two martinis.’ 

Chances are he probably wasn’t happy with what 

he got, either —Europeans asking for martinis seem 

to really want vermouth. 

They Come for a Taste of 

Old-Style Chicago Gangland 

A recent Sunday morning in the West Village. 

The streets are quiet and empty — well, not quite. 

Here comes a group of tourists led by a guide. 

Here comes—really— a Japanese man decked out 

in a ten-gallon hat, a bolo tie, bell-bottoms and a 

camera. He is shouting. "Where is A! Capone's 

bouse?* Unfazed, the guide firmly steers the group 

toward Chumley’s. 

They Come to Make Friends 

An usher at a Broadway hit claims to have 

overheard German theater patrons talking about 

her in German. "Was sst sie?m ("What is she?1’) one 

asked. The other responded, 

"Judin/ A stroller through Central 

J^rk recently saw a German 

family taking pictures of a group 

of preschool-age black children 

(the photo session no doubt 

produced an enchanting slide show 

for the Volk back home). The 

observer knew only a few words of 

German, but he heard one of 

those words cooed in abundance: 

schu arz, sebwarz, Schwarz. 

Ah, well. We’re getting used to 

the abuse, getting comfortable with our newfound 

role as fleeting diversion for people busier than 

we —after all, easy lies the head that no longer 

wears the crown. 

And maybe they're nor really so bad. Just glance 

through some of the comments that fill several 

guest books at the visitors' information center in 

Central Park’s Dairy, Here, for instance, is the 

Fammler family from West Germany: ’In the 

future perhaps nice but now terrible and dirty." 

That's the spirit, Fammlers! Have a nice day! 

Auf Wudersehen! Am revoir! Y'all come hack, now! ® 

Addtuoml rtjmrtitqg by Henry Alford and Elma SckapptH 
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They're savvy about the Suex, they're deft at doing 

detente — but they shoplift at Alexander's! 

Every day the roughly 

40,000 foreign diplomats 

in and around New York 

go about their good works 

mindful ol the United 

Nations charter, which 

obliges its adherents not 

only to end “the scourge 

of war" but also to ‘live 

together , . , as good 

neighbours.* And yet, on 

a hot July day two sum¬ 

mers ago, Shah Moham¬ 

mad Dost, an envoy to 

the Afghan mission at die 

UN, was not at all neigh¬ 

borly. He was driving 

through Queens on an 

air-conditioner-buying 

sortie when he spotted 

Margarer Curry, a focal 

citizen and member of the 

family of man, standing 

in an open parking space 

neat a Flushing Crazy Ed¬ 

die s — a parking space 

rhe diplomat wanted for 

himself. Ms. Curry, how¬ 

ever, was holding the 

space for her boyfriend, 

and the envoy's allusions 

ro his position as a repre¬ 

sentative of rhe Demo¬ 

cratic Republic of Af¬ 

ghanistan failed to move 

her. Stymied, Mr. Dost 

then began screaming in¬ 

sults aimed at Ms, Curry 's 

virtue. But the stubborn 

Queens citizen would not 

be budged. So Mr. Dost 

allegedly put his 1978 

Lincoln Continental in 

gear and stepped on the 

gas. Ms. Curry, allegedly, 

bounced off the Lincoln's 

grille. 

But for a lew curs and 

bruises, Ms. Curry sur¬ 

vived her brush with in¬ 

ternational diplomacy. 

Mr. Dost was detained 

briefly by New York City 

police and then released 

uncharged, free to return 

to his peacemaking du¬ 

ties. Free as well, presum¬ 

ably, to continue running 

over parking-spot-hoard¬ 

ing Queens citizens. (The 

Afghans, according to 

U.S. officials, denied that 

any crime had been com¬ 

mitted, claiming instead 

that Ms, Curry "got ex¬ 

cited and tripped as she 

lefr the street.') 

The Afghan diplo¬ 

mat—along with various 

shoplifters, drug smug¬ 

glers, double-packers, 

rapists and hooligans — 

was the beneficiary of dip¬ 

lomatic immunity, an in¬ 

tern at ion a] tradition that 

to varying degrees insu¬ 

lates, from both criminal 

prosecution and civil 

suits, foreign ambassadors 

and other top diplomats, 

their families and some 

embassy and consulate 

employees, regardless of 

their actions. The intent is 

to protect envoys from in¬ 

timidation or coercion by 

their host governments, 

and you can bet ir comes 

in handy for those who 

find themselves con¬ 

ducting foreign policy in 

countries where drinking, 

blaspheming and wearing 

short skirts are illegal — 

and due process un¬ 

common. 

In the New York metro¬ 

politan area, wrhere 

blaspheming is legal but 

running over parking- 

spot-hoarding Queens citi¬ 

zens isn't, a recent study 

cited by a State Depart¬ 

ment official listed 114 

crimes chat were commit- 

red by New' York's diplo¬ 

matic community between 

1982 and 1986. The high¬ 

lights were 13 assaults, 2 

rapes, 2 sexual assaults, l 

kidnapping, 4 charges of 

heroin smuggling, 2 co¬ 

caine sales, 5 grand larce¬ 

nies. 1 robbery, 12 weap¬ 

ons charges, 3 currency' 

violations, 5 thefts of ser¬ 

vices, 11 petty larcenies, 4 

marijuana sales and 2 inci¬ 

dents of criminal mis¬ 

chief— in addition, ol 

course, to numberless un¬ 

ticketed parking viola¬ 

tions, diplomatic plates 

being a tacit license to 

block hydrants and 

double-park. (The study 

doesn't give breakdowns 

by nationality, but officials 

familiar with the issue say 

that the perpetrators more 

often chan not are from 

either Communist or 

Third World countries.) 

Despite these grim sta¬ 

tistics, an unscientific sur¬ 

vey of businesses in the 

East Forties turned up little 

evidence of a diplomatic 

crime spree in the UN's 

backyard: "They're just as 

good as Americans," con¬ 

cedes one local shopkeeper. 

And yet Only a few blocks 

away, Alexander's depart¬ 

ment store stands besieged 

by the sticky-fingered rep¬ 

resentatives of overseas 

politburos and potentates., 

"We get one or two [diplo¬ 

matic shoplifters] a yeai 

admits a security guard. In 

1986, for instance, Said 

Rajai-Khorassani. Iran's 

chief delegate to the UN, 

sauntered in, making his 

way toward a smart Botany 

500 raincoat. The price: 

$99 99 — American. Un¬ 

daunted, Rajai-Khoras- 

sans allegedly grabbed the 

coat, ripped off the price 

tag, threw'the raincoat over 

his shoulders and headed 

for the door, A security 

guard stopped him and* 

according to another 

guard, the envoy 

screamed, "Death to Alex¬ 

ander's!' Mr. Rajai- 

Khofassani was summarily 

released, with the Iranian 

mission asserting chat the 

whole incident had been a 

frame-up by a certain ne¬ 

farious and unnamed FBI 

agent. But Mr. Rajai- 

Khorassani was no stran¬ 

ger to the Alexander's se¬ 

curity department, which 

said he had tried the same 

maneuver at least once 

before. 

Is it the uncanny simi¬ 

larity of Alexander's to em¬ 

poriums back home in 

Baghdad, Moscow or 

Kabul? Or is ir that first, 

delicious taste of West¬ 

ern-style freedom that in 

cites representatives of au¬ 

thoritarian societies to 

lawlessness? Such ap¬ 

peared to be rhe case with 

Yelena Tarasova, wife of a 

Soviet envoy: while 

"shopping' at rhe Bur¬ 

lington Mills Coat Factory 

in Par&mus, New Jersey, 

Mrs. Tarasova allegedly 

tried to steal a pair of 

$4.25 white tights. (Pa- 

ramus, freighted with 

downscale shopping 

malls, is itself an Alex- 

anderVesque hotbed of 

foreign misdemeanor, 

w ith four or five such inci¬ 

dents a year, according ro 

police sources,) Mrs. 

Tarasova was released by 

Paramus police after the 

Stare Department con¬ 

firmed her immunity, A 

few- days later a Soviet of¬ 

ficial stormed into the of¬ 

fice of Paramos police 

chief Joseph j, Delaney, 

demanding that he apolo¬ 

gize to Mrs, Tarasova, 

"Go pound salt,' the 

Eastwoodian Chief Dela¬ 

ney replied —and thus a 

legend was born among 

northern New-Jersey cops. 

In fairness, the scoff- 

laws aren't the Dag Ham- 

marskjolds and the U 

Thants of rhe diplomatic 

com muni ty — nor even 

the Kurt Waldheims, "A 

lor of them are kids," 

points our a State Depart¬ 

ment official. ‘A lot are 

staff people. You don't 

have the upper levels of 

rhe embassy involved.11 

It's also w'orrh noting that 

immunity only protects 

foreign emissaries from our 

government; ir doesn't 

prorccr them from other 

Newr Yorkers, For the 

years 1982-88, crimes 

against diplomats in the 

New' York area totaled 

approximately 3,42 0. 

Thus, for every crime 

committed by a member 

of the diplomatic commu¬ 

nity, the diplomatic com¬ 

munity experienced $0. 

Which means that xeno- 

phobes can take heart: 

numerically, w'e’re 

winning, 

—J. F. McDonald 
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Twin kies seem to most of ust there is a radical 

coterie of adventurous home cooks for whom off- 

the-shdf Twinkles are simply not good enough. 

You wonder: if factory-made Twinkles are so effi¬ 

ciently manufactured (a Hostess plant can pump 

52,000 Twinkles full of filling per hour—14 a jsc- 

aW)p why would anyone care to make one at home? 

It can't he the money: they're two for 69 cents at the 

NG E - C AK EH4RI SCO LOG , 
store. Nor could it be freshness: unsold Twin kies, 

contrary to popular belief, are removed from grocery 

shelves after four days. 

Nonetheless, restless culinary virtuosos of Amer- 

ica's heartland date, Prometheus-like, to assemble 

their own. These resolute cooks have a dream: to 

make meals at home that taste exactly like factory- 

YOU ARE 
£3 Y 1ANE AND MICHAEL STERN 

produced junk food. These axe grass-roots confec¬ 

tioners who seem to have little interest in home 

cooking that is homey. Proletarian cousins of the 

urbanites who devote their energies to making 

squid-ink pasta worthy of the finest Venetian restau¬ 

rants, these Middle Americans' aim is to serve forth 

fried chicken just like 

identical to the ones served in Styrofoam clamshells, 
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and snack cakes that resemble the Ding Dongs, 

Yodels and Ring Dings you can buy at the 7-Eleven, 

Self-published cookbooks from around the country 

brim with their ad-lib recipes for Big Mac-like 

special sauce. Mounds-like candy. Dunkin'-like 

doughnuts and all manner of Twinkles manques. 

The apologia that Twinkie cooks offer for making 

the spongy tubes in their own kitchens is that bak¬ 

ing homemade ones is more enterprisingly self-suffi¬ 

cient—and therefore morally better—than handing 

over your money to rhe already 

too prosperous big food compa¬ 

nies like Continental Baking 

Company (manufacturer of 

Wonder bread and, through its 

Hostess subsidiary, Sno Balls, 

Suzy-Q's, Ho Ho s and Ding 

Dongs), Best of all, baking your 

own is a way of being "creative/ 

Homemade Twinkles are a chal¬ 

lenging do-it-yourself project. 

Like rhe sleepy-Mexican-in-a- 

sombrero-motif bookends and 

knotty-pine pipe holders thar 

used to rake shape on Dad’s 

basement workbench, hand¬ 

made Twinkles signify not only 

an artistic spirit but also formi¬ 

dable stick-to-itiveness. Its a 

Zen accomplishment: you spend 

three hours mixing, whipping, 

molding, baking and piping, 

and wind up with a platter of imitation junk food. 

But not just any junk food, Twinkies, Edible 

Americana. The little brownish-yellow snack cakes 

filled with white goo were Howdy Doody's favorite 

petit four (touted on television by all inhabitants of 

Doodyville, as well as by a cowhand named Twinkie 

the Kid), Archie Bunker demanded them in his 

lunch box on All in the Family. 

To celebrate Superman's 50th 

birthday, DC Comics gave the 

Man of Steel a party in New 

York with an eight-foot-tall 

cake made entirely of Twinkies, 

on which Mayor Koch is re¬ 

ported to have feasted. Review¬ 

ers have credited singer Tom 

Jones's seemingly inexplicable 

success to a bulge in his pants 

that resembles a Twinkie. 

Twinkies are of such icono- 

graphic significance thac they 

have been imputed with legal re¬ 

sponsibility for driving former 

San Francisco city supervisor 

Dan White insane. After he 

murdered Mayor George Mos- 

cone and Supervisor Harvey 

ANIMAL, VEGETABLE, MINERAL OR FOOD? 
A RIGOROUSLY SCIENTIFIC 

TWINKIE L A 6 - A ND-FIILD TEST 

In an effort to clarity quetriont about the purported 

durability and unusual physical characteristic! of 

Twinkles, wi subjected the Hostess snack logs ta the 

following experiments: 

A Twinkie was Left an a southwest-toeing ninth-floor 

window ledge for tour doyt, during which tim* an inch 

end a half af rain NIL Many ffi#i were absorbed crawl¬ 

ing across the Twinkle's surface, but contrary ta hy¬ 

potheses, birds— even pigeons— avoided this poten¬ 

tial source of sustenance. 

Despite the rain and prolonged exposure to the sun, 

the Twinkie retained its original color and farm. When 

removed from the ledge, the Twinkie was found to be 

substantially dehydrated. Cracked open, it wo* ob¬ 

served to have taken on the consistency of industrial- 
style foam insulation; the filling, however, retained its 

advertised "ere am mess." 

Milk in 1978, White s lawyers successfully used 

what jurisprudence now knows as the Twinkie De¬ 

fense to convince a jury chat their client was suffer¬ 

ing from ‘diminished mental capacity' because he 

had eaten so many Twinkies and candy bars. White 

got off on a lesser charge and subsequently commit¬ 

ted suicide, ‘Nobody knows what's going on inside 

of me," he himself said, neither blaming nor exoner¬ 

ating Twinkies for his condition. 

On rhe other hand, a Los Angeles man claimed 

that he ate nothing but Twinkies and drank nothing 

but Cutty Sark and lived happily for seven years. He 

died eventually, but only after being run over by a 

car. James A, Dewar, who invented and named 

Twinkies in 1930 when he saw a billboard advertis¬ 

ing Twinkle Toe Shoes, ate two a day every day of 

his life and lived to be 88 years old, "1 have 12 

great-grandchildren, all of them eating Twinkies/ 

he boasted in 1980, five years before he died of 

natural causes. 

Twinkies have an exalted reputation among zool¬ 

ogists, In Sarasota, Florida* when an elephant re¬ 

fused his normal diet following surgery, the attend¬ 

ing veterinarian prescribed Twinkies. The elephant 

recovered and grew strong. In 1976 in Kings Mill, 

Ohio, runaway baboons were recaptured with bait 

of Twinkies and bananas, (Incidentally, the original 

Twinkie filling was banana-flavored; in the 1940s it 

was switched to the generic creamoid flavor most of 

us think of when we chink of Twinkies, ) 

It is easy for us Laypeople ro rake Twinkies for 

granted. Residents of the Twinkie-less city of Talla¬ 

hassee, Florida, which by geographical destiny is too 

far from any Twinkie bakery or Twinkie truck route 

co get them within the necessary 24 hours after they 

come off the assembly line, certainly don't. ("We 

brought 2,000 to Tallahassee last year for a special 

promotion/ a Twinkie spokesperson told us, ‘The 

city council declared ir Twinkies Day in Tallahas¬ 

see/ w) To most of us, however, Twinkies are always 

there, piled too conveniently on the store counter, 

ready to be ingested whenever the unwholesome 

whim for "golden sponge cake with creamy filling" 

(as they say on the Twinkie packaging) strikes. 

You don't have to ear them in their ‘natural" 

state. Creative chefs have invented many ways to use 

Twinkies as the star ingredient in baroque desserts 

such as "Twinkie Pie' (layer them with custard, 

whipped cream and chocolate chips). Ourselves, we 

are proud to claim authorship of a dessert known as 

Undestended Twinkles, for which they are floated 

like depth charges in a gelatinized mixture of 7-Up 

and vanilla ice cream. 

In the spirit of cultural anthropology, we decided 

to undertake this supreme challenge: to make 

Twinkies at home. To create the as-good-as-store- 

bought imitation, we turned to three helpmates. 

The first was a book called Caramel Knowledge by AI 

Sicherman, who devised a Twinkie recipe based on 
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the sweet American belief 

that if you make junk food 

at home using high-quality 

ingredients * it will be bet¬ 

ter, Second was a pamphlet 

called Secret Fast Food Rea¬ 

pes by Gloria Fitzer, a lady 

from St, Clair, Michig anT 

who spends her days break¬ 

ing the codes of fast-food 

recipes so housewives can 

make meals at home that 

taste just like they came 

from a roadside franchise. Finally, we referred to 

Bigger Secrets by William Pounds tone, the para¬ 

noid's best friend, who tells readers what Shriners 

do behind dosed lodge doors, what song lyrics say if 

you play them backward and, most important, 

what 's really inside a Twinkie. Sicherman and Pitzer, 

awed by the Twinkie legend, follow the Old Testa¬ 

ment commandment never to speak the name of the 

deity: neither uses the word Twinkie in his or her 

recipe, Gloria Pitzer s recipe is for 'Hopeless Twin¬ 

kles," Sicherman cells you how to make “Binkies," 

The difficulty in making Binkies is in fashioning 

molds out of Cmco-slickened tinfoil. We found it 

to be like a Truth or Consequences stunt involving 

origami. But we persevered, and soon wre had a coun¬ 

ter lined up with wrrinkly, humpbacked little tubs 

ready to receive Sicherman s facsimile of Twinkle 

cake batter. 

As soon as we mixed the batter, however, we 

knew we were about to betray true Twinkiehood. 

The Binkies egg wrhite suspension is too dainty to 

make the sponge-rubbery cushions we know as 

Twinkles. The filling was even wrorse: whipped 

cream (not chalky, creamless "creamy fill mg") and a 

mere two tablespoons of sugar. It wasn't even sweet. 

Measured against the 42 percent sugar concent of 

genuine Twinkie filling, Binkies wpere lightweights, 

like something you'd expect from a pastry chef at 

Lutece. Biting into one is like sinking your teeth into 

a pillow of shaving lathery there s no springy snack- 

cake resistance, there's no ensuing sugar jolt; nor 

do these dairy-enriched Binkies leave the familiar 

gummy Twinkie residue on the rungue. What a 

disappointment. 

The one thing Binkies get close to right, though, 

is the look, Sicherman s recipe explains hew to make 

holes in the bottom and pipe the filling in, re¬ 

creating the three-plugged look of rhe genuine ves¬ 

sel. If only our tinfoil tubs had been less gnarled, 

Binkies might have passed — superficially, at least — 

for bona fide store-bought Twinkles. 

We had high hopes for Hopeless Twinkles. Glo¬ 

ria PUzer's recipe calls for plenty of sugar, Crisco and 

evaporated milk but no cream, pastry bags or fancy- 

pants separated eggs. However, we learned an im¬ 

portant lesson w'hen we made Tw inkles: rhe charm 

a Umf 

not is 
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of Twinkles has a lot to do 

with their shape. There is 

something irresistibly 

cheerful about that cool, 

sticky tube that rests so 

nicely in the palm of your 

hand like a bloated But- 

ter finger. Twinkles, which 

are hewn from big sheets of 

cake, seem almost vulgar 

by comparison: cloddish 

things that, when you try to 

ear them, ooze gunk and 

slither apart in your hand. When their filling begins 

to plop out on your sleeves and dribble down your 

chin, you long lor a trim authentic Twinkie and the 

way it glides tidily into an open mouth. 

The uncooked Crisco texture of Twinkles' filling 

was on target —oleaginous enough so that it seemed 

not to mix with saliva, it managed to leave a long- 

lasting slick on the roof of the mouth. And yet, to 

our dismay, despite a full cup of sugar, it still wasn't 

sweet enough. We worried that sugar itself is simply 

not sweet enough to elevate homemade filling to the 

stratospheric saccharinity of the factory-made kind, 

but we finally added enough so that rhe silver fill¬ 

ings in our teeth buzzed with electrical jitters just as 

they do when they make contact with authentic 

Twinkie filling. 

William Poundstone doesn't actually give a 

Twinkie recipe in Bigger Secrets, but he does call 

Twinkies by their rightful name. Unflinchingly, he 

scrutinizes the wrapper's list of ingredients, then 

grills the Continental bakers to find out what $ in 

the ‘creamy filling." He concludes that real Tw inkie 

roe, as some call it, has no cream or whipped egg 

whites or egg yolks or butter or even margarine: 

Twinkies, Poundstone says, are filled with sugar 

and/or corn syrup, hydrogenated vegetable oil, lard, 

beef lat, skim milk, butter flavoring (which is used 

"to make beef suet taste like whipped cream straight 

from the can"), lecithin and lots 

of air, 

Into our food, processor went 

everything on his list. The lard 

was pretty —a soapy-white block 

of clarified hog fat. The suet, 

however, wras horrifying— a 

blood-streaked loaf of adipose 

cattle tissue that looked like it 

might be the waste from a li¬ 

posuction clinic. To make it less 

scary, we asked our butcher to 

grind the suet into a wormy 

mound. We beat and whipped 

the whole mess for 15 minutes. 

The sight of it made us gag. 

Our drugstore lecithin had 

turned the filling a grim beige. 

HOW TWINKIES AftE 

factory-made 

R A 

SKIUKCM 
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A Twinkie wo* plated in a conventional microwave 

oven, which was set tor precisely 4 minutes — the ap¬ 

proximate cooking time of bocon. After 2D seconds, 

the oven began to omit the Twinkie s richr ehoraeterii- 

ttc aroma of artificial butter. After 3 minute the odor 

began to resemble the acrid smell at burning rubber. 

The experiment was aborted after 2 minute*, 10 

secondly when thick, foul smoke began billowing from 

the tap of the oven. When the burned end brittle take 

wax cracked open, in "creamy filling" had vaporized, 

leaving behind a blackened cavity. 

A second Twmkit was subjected to the tame e*perh 

meat with nearly identical results. However, this 

Twinkie leaked molten white filling from one of its 

"cream holes." When cooled, the now epoxylike filling 

bonded the Twinkie to its plate, defying gravity; it was 

removed only upon application of o butter knife. 
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And we hadn't used enough artificial butter flavor 

to disguise the aroma of uncooked fat. The flavor 

was horrifically fleshy, such as only a cannibal could 

love, but with enough com syrup sweetness to 

numb the tongue. Yes, here was a foodstuff truly 

capable of driving a man to murder; a foodstuff 

truly fit for sick elephants and hysterical baboons. 

We didn't have more than a taste. Were we being 

too fussy? We imagined the homemade filling 

bleached white and deodorized by a mechanized 

corporate bakery; we dosed our eyes and held our 

noses and touched it to our tongues, and sure 

enough, with our other senses fettered, it at least felt 

like what’s inside a Twinkie, Nonetheless, we didn't 

bother to swallow it, or ro inject it into snack cakes. 

After some more experimentation, we finally con¬ 

cluded that you cannot make a precisely factory- 

perfect Twinkle at home. However, if you combine 

the best elements from each do-it-yourself recipe, 

you can make a junk food cake for which no apolo¬ 

gies are needed. 

What follows is a formula for homemade Stern 

Twinkles, which we call Stinkies, based on Al 

Sichermans Binkie cake, Gloria Pitzer s Twinkle 

filling and the investigative reporting of William 

R>undstone. 

STERN TWIN KIES 

(STINKIES) 

FILLING 

1 ■ti ck mor-j-ari-fi t 

H tup Ciiftfr 
T Vi cuptgronulottd 

lltflf 

H cup evaporated milk 

1 tabktpoan nandairy 
frnmtr 

1 tablatpaon vanilla 

• Ktracr 

CAKE 

3 itftt 

1 cup iugar 

% cup (wiling water 
1 Cupcake flour 

1 Vj ifiaipaam baking 

powder 

1 reaipoon vanilla 

latiBcr 

V* t«atpaonialf 

MLUHt 

To moke filling: Cream margarine 5 minutes with 

electric mixer at medium speed, Gradually beat in 

the Crisco. After 4 more minutes, gradually beat in 

sugar. 

Mix in milk, creamer and vanilla. Beat into 

Crisco-margarine mixture and continue beating, 

"The longer you beat this," Gloria Pitzer says of her 

version of the filling, “the better it becomes." 

Have a pastry bag with small 

nozzle on hand for when the 

cakes cool. 

To make cake: Make ten molds 

using ten 9*by-12-inch pieces of 

aluminum foil. Fold each in 

half, then in half again, yielding 

pieces about AVi by 6 inches. 

Now follow Al Sicherman s pre¬ 

cise instructions for making 

Binkie molds: "Grease one side 

EXTREME F10 R C E 

A Twinkie wei dropped from o ninth-floor windov, o 

fa FI of approximately 120 feat. It landed right tide upr 

squarely hitting it■ concrete target itte, then bounced 

onto iti bock. The expected "iplafter” effect wnl not 

a b ter wed. Indeed,, the only ditcernible damage to the 

Twinkie wot a narrow future on trt underside, running 

the length of it* three "cream hale*," Otherwise the 

Twinkie remained structurally intact. 

wich solid shortening or margarine, Bend up the 

longer sides ro form the folded foil into a U-shaped 

trough (6 inches long, about Wi inches across the 

rounded bottom and maybe Wi inches high). Lift 

one end of the bottom up and inh then turn the sides 

together at that end, overlapping slightly, Repeat 

with the other end, forming something like a little 

bathtub. Mash the bottoms of the bathtub ends 

smooth, then fasten the tops of the ends (the head 

and the foot of the bathtub rim) together by firmly 

folding the overlapped edge down a little.’ 

Preheat oven to 325 degrees. 

Separate eggs, putting yolks in a large mixing 

bowl and whites in a small mixing bowl. Beat yolks 

until light yellow. Beat in sugar, then boiling water. 

Sift together cake flour, baking powder and salt 

and gradually beat them into the yolks, Beat in 

vanilla. 

Wash beaters well, then beat whites until stiff 

but not glossy, Stir a spatulaful of beaten whites 

into yolks to lighten them, then lightly fold in all 

the whires. 

Pour about three heaping tablespoons of batter 

into each mold (they will be filled about one-third 

of rhe way). 

Place filled molds in loaf pans or similar contain¬ 

ers to hold them snugly (so they don't topple over in 

the oven). 

Bake 2 5 to 30 minutes, about 1 minute after they 

rest done with a toothpick. 

Allow cakes to cool a few minutes, then gently 

remove them from the molds. You may have to peel 

the foil away to keep the cakes intact. 

Before cakes cool completely, use a toothpick or 

the end of a knife to make three holes in the bottom 

of each, wriggling the pick around to try to ‘carve 

out* space inside without distending the hole itself. 

Place filling into pastry bag. Pipe filling into each 

of the holes. 

Bat immediately. 

Note: These cakes do not keep well. After only a few 

hours, they begin to get crusty. 

ALTERNATE "CREAMY FILLING" 

RECIPE 

1 cup tugot 

'A cup cam tynup 

Vi CMp lard 

'A cup ground lu£t 

'• a r-aiiabic at ms ft 
bufshsrt—aiA Hiam 

Iff Qtirfdtl far jmi) 

1 tup Crrico 

1 teaipoon vanilla 

Extract 

1 teoipaon ground 
lecithin 

tHtpean artificial 

buttarflavaring 

V? Teaip-ocn loll 

Skim milk 

Combine all ingredients except skim milk in food 

processor. Process until thoroughly blended. Gradu¬ 

ally add skim milk by the tablespoon until proper 

"creamy* consistency is achieved. 

Observe, bur do not eat, ® 
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EVERY WHICH WAY BUT GOOD 

SIX CHEFS IN SEARCH OF THE ULTIMATE TWINKIE: 

A VERT SPECIAL BAKE-OFF 

We recently asked six tal¬ 

ented New York pastry 

chefs to put their reputa¬ 

tions at risk in a very spe¬ 

cial bake-off. Their assign¬ 

ment: to bake cream-filled 

snack cakes —snack cakes 

chat wouldn't necessarily 

be slavish replicas of the 

original Hostess Twinkle 

but would at least convey 

a recognizable Twinkieness 

when sniffed, held, 

squeezed, dropped, tasted and ingested, And so, after 

weeks of preparation and experimentation, the chefs 

arrived at the new restaurant Shelby (plug accom¬ 

plished) with heavily laden platters in tow. They were 

smell —a powerful 

but not quite rankling 

aroma of artificial butter 

heft—a pleasing, 

enjoyable, just-right physi¬ 

cal gravitas when cupped 

in the palm 

skin residue —a slip¬ 

pery yet slightly gummy 

film left on the palm and 

fingers after handling, best 

discerned by rubbing to- 

gether the tips of the 

thumb and forefinger 

sponginess — the unnatural ability of a Twinkie, 

when squeezed, to return to its original form 

consistency when chewed—arid gumminess of 

met by a panel of nervous tasters. 

As a kind of orientation, and with genuine Twinkies 

in hand, we first took the rasters through a checklisr of 

die physical properties that define a Twinkie as a 

Twinkie: 

color—the original Twinkies are cast in the same 

perfectly even, golden hue as Walt Disney s Pluto 

the cake; chalky, sugary grit of the filling; overall 

oleaginousness 

rasce—initially hypersweet, with a fatty, gently ful¬ 

some follow-through 

afterbum “a distinct yet highly subjective quality: 

for some, a postswaliow sensation of curdling in the 

esophagus; for others, an uneasy, floating ache in the 

PHOTOGRAPHED BY JOHN D U G D A L E JULY L9S9SPY 10] 
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A Twinkie was placed in a convanriofial freezer for 24 
hour*, Upon f«mo*ol, tfi* Twinkle wo* no* found to b# 

froien solid, but it* physical properties had noticeably 

"■slowed." Its characteristic sponginess reduced, the 

cake held a dent when squeeied by a technician's 

finger*, even when only moderate pressure wot ap¬ 

plied. The filling woe found to be the approximate 

consistency of acrylic paint, while exhibiting the 

mercury like property of not adhering to practically 

any surface► It was noted that the Twinkie had gener¬ 

ously absorbed frceier odor*. 

£ X T Ijr JL f 

A Twinkle wot expo sod to a go* flame for 2 minutes. 

While the Twinkie smoked and blackened and the 

filling in on* of it* "cream holes" boiledr the Twimfeie 

did not catch fire. Ft did, however, produce the tame 

"burning rubber” aroma noticed during the irradiation 

expo rim wit. 

stomach. 

Again, however, we had 

only asked our chefs to inter¬ 

pret the Twinkle, to be as fan- 

ciful or faithful as they 

pleased. Thus, while we hoped 

that the chefs' variations 

would leave a skin residue, we 

didn’t require that they leave 

the exact skin residue of a 

Hostess Twinkie, And so on. 

Our bake-off wasn't meant to 

be a competition. We weren’t 

there to judge; we were there 

to celebrate, to embark on a 

joyous communal exploration 

of the myriad possibilities that 

are Twinkieness, This was to 

be a kind of junk food Earth 

Day, an eat-in with plenty of 

seltzer 

And so our 

tasters set about 

their task. 

The first faux 

Twinkie to be 

examined was 

baked by Marc 

Haymon of the 

Westbury Hotel, 

Chef Haymon s 

presentation was 

particularly im¬ 

pressive — his plastic-wrapped 

pairs of Twinkie-like logs 

came complete 

with authentic 

slick-cardboard 

backing. 

"Basically, 1 

tried to imitate 

the plasticity of [a 

Twinkle)/ Hay¬ 

mon explained. M 

started with fresh 

sponge cake but I 

screwed it up on 

purpose. I made 

it fall, I over- 

whipped the bat¬ 

ter and I added 

shortening — not 

butter/ Chef 

Haymon simu¬ 

lated a Twinkie s 

0 l 0 

E A I 

three "cream holes' by poking 

his version with a chopsrick. 

However, Chef Haymon con¬ 

fessed, this method did not al¬ 

low him to re¬ 

create the contin¬ 

uous artery of 

whiteness ex¬ 

tending evenly 

through the 

length of a fac¬ 

tory-prod uced 

Twinkie. 

The tasrers 

were thrilled with 

the realistic look 

of Haymon’s Twinkies. One 

expert likened the color to “a 

little prairie dog/ while an¬ 

other hailed Haymon's effort 

as "visually perfect/ if a little 

roo large. Upon tasting one, a 

panelist, who found the cake 

and its filling "disparate but 

complementary/ summed up 

the consensus by saying that 

Haymon's slightly refined en¬ 

try “comes dose but misses the 

junky Twinkie feeling/ 

The panel then turned its 

attention to a pair of elegant 

Twinkie knockoffs, both pre¬ 

sented on silver trays by 

Cynthia Peithman, a pastry 

chef with Glorious Foods, the 

caterers. Her first, an iced 

sponge-cake cyl¬ 

inder with can¬ 

died orange-peel 

garnish —a slim¬ 

mer, tarted-up 

Twinkie, a Twin¬ 

kle married into 

society — was 

deemed 'totally 

sticky" for its 

generous finger 

residue. One 

taster commented, "Too ex¬ 

treme—requiring multiple 

Wash'n Dries in lunch box/ 

Chef Peithman's Twinkie was 

singled out and admired, how¬ 

ever, as a pastry that 'goes its 

own way/ Its subtle flavors 

CHIP CVHTHkA MITHU^H 

CHIP i. QUIMT IMITM 

and squishy textures proved it 

co be a prankish, truly 

postmodern amalgam of high 

and low art. 

Chef Peirh- 

man's second 

Twinkie, a sim¬ 

pler, undressed 

version of her first 

entry, tevealed its 

ingenuiry of 

structure. In an 

attempt co mimic 

the airtight form 

of the Hostess 

Twinkie* 

Peithman very cleverly 

plugged each end of her rolled 

sponge-cake tube with small, 

well-turned dowels of cake 

(after loading rhe rube with 

cream). Though one caster 

commented that Peithman's 

second Twinkie lacked 

"oom ph/ the panel agreed 

that neither of Peithman's 

Twinkies would look our of 

place at a benefit dinner at the 

Temple of Dendur 

P. Quint Smith s Twinkie 

variant was equally innova¬ 

tive. The chef, who works at 

Shelby, solved the dilemma of 

Twinkie form by baking his 

sponge cake in a floured water 

glass, then piping in two kinds 

of cream —one 

chocolate, one or¬ 

ange. A cross sec¬ 

tion of the dessert 

revealed that the 

orange filling had 

been piped 

through a circular 

hole* while rhe 

chocolate cream 

formed a straight 

line, more or less, 

“I made a Winkie, not a 

Twinkie/ Smith explained. “It 

looks like ir’s winking at you 

when you cut it in half." 

Chef Smith’s presenta¬ 

tion — several Saran-swaddled 

Winkies neatly arranged in an 

102SPV juiy mv 
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Empire Strikes Back lunch 

box— was lauded by the entire 

panel (the chef 

had gone so far as 

to cauterize the 

edges of his 

wrappers in an ef¬ 

fort to simulate 

industrial shrink- 

wrapping). But 

one taster found 

the cake ‘dry and 

chalky; a little 

tame/ provoking 

the panelist to term the entry 

"a Canadian Twinkie.* Most 

of the other tasters (with the 

exception of the youngest pan¬ 

elist, age live, who proclaimed 

the chocolate a "good idea") 

found the bkolored-cream ap¬ 

proach disconcerting, 

Nick Malgieri s two inter¬ 

pretive Twinkles were perhaps 

the most daring entries. The 

first, a traditional Sicilian 

pastry called the Dito 

d'Aposcolo, or 'Apostle s Fin¬ 

ger"— which, for some tasters, 

evoked unappetizing images 

of dusty, digit-filled reli¬ 

quaries — consisted of sponge 

cake baked in a parchment- 

paper tube, injected with a 

custard-type filling and laced 

with lemon icing, Malgieri, a 

dessert expert who reaches at 

Peter Kump's 

New York Cook¬ 

ing School, made 

a claim for the 

Finger as a puta¬ 

tive historical an¬ 

tecedent to the 

Twinkle —a PiJt- 

dowrn Twinkie. 

Indeed, the 

Finger was 

praised for its 

Twinkie-like heft, but was 

generally considered too re¬ 

fined and good-tasting to be of 

the Twinkie phylum, even as a 

de-evolutionary ancestor. In 

the oxymoronic phrase of one 

taster, the pastry resembled a 

'European Twinkie/ 

Malgieri described his sec¬ 

ond creation—accurately —as 

"sore of a giant creme-filled la- 

dyfinger," “Doesn't bounce 

back/ one judge said of the 

unusually flat pastry's lack of 

resilience. Tt holds a dent/ 

noted another By and large, 

Malgieri s entries were found 

to be the most edible, if least 

Twinkie-like, entries. "Nice 

mutants," concluded one un¬ 

complaining taster. 

Having already sampled six 

ersatz Twinkles— plus real 

ones —the overstimulated 

panelists circled the final plat¬ 

ter with no little 

trepidation. 

These last were 

the Stern 

Twrinkies, created 

by Jane and 

Michael Stern, 

Disconcertingly, 

the Stern Twin- 

kies were perhaps 

the least appeciz- 

ing-/00king of all 

the entries. 'Bloodless/ said 

one taster, describing their 

color "A retard/ proclaimed 

another, “It does look a little 

like it was made in a crafts 

class/ admitted Michael, 

"And we wrent through three 

or four versions to get to this/ 

added Jane. 

T 
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However, 

upon tasting the 

Stern Twinkles, 

the critics sud¬ 

denly sang an 

altogether differ¬ 

ent tune: "Good 

Twinkienessf 

“Almost a Twin¬ 

kie!" "A little 

salty, like the real 

thing!" "Remark¬ 

able simulation — 

The vegetarian's 

Twinkie!"" Vege¬ 

tarian, yes; but 

most decidedly 

not, it was 

pointed out, all- 

natural — see 

recipes, page 

lilli 

And char was 

it. Eight kinds of 

Twinkie in just 

under 20 minutes, 

ending literally 

with whimpers. 

— Rachel 

Urqubart 

A Twinkie was dropped into a large beaker filled with 

lap wqtet The Twinkie floated momentarily, then be¬ 

gan to Mil and sink, eventually reaching equilibrium 

with one tip breaking rhe water'! surface, Viscous 

yellow tendril* ran off its lower halt— poniblyccmilt¬ 

ing of o water-soluble artificial coloring. 

After 2 hours., ike Twinkie hod bloated lubitan- 

ltolly, increasing iti volume by perhaps 30 percent. It* 

coloring was now □ very pole tan — in contrast to the 

yellow, urine like water that surrounded it. The Twinkie 

bobbed when touched, and had a gelatinous texture. 

After 73 hours# the Twinkie wot found to have 

bloated to roughly 200 percent of its original iiie. 

Precipitates hod appeared: the Water had turned 

opaque and a smell,. fan-shaped ipray of filling had 

leaked from one of the "cream holes." 

Unfortunately, efforts la extract the Twinkie far fur¬ 

ther analysis were abandoned when, under light pres¬ 

sure from a pair of surgical forceps, the Twinkie dis¬ 

integrated into an amorphous cloud of debris A 

distinctly tour adar was noted. 

SUMMARY Of RESULTS 

Contrary to the expectations of skeptics, Twinkles did 

exhibit some of the usual properties at a nutritive 

substance—noticeably going "stale” on a windowsill 

and blackening when exposed ta heat and microwave 

radiation. On the other hand, the Twinkle's survival of 

a 120-foot drop, along with some of the unusual phe¬ 

nomena observed in connection with the "creamy fill- 

ingHj and artificial coloring,, should give pause to those 

observers who would unequivocally categorize the 

Twinkie as <rtood.H Further clinical inquiry it required 

before any definitive conclutioni can be drawn. 

Bruce Handy 
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'S CELEBRITY PRO-AM 

IRONMAN NIGHTLIFE 
DECATHLON 

CHAMPIONSHIP 

When we kicked off the 

first SPY Pro-Am Ironmon 

Nightlife Decathlon a year ago 

this month, we hod no idea 

that we would forever trans¬ 

form the face of urban revelry. 

In the course of lost year's spir* 

jted competition,, our judges 

followed three eminently qual¬ 

ified but happily oblivious fi¬ 

nalist* on their social rounds 

far a single evening. We then 

tabulated each contestant's 

performance in ten basic 

parly-guy behavioral catego¬ 

ries, Cut the world is not that 

innocent anymore,, and so suc¬ 

cessful was Iranman J that in 

1989 no such unself-conscious 

competitors could be found. 

This year potential Ironmen 

(and there are scores, maybe 

hundreds of them) have been 

out in force, Our squad of 

anonymous, highly trained 

If onman - spotters had no 

choice, therefore, but to put in 

long hours at nightclubs, res¬ 

taurants and parties all year 

long, to scrutinize comings 

and goings and ferret out ex¬ 

traordinary party-guy behavior 

wherever and, fatiguingly, 

whenever it occurred. 

Because our judging could 

no longer be confined to a sin¬ 

gle, intrusive evening, the 

1939 decathlon's categories 

have been amended: nightly 

"Hours Logged" and "Venues 

Visited" ratings, far 

example, have no 

meaning in a competi¬ 

tion of this duration 

and scale. New indexes 

of partying behavior, haw 

ever —such as "Manhan¬ 

dling" and "Public Feed¬ 

ing"—were created to make 

the yearlong judging rigorous 

and, more important, 

rftpomibfc. 

Before moving on to this 

year's long-awaited results, a 

few handicapping considera¬ 

tions to keep in mind: Last 

year's first- and second-place 

finishers, the hard working mag¬ 

azine journalist-cartoonist 

ANTHONY HADEN-GUEST 

and the hardworking author - 

decorating buff CARL BERN¬ 

STEIN, have had more time to 

train for the decathlon this 

year. In 1988 both writers1 so¬ 

cializing stylet were crimped 

somewhat by the specter of 

actual book deadlines. Though 

BERNSTEIN and HADEN- 

GUEST performed astonish¬ 

ingly well last year in the face 

of this shared professional ob¬ 

stacle (both were frequently 

pressed to combine work and 

play by gathering research ma¬ 

terial from a variety of anly- 

available-Ot-ntgfit sources), 

each is now unburdened. 

HADEN-GUEST s long-awaited 

and fashionably late book on 

Lebanon, Zigxag— a book that 

includes an account of his own 

kidnapping in Beirut —was 

canceled by Simon & Schuster 

and is now up for auction* And 

BERNSTEIN'S Loyattie*, a bit¬ 

tersweet memoir of his par¬ 

ents' involvement 

with the Communist 

Party, wos published 

eariitr this yeor to o 

great number of reviews. 

And now, let't get to the 

A playing fieldl 
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ently felt so much anxiety about hii technique 

(Ironmon spotters report that he discussed his de¬ 

cathlon it an ding even during competition eve¬ 

nings) that ultimately he choked. 

But remember . * * nobody's a loser? And now, 

tome tpecial bonus awards: MVP.; TAMA 

A JAN0WIT2 [final score: Ml who focili- 

JF V toted outstanding performance! from her 

dfl - competitors by being the hostess 

Band/or raison d'etre for eight parties this 

JV year. Rookie of the Yean ABE TM WRIT- 

f INC AS BAD AS I CAN" ROSEN* 

THAI, {finat score: 20). Old Timer's Trophy: 

MALCOLM FORBES* (finei score: 321 
Best Comeback Contender: JAY 

MclNERNEY \final score: 551 who didn't 

even make the finals last year, presumably 

because he wqs not yet in the w 1 

* -W throes of researching the forthcoming 

<i. \ Party's End. The Judging Committee's pick 

^ for 1990: GLORIA STEINEM (Hnal score: 

27), who, with authorised and unauthorized biogra¬ 

phies in the works, should be ot the top of her form, 

self-promotion-wise* 

See you next year at Ironmon HI, where we 

expect to hove Ironmon Emeritus HADEN-GUEST 

os color commentator and honorary judge! 2* 

. T- 

■ t*M ft-»M+ll *IM*i*l *1 K+.PtT •* t*n .^TlligM «H Mvrm4 if ■ eMHIP 

tnf W*fct*, Mmhik. Hi* Imiw pel* rg f t*bl Mtnkfk • art i kr ii| 11 o 

ITT nnur|<i Kid *'l I*V tuWt«Ni*i P irTrtgni *nipl****( rh*if kiuthSmIi 

K1 Till tt niflilikfc IT run M ftffc* «i#iflt*f »ri‘i *11 milig*l< I* 

i#T'p4H in fhi CiFib'Hi &*c a*hl*o Viid tFuii •frtiiinJ b-p !*■ 
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Pendiebury, who reads everything from Greyhound Express to 

Splash, was immersed in the latter when he let out a fearful cry 

that rang through the entire Balmoral private hotel, It was caused, 

I soon learned, by something Susan Sontag had let 

review fly in an interview: "Christopher Lehmann-Haupt 

of is a hack/ she said. "He probably spends twenty 
r e v i e w e r s minutes writing his re¬ 

views/ Pendlebury found 

this shocking, and so, frankly did 1. Re¬ 

views like the one Lehmann-Haupt did 

(for The New York Times) of Richard Saul 

Wurman's Information Anxiety simply do 

not get written in 20 minutes. Or do they? 

’This book invites you into its pages/ 

he begins, “but once you get there it s like 

quicksand.’ Bur Lehmann-Haupt doesn't 

"get there" right away. In paragraph two 

he s still reading the dust jacket. In para¬ 

graph three he admires the design. In para¬ 

graph four he says the book is one "chat 

you can circle at a distance or barely dip 

your toe in." In paragraph five he basically 

recaps The Review' So Far. In paragraph 

six, nearly halfway through his allotted 

space, he's ready to get to work: 

"But I assumed that a book attractive 

enough to browse in would be a book at¬ 

tractive to read. So I jumped into the mid¬ 

dle of the quicksand with both eyes ' 

May I have that brandy, please? 

He what! Whose eyes? Why did Leh¬ 

mann-Haupt have them? Was he holding 

them* Were they in his pocket? No, don't 

even tell me. 

The only pleasure in reading Esquire 

these days is in discovering anew’ why you 

don't read Esquire these days. Many of the 

most compelling reasons to be found in 

April’s issue — the issue before the almost- 

too-embarrassing-ro-carry-around sex and 

OTHER PLEASURES issue — were supplied by 

editor in chief Lee Ei sen berg himself. 

‘Suddenly/ writes Eisenberg in his 

Backstage column, ‘there is a near-consen¬ 

sus that the country's fragile place in the 

global market needs immediate, nonparti¬ 

san attention." I remember that morning 

well. It was early spring, and although the 

day was lovely, as I walked to the corner 

newsstand I felt somehow burdened, bur¬ 

dened by the lack of consensus regarding 

immediate, nonpartisan attention to the 

Country's fragile place in the global mar¬ 

ket. Bur when I got back to my rooms — 

everything had changed. 

Eisenberg later tries his hand at a manly 

baseball essay. ’This will not be, I hope, 

another elegy/ he begins. He has had it 

‘up to [his not-very-far-off-che-ground} 

neck" with pastorals, madrigals and son¬ 

nets about the game: "Here's my high hard 

one; stuff a chili dog in your mouth and let 

me watch!* {Lee!) And don’t hand him 

“any more guff that baseball is a literary 

sport or a thinking man's sport. " Having 

PHOTOGRAPHS fc Y G E G K HfflN 



thus laid waste to baseball cliches, Eisen- 

berg says hell allow himself just one, ‘the 

single didie that has enough sweep, arc* 

wisdom, and truth to matter; Baseball is a 

game offundamentals' 

By which he means, it turns out, that 

"baseball is about time, and it's about 

spaced “Baseball is a game that marches to 

its own organist," “Baseball is flashback," 

“Everything else in our lives comes and 

goes. Baseball endures.’ “Baseball is con¬ 

tinuity/ “Baseball is not just then, it is 

now/ “Baseball was a better first love chan 

my first love. It is an older friend than my 

oldest friend/ And “at the end of the day, 

when the lights go on* baseball is that 

thing we picked up along the way that we 

carried with us longer than any other. And 

1 include religion, the love of a good 

woman* and just about any hobby you can 

think of" Yes, by golly, it is refreshing to 

read a cliche-free rumination on baseball. 

Are skiers getting shorter*1 Sentences arc. 

Again. The latest outbreak started with the 

inimitable William H Honan gushing 

over Madeline Kahn a while back in The 

Nnv York Timer. “She flashes a devilish 

smile and then adds musically: 1/s very 

complex/ And you laugh. Without really 

knowing why. Because it b complex/ 

Honan passed the baron ro his colleague 

Michael Bren son, who began a Times art I 

review, ” ‘Toward Form" is a nice little 

show. Jt is about process, Its selections are | 

revealing/ 

Then came Steven Reddidiffe* review¬ 

ing a restaurant called Aquavit for 7 Days: 

"Huge plates of herring and salmon and ; 

venison. Cloud berries* blueberries, and 

bra ruble berries. AH kinds of aquavit/ 

Bur here is a happy antidote to ail those 

stops and starts —the first sentence of Bar¬ 

bara Grizzuri Harrison s review', in The 

New York Observer, of a biography of James 

Baldwin. Better get comfortable: 

i 

The jacket photograph shows writer 

James Baldwin wearing a powder-blue 

shirt with a scalloped button flap; it’s odd 

attire —the shaft doesn’t quite; fit, it's too 

big (and rhift somehow has rhe effect of 

calling painful attention to the fact that 

Baldwin’s head is far eoo big for his lean 

body); and its starched daintiness, its new 

premness, is ar striking, almost perverse 

odds with the cant and weary, I ve-sem- 

ir-all-and-then-some baby face of the 

arose , , , whose cigarette* for chat matter, 

held in an elegant hand, looks like a flour¬ 

ish. a photographer’s prop that has never 

actually made it to his lips. 

Here Harmon’s confidence must have wa¬ 

vered. A colon, instead of a period* after 

tips would have opened up exciting new 

horizons — a whole second round of ellip¬ 

ses, asides, clauses, brackets* even a New 

Yorker assignment. The sentence could 

have been much longer, But, alas, HafTi- 

son s nerve failed her. 

Not so the writers assigned to cover the 

Broadway production of Metamorphosis. 

They saw the potential in Kafka’s famous 

first line—those words just sitting there 

waiting to be twisted cleverly — and they 

did not second-guess themselves. True, 

some critics couldn't quite go through with 

it. Give Barries of the New York Post was 

only brave enough to quote Kafka's "awe¬ 

some opening sentence": “As Gregor 

Samsa awoke one morning from uneasy 

dreams* he found himself transformed in 

bis bed mco a gigantic insect." No comic 

tiffing followed (this is why Barnes is at the 

Post). But look at what a few inventive 

writers did with Kafka’s opening: 

JA* Mikhail Baryshnikov awoke one 

mormnu from uneasy dreams. Vie found 

himself transformed in his bed into a 

Broadway actor." 

— MtTvyn Kurhsrein m The New York Times 

"After the current version . opens at the 

Barry more Theatre on March 6f Steven 

Berkoff will most likely awaken the next 

morning to find himself transformed into 

a star," 

— Ross Wiettsceon in Manhattan, inc, 

* Franz Kafka"s story . . , is. almost as 

frightening and disturbing as what is en¬ 

acted on the stage of the Barrymore Thea¬ 

ter, where talented actors wake to discover 

they are in a Steven Berkoff play' 

— Howard Risstl ha the Daily News 

Any New Republic readers out there? Did 

either of you make ir all the way to the end 

of Wilfrid Mellers's review of Gunther 

Schuller's The Swing Era; The Development 

of Jazz. 1930-194 3? Mellers winged me 

early on with this broadside: “Stravinsky's 

Rite of Spring and the neo-primitive ele¬ 

ments in the artifacts of Picasso (to cite 

merely the supreme representatives) sug¬ 

gest chat a reaction against the will-ob¬ 

sessed and ego-obsessed values oi Western 

civilization has been pervasive in our cen¬ 

tury/ I staggered through another 30 lines 

or so —we Hollands are of deceptively 

tough stock—before Mellers finished me 

off with ‘European musical traditions* 

stemming from the watershed we call the 

Renaissance, effect* or hope co effect, a 

communication existing in rime. Mono- 

phonic melody evolves into polyphony; 

which implies harmonic alternations of 

tension and relaxation; which involve func¬ 

tional tonality; which implies progression 

from A to Z/ Now. that, as Maxine Sulli¬ 

van used to say* is jazz. 

It’s not chat movie critic J. Hoberman 

never writes well* it's just that coo often he 

ends up chasing his tail. Hence this second 

installment of the Hoberman Quiz (the 

length of the senes is entirely up to him). 

This month it was a little more difficult to 

choose the source material* I lingered over 

the opening paragraph of his review of 

Powwow Highway in the Voice, which con- 

rained a sentence that began, promisingly* 

‘Pitched somewhere between magic real¬ 

ism and earnest regionalism . , . ’ (readers 

of last month's column will correctly place 

that in the neighborhood of “prole an- 

ecdotalism*), Though the review also 

boasted Hoberman s customary’ tribute to 

alliteration (^peripatetic pals," "primordial 

planer"/, I finally settled on this excerpt 

from his review of Heathers, also m the 

Voice: 

Articulating An adolescent hyperreality 

that's more pup and lurid chan the teen 

Kafka of Sixteen Candies. the secular hu¬ 

man :sr verisimilitude of Fast Times at 

Ridgtmom High, and the morbid muck¬ 

raking of River's Edge, Heathers is a brazen 

provocation. 

Match the m&vte with ike description that fits 

it best, 

1, Heathen a* morbid muck¬ 

raking 

2, Fast Times at b, adolescent 

Ridgemont High hyperrealdy; a 

brazen provoca¬ 

tion; relatively 

more pop and 

lurid 

3, Sixteen Candles c, secular humanist 

verisimilitude 

4, River’s Edge d. teen Kafka 

Burn down the film schools! ® 

(Answers ta the Heberman Quiz: lbt 2c, Jdf 4a} 

JULY Lvsy SPY E M 

Gop'ynghtco lessen ai 



*That gksnost girl" learns 

the bard way tnai Playboy and 

Soviet movie stardom don't mix 

I V A H N E WILLIAMSON 

Last spring every newspaper, magazine and 

sleazy infotainment show, it seemed, was 

hot to do a story on the young Russian star 

ut the film Little Vera. 

About to be released in 

selling America, this was the first 

Soviet movie to include 

“explicit" (what Americans 

might consider ff-rated) sex. And when it 

was learned that the stars eight-page 

spread in the May issue oi Playboy would 

provide further evidence that Soviets were 

anatomically identical to rhe rest of us, her 

story' took on an irresistibly lurid focus 

in the American press. And so Natalya 

Neguda, a previously unknown Soviet ac¬ 

tress, arrived in New York in a blaze of 

April publicity — unprepared for the conse¬ 

quences of her w alk on the wild side. 

Nor chat the diminutive* brown-eyed 

Narasha was unfamiliar with controversy 

before her dive into American cheesecake. 

Her director, Vasily Pichul (in cahoots with 

his wife, screenwriter Maria Khmelik), had 

abandoned hollow Soviet Realism in favor 

of what is now known as rhe 'realistic cin¬ 

ema," figuratively turning rhe camera on 

his audience; Little Vera s convincing tale 

of domestic violence, alcoholism, youthful 

alienation, sex and drugs had provoked 

unprecedented interest and outrage in the 

USSR. The film played to 50 million So¬ 

viets—a record “-and Natasha's much- 

admired portrait of a desperate tart was a 

Urge part of the film s success. 

The International Film Exchange Ltd,, a 

distributor of European films in America, 

had shared none of the Soviets' squeamish - 

ness about Little Vera, "When I saw that 

scene of the guy having a crucifix tattooed on 

his chest at the beach," Chris Wood, then 

executive vice president of IFF.X, said later, LJ 

raid them, We ll take it/’ And it had taken 

but the briefest bat of a showman s eye for 

IFEX’s vice president Robert Newman to 

muse, *'Wouldn't it be great if we could get 

her on the cover of Playboy?" Thus began 

the Americanization of Natasha. 

Because she stepped off Fkn Am Flight 

67 at JFK minus her luggage* Hacks for 

IF EX and Playboy Buttered into action 

early the next morrnng, scurrying to find 

clothing for Natasha s first media date, a 

7:15 a.m. taping with Entertainment To¬ 

night. In the greenroom, examining outfits 

that to her Soviet taste seemed garish, 

Natasha resembled an increasingly glum 

Ninotchka. Tm not here in a role for 

Play fay," she insisted. "The Playboy role is 

finished/ Nevertheless, a drop-dead cleav¬ 

age-enhancing red crepe suit with a single 

black button at the nipped waist —cour¬ 

tesy of an £,T, executive — was given a 

halfhearted "Ladno (“Okay') minutes be¬ 

fore taping began. 

1 never could imagine that 

Americans would have such serious 

sexual problems, as l really thought 

them to be a liberated people" 

A big press conference at the Russian 

Samovar restaurant on 52nd Street fol¬ 

lowed. Never told by her film s distributor 

that the conference was sponsored by 

Playboy, Natasha answered rhe shouted 

questions with an engaging straightfor¬ 

wardness. Outside, dozens of paparazzi 

surrounded her getaway car. Corning from 

a country where no one (except KGB 

agents) makes a living swarming around 

automobiles and snapping pictures, 

Natasha was understandably dazed. 

Stories followed in the local New York 

newspapers, The Washington Post, The Wall 

Street Journal, Time and on the local TV 

magazine shows. At 1FEX there was a rush 

of calls from theater owners desperate for 

bookings. Playboy, of course., was ecstatic. 

But Natasha* confronted by epithets such 

as The people’s playmate* {Life) and The 

first Soviet sex goddess* [The Mew York 

Times), was appalled, thinking she had 

come to America to promote her film, not 

her headlights. No one had told her that 

rhe serious American actresses she most ad- 

mires “Meryl Streep and Jessica Lange — 

remain clothed outside the range of 

Panavision movie cameras. And no Rus¬ 

sian girl, even a savvy one from a family 

of Moscow intelligentsia, could know chat 

Playboy's most significant contribution to 

Hollywood, despite decades of cheerful ef¬ 

fort and cloying copy, is Dorothy Sttatten. 

By the third day of hef five-day stay in 

New York, Natasha was exhausted and 

continually popping Ex ora-Strength Tyle¬ 

nol* T hate, I deeply hate, ail this noise 

around the fact that I did a shoot for Play- 

hoyshe told spy. "I never could imagine 

that Americans would have such serious 

sexual problems, as I really thought them 

to be a liberated people. This is all I am 

asked about. I am very worried about the 

tone of the commentary concerning me / 

Was she worried about the response 

back home? f All of those in Moscow who 

cared to listen had heard reports on the 

BBC ami Voice of America about "that 

Playboy thing/ as one disgruntled. Soviet 

put it.) “They won't make a big fuss about 

it/ Natasha said. “They'll try to keep it 

under cover, quiet. Because the biggest 

question that will be raised is how could 

I— me, a woman of a socialist society — 

how could 1 accept to do such a thing?"" 

It’s not that rhe Soviets ate puritanical. 

Indeed, when Playboy described Natasha as 

That glasnost girl, ripe and ready for sexual 

revolution/ the magazine couldn't have 

been further off base: Russians are vastly 

ahead of Americans on the promiscuity 

front, sex and vodka being their only di¬ 

versions™ a reality' repeatedly depicted in 

Little Vera. Bur as one former Muscovite 

put it, regarding Natasha s post-Playboy 

situation, ’£For now] the Soviets are hold¬ 

ing their noses because they have too many 

other problems to deal with, but they're 

not going to forget and one day they will 

get even, and it will be very easy because 

i the Soviet public will not be behind her. 3c 

runs so badly against rhe grain of every¬ 

thing they believe in. I mean, a Russian 

girl baring her fits for a bourgeois Amen¬ 
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can publication? Pamiar [a xenophobic, 

anti-Semitic Russian nationalist organiza¬ 

tion] would just love that/ 

'When 1 saw the magazine/ said an¬ 

other Soviet, ‘1 had just two thoughts. 

First, that the picture she is now working 

on will be her last. And second, that 

Natasha Negoda is an extraordinarily 

brave young woman/ Indeed, contrary co 

many published reports and Natashas 

hopeful iterations, the Playboy spread was 

done without the explicit permission of 

Sovexporthlm, which avoided the issue al¬ 

together—an ominous sign. 

So, knowing the risks, why then did 

Natasha agree to the Playboy offer? 

Natasha says that she cannot answer this 

question with frankness. But consider that 

in Moscow there are no agents, no produc¬ 

ers, no entertainment lawyers, no residuals, 

no points, no overtime, no on-the-set trail¬ 

ers, no encourages of hairstylists, masseuses 

and flunkies. And no big money: Soviet 

actors make between S and % rubles a 

day Natasha was paid 2,000 rubles for her 

work in Little Vera, a sum worth about 

$400 —enough to buy a new bed, which is 

what Natasha did. Considering that for 

$400 Natasha simulated the sex act and 

appeared naked for 50 million Soviets in 

perhaps the most depressing feature pro¬ 

duced in 70 years of their cinema's history, 

it’s not hard to understand why she would 

agree to appear for thousands of dollars 

before a mete several million Americans 

with her panties on —at worst, a day’s 

worth of silly poses, ‘I was expecting 

something more original, something that 

would deal with my being Russian and an 

actress,’ she said glumly —echoing, one 

suspects, the disappointments of a long 

line of Playmate “actresses’ before her. 

And so, carrying a computer for her 

boyfriend and some American sportswear, 

bought in New York with her Playboy 

money, Natasha returned home to what in 

time may prove to be a ruined career. On 

the phone from Moscow' a few' weeks later, 

she is most interested in discussing the 

weather (late spring but cold). Pressed on 

Soviet reaction to her American adven¬ 

tures, she replies that "around the whole 

business there is but one thing — tishina 

[ silence']/ She does report that Sovexport 

was especially curious co learn what mon¬ 

eys she may have received beyond gifts and 

favors from Playboy. And w'hat did she tell 

them? Giving as good as she got, Natasha 

murmurs, ’Tishina/ $ 

msmmm 
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Marcos of the fashion business 

ft Y JO STOCKTON 

Tony and Michele Maziola* the editor in 

chief and special-projects editor, respec¬ 

tively, of Harpers Bazaar, are not typical 

fashion people* Until recently, the rotund 

Tony Mazzola had a sign on 

THE 
TRAD! 

his office door that read iL 

DJRETTGRE, His Staff, RO 

doubt out of reverence, re¬ 

ferred to him as II Duct. 

No less shy and retiring is his lovemate and 

creative partner, who sports a Banana 

Republic-Style wardrobe and a TouretteV 

syndrome-style mouth, 'Dog , , . dog , , . 

dog , , ,fucking dog!' she has been heard 

to comment while casting her eye over the 

models in the latest Vogue. The two have 

been called the Ferdinand and imelda 

Marcos of fashion, 

Tony and Michele met while he was 

laboring under the considerable responsi¬ 

bility of being editor of Town & Country* 

which* along with Bazaar^ is owned by the 

Hearse Corporation, One side of the story 

has it that Michele—a secretary there at 

the time, and a woman whose entrance 

into a room has been likened to a tugboat 

pulling into a berth reserved for a Boston 

Whaler—stalked her prey with a subtlety 

that could have come from a Bazaar fea¬ 

ture on "How to Get and Keep Your 

Man4: she attended meetings dressed in 

very* very short skirts. The other version of 

their romance has Tony, mad with passion 

over Michele's money—*her maiden name 

is, after all* Morgan —being the pursuer 

Either way, the gods smiled upon Tony and 

Michele, and in 1967 they were married. 

Tony took over Bazaar five years later. 

Michele’s approach to editing is as sub¬ 

tle as her rumored courtship ritual. She 

understands the value of communicating 

difficult design concepts clearly to her staff, 

and she has perfected the arr of the visual 

aid, 'This is what you're doing!' she 

screams* brandishing a spread from a nine- 

month-old issue of EUe in front of her fash¬ 

ion editors, But her defr stewardship is not 

limited ro mimicking fashion spreads in 

ocher journals. If she doesn't like an article, 

any article* it is summarily killed. What’s 

more* if her teenage daughter —who* Ba¬ 

zaar being the sort of family business it is* 

also reads manuscripts — doesn't iike an ar¬ 

ticle* it also gets killed. Micheles most 

biting editorial criticism is to Say that 

something is “ artsy-fartsy/ or that it reads 

as if it were an exercise for a creative- 

writing class, And yet she has* on occasion, 

proved her open-mindedness toward artsy- 

far tSy creative-writing-class prose by sug¬ 

gesting that creative-writing teacher 

Gordon Lish cry his hand at a piece for 

Bazaar. Tony* whose open-mindedness 

when it comes to writers borders on the 

extraordinary, once even suggested that 

QVFIlUJLL fUM -L. tlllKIl ASfi WAl»IU (TIME PMmUjt MUM 1 

Edith Sitwell (who has been dead since 

1964} write an article for the magazine, 

But then, Tony is a hands-on manager 

as well as a visionary assigning editor. 

When an issue comes out, he circulates a 

copy annotated with his helpful comments 

on each article, A sheet is appended to the 

front of the issue for each editor to initial 

after reading. And Tony isn't the sort of 

editor who insists On having the last word: 

next to his comments he generously leaves 

enough room for editors to respond — 
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often, to apologize “in writing to his ob¬ 

servations about their pieces. 

Responding gracefully is not always 

easy, Salo [sic] was the adjective Tony came 

up with to describe a photograph he didn't 

like in one issue. In another, which had an 

article that ret erred to the obscure practice 

of auditing a class, Tony circled the word 

audit and wrote in the margin, 'Don't you 

mean edit here?' The fact, howevet, that 

his editor-in-chief vocabulary doesn't ex¬ 

tend all the way to the word audit has not 

damaged his lexical confidence; Tony is 

very comfortable declaring certain other 

words "overused11 and therefore banned 

from the pages of Bazaar. The word ele¬ 

gant is one such taboo, and its appearance 

in a manuscript invariably elicits a favorite 

margin comment from Tony: "Yikes!" 

Given their strong and idiosyncratic per¬ 

sonalities, it is hardly strange that Tony 

and Michele have managed to make over 

the once sophisticated Harper j Bazaar in 

their own image. Long gone are the haunt¬ 

ing photographs by Avedon and Horst, 

the innovative fashion direction by Diana 

Vreeland and the editorial authority of 

Nancy White. In their stead, the Mazzolas 

have introduced a dependable schedule of 

formulaic theme issues. January is the 

Smart Money issue; February is almost al¬ 

ways the Sex and Love issue; March, Ca¬ 

reer; and so on. 

And despite the boilerplate rheme is¬ 

sues, the Mazzolas have made it much eas¬ 

ier for magazine collectors intent on perus¬ 

ing the stalls on Fourth Avenue for rare 

back issues of Bazaar. Each yearly theme 

issue is made different (but not too differ¬ 

ent) from the ones char preceded it. For 

example, 1987 s August over-40 special! 

HOW TO LOOK YOUNGER EVERY PAY issue 

offered the cover line revitalize: famous 

BEAUTIES TELL YOU HOW TO TAKE OFF 

WRINKLES, YEARS, INCHES, which, of 

course, is completely different from August 

1985 s OVER”40 & sensational! HOW TO 

LOOK YOUNGER EVERY DAY issue, whitll 

featured the fountain of youth beauty' 

BOOK: FAMOUS OVER-40 BEAUTIES TELL 

YOU HOW' TO TAKE OFF POUNDS, WRIN¬ 

KLES, years. (It’s easy to spot the differ¬ 

ences, really. Just think, J987 — tnches, 

1985— pounds,) Then there was the Au¬ 

gust 1986 OVER-40 AND TERRIFIC! LOOK & 

FEEL YOUNGER EVERY DAY issue, which 

had a STOP-THE-CLOCK TURN-ON SECRETS: 

OVER-40 BEAUTY' STARS SHOW YOU HOW 

TO TAKE OFF INCHES, WRINKLES, CELLULITE 

cover line, (The clever addition of cdlulm 

is the key here.) The August 1984 40 is 

fabulous! how to look younger 6i 

better every day issue promised a simple 

STOP-TH E-CLOCK BEAUTY BOOK: GREAT 

BEAUTIES SHOW YOU HOW IT S DONE. The 

1988 OVER-4U & FABULOUS! HOW TO LOOK 

YOUNGER EVERY DAY issue was something 

of a watershed for Bazaar, There the edi¬ 

tors broke with tradition and opted for a 

more general wrinkles away beauty 

GUIDE: SMOOTH SECRETS FROM WORLD- 

famous specialists cover line. There is a 

brilliance at work here, a characteristic 

Mazzola brilliance, 

One would think that any editor with 

such vision would require— no, demand— 

complete control over his or her magazine* 

Alas, no. When, in an effort to retrieve 

some of the sophistication of the good old 

days, Hearst started running a series of 

nutcy-chie black-and-white promotion ads 

for Bazaar; poor Tony reportedly got his 

first glimpse of the campaign in another 

magazine, 

Tony and Michele's boundless creativity 

has unaccountably worked wonders on Ba- 

f the new Vogue can show a few 

bare breasts, Tony must reason, then 

we can devote half an issue to see- 

through clothing and naked women 

zaars circulation. When Tony inherited 

the magazine in 1972, circulation had 

dipped to 400,000, By the mid-1980s it 

was up to almost 700,000. In 1988, de¬ 

spite fierce competition from EUe and a 

redesigned Voguef it crawled up past 

750,000, aided, no doubt, by the maga¬ 

zine’s new advertising campaign* But Tony 

is fighting fire with fire* If the new Vogue 

can show a few bare breasts* Tony must rea¬ 

son, then ue can devote half an issue (the 

May Bazaar) to see-through clothing and na¬ 

ked women. And when in doubt, Tony can 

always —as he has at editorial meetings hi 

the past — exclaim, "What we really need is 

a new sex disease." Sex diseases, we must 

presume, sell fashion magazines. $ 
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When it became apparent that 

CAA had a certain image problem, 

Mite Ovitz came up with the solution 

B Y CCLIA BRADY 

Oh, and another thing) Mike, you've got to 

learn the wards to ‘Mame't It seems that 

Creative Artists Agency, Hollywood's 

ukramacho swaggerpatk of 

Ninja buffs, ex-Marines, 

indVsV y sat^sf*c office-chair bull- 
whippers and breathless 

young proteges, has an 

image problem in chc industry s gay com¬ 

munity. The complaint leveled against 

CAA is that it has no overtly gay agents. 

This may have less to do with sexual pref¬ 

erences than with the fact that the next 

generation of master flesh-peddlers being 

groomed at the agency “many of them of 

the highly Aryan, blond-haired, horn¬ 

rimmed-glasses variety —have been en¬ 

couraged by their boss, Mike "the Ma¬ 

nipulator" Ovitz, to refrain from allowing 

any kind of quirk (sexual, religious, what¬ 

ever) to mar the sort of stony, personality- 

free, business-isn t-everything-it’s-the- 

only~thing image he wishes them to 

develop. 

But in the spirit of CAA's being all 

things to (or at least skimming 10 percent 

off the earnings of) all people —including 

powerfully placed gay show business peo¬ 

ple “something had to be done. Unwilling 

to get too actively involved with the homo¬ 

sexual community himself, Ovitz ordered 

Jay Moloney, his apprentice agent and per¬ 

sonal slave, Get me Alan Hergott/ Hergott, 

of course, is the Hergott of the vastly influ¬ 

ential West Hollywood law firm of Bloom, 

Dekom and Hergott, and a man evidently 

comfortable among openly gay people. 

Ovitz subsequently pur Hergott on re¬ 

tainer not for his expert legal advice but as 

an image-glossing consultant-apologist to 

gay Hollywood, 

The ultrahigh security of CAA’s 

new |. M. Pbi-designed Beverly Hills for¬ 

tress is in keeping with the parazealot, mil¬ 

itary-like atmosphere that long enlivened 

the old digs. Many of the agents have be¬ 

gun using those little lightweight mission- 

control headsets with the curved mouth¬ 

piece bat. They keep them on their heads 

even when people—at least, those people 

who don’t meet a certain significance 

threshold — are visiting their offices. In 

mid-conversation an agent will stop dis¬ 

concertingly and, Kreskin-like* say, ‘I have 

a call coming in/ then launch into a con¬ 

versation with the caller. 

International Creative Management, 

meanwhile, continues in its valiant effort to 

remake itself and its employees in CAA’s 

image —an L.A. version of Charley's Aunt, 

That does not necessarily mean bull whip¬ 

ping office chairs, as CAA's Bill Haber 

does (he was recently weaned to a mere 

riding crop); or ending extrapersonal office 

relationships with gifts of color TV sets, as 

Ronnie Meyer does; or initiating PR out¬ 

reach programs to homosexuals, as Mike 

Ovitz does. It does mean, in at least one 

instance, getting fitted for CAA-style con¬ 

trol-freak headsets, but what it means 

most urgently is trying to make its staff 

work together as a synchronized power¬ 

house instead of as a confederation of com¬ 

petitive fiefdoms, as it has sometimes done 

in the past* 

In addition to concentrating on films 

that ICM can lard with its own talent and 

therefore extract the sort of 15 percent 

packaging fees that CAA charges networks 

and studios, the agency is inviting its 

agents who are unwilling to go along with 

its new all-fur-one, one-fur-all team spirit 

to leave. Hence the departure from ICM's 

New York office of Erica Spellman, a 

tough but popular long-standing ICM 

hand who steadfastly refused to share her 

favorite "pocket" clients with the other 

agents. 

A Midsummer Quiz: Will Sony buy 

(a) Columbia Pictures or (b) Universal Pic¬ 

tures? Will Disney chairman Michael 

Eisner buy Paramount Pictures s parent 

company. Gulf + Western, as he has re¬ 

cently joked about with intimates? 

See you Monday night at Mortons, ® 
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December 1966 
SR ATS 

"Brats want everything — fame 

without achievement, money 

without employment, fun without 

effort. And brats get what they 

want.'' 

March 1987 
True Confessions 

Hacking through the celebrity 

memoir glut. The sex! The drugs! 

The awkward prose!" Ruck 

Hudson, Charles Manson, Tina 

Turner and much, much more in 

our easy-to-read foldout chart. 

September 1987 
The Men Who Dfff.no the Mob 

"Our American system of justice 

requires that every defendant, no 

matter how vicious or contempt¬ 

ible, receive the best legal defense 

possi blc." 

October 1987 
The SPY 100 

'Our annual catalog of the truly ap¬ 

palling, the unintentionally amus¬ 

ing and the unrelievedly banal." 

November 1967 
Kennedy Bashtno 

-'■^nr. 
m 
m !J i- 

"ln the age of Everychingscam 

and Whatevefgate, how, after !R 

years, can the Chappaquiddick 

cover-up remain so airtight.* Good 

question," 

For back issues of SPY, send $4,00 per copy to SPY, 

The Puck Building, 295 Lafayette Street, New York, N.Y 10012, 

March 1986 
The Filofax Generation 

"They’re always jotting, jotting, 

jotting, seemingly intent on 

committing to paper every facet of 

their existence and systematically 

cramming it all between the covers 

of their bulging ‘planners,1* 

April 1968 
Ot k Nice Issue 

’Donald Trump—a heck of a guy. 

Glamorous Gals , „ . Who Never 

Age. Its Fun ... to live in 

Queens." 

May 1968 
Welcome to Rat City! 

"It munches concrete, it swims tike 

a fish, it multiplies faster chan a 

rabbit, It can leap from rooftop to 

root top, it can pop in through the 

toilet. It’s Rat; it numbers in the 

millions.Fl ■ June 1988 
Coasters 

"For the worlds Coasters, there is 

no statute of limitations on the 

rewards and privileges of early 

success." 

July/August 1988 
Party Guys! 

Nightlife Decathlon. ' spy private 

eyes tailed the city's mosr relentless 

night crawlers for an evening and 

kept score. And the winner is , . 

September 1988 
LiFt sTYLt Hell! Our Speuai 

Los Angeles Issue 

'The sex, the spandex, the p&stds, 

the car phones, the irony shortage 

and the general uncensofed dude- 

usity that make Los Angeles a 

shrine to vapid fun." 

October 1988 
The SPY MM) 

“Our annual census of the ICM) must 

annoying, alarming and appalling 

people, places and things." 

November 1988 
Feuds! 

"It’s not enough for some people to 

be well-to-do and well known; they 

need to be well-to-do and well 

known and belligerent." 

December 1988 
SEVE N Ti ES-Sc>METI 11 NIG 

A return to the decade of the mood 

rings, ultrasuede, sideburns and 

disco sex-machine Tony Orlando." 

The Following Back Issues Are Available 
L_i 

19Mb December only 

L9H7 March, September, October 
and November only 

1988 All issues 

1989 All issues 
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Midlife rebellion and preschool 

indulgence are remarkably similar; 

But adults are expected to know better 

I T ELLIS W t I N t I 

I\e been eating a lot of crap lately, By crap 

I mean various kinds of low-quality 

yummy-wretched junk, Little candies and 

mints, cookies, ice cream 

o * TO ^onc, ice cream in milk 1 

i i a shakes. Ice cream with 

fiicwH Uf gourmet ice cream sauce 

from rhe terrifying nether 

zone at the rear of the refrigerator, where 

the sentient cream cheese mold and scary 

pickles live, J made the sauce two months 

ago, but it’s still good, because it Uses 

forever, so I'd better eat it now, before it 

goes bad. And little Swiss chocolates, with 

French labels, so really, it's cultural, like 

sight “Seeing. 

I look at this stuff I'm eating and I 

think two things, One is, Have you m will¬ 

power? Musi you bribe and tickle and coddle 

and reward yourself with these demeaning lit¬ 

tle self-destructive indulgences? The other is. 

You call this junk crap? You should have been 

here last September, when domestic pressures 

and professional aggravations were such that t 

was eafmg whole candy bars (Kit Katsf 

Mounds—i ntdkctual si uff), glisten i ng sin tty 

bright - red-and-yellow Danishcs, secret dough¬ 

nuts. N&w, that was crap. 

It was also childish. Not because 1 felt 

Compelled to seek solace from life’s prob¬ 

lems in the arms of sticky buns and coffee 

cake, but because 1 didn’t go far enough. 

Somewhere toward the end of this interval 

of living heck* when I realized I d been 

consuming more sweets than usual, I be- 

gan to wonder: Isn’t eating candy kind of 

dippy? Doesn 't an adultf if he or she is a 

Real Man, do big, brawling* tempestuous 

things when confronted with frustration? 

Shouldn t I, instead of buying Zagnuts 

when no one is looking, be banging out of the 

house at three in the morning, driving in a 

fury to the local bar, ordering a Scotch and 

snarling* "Make it a double? knocking it 

back while scowling and muttering and self - 

lovingly hating myself and then lurching 

hack home, parking on the sidewalk and 

standing on the front walk bellowing inco¬ 

herent defiance until nobly and heroically 

passing out cold in the bushes? 

Too late —by the time J had saved up 

enough testosterone and cleared some 

space on my calendar for a good rampage, 

the problems had abated. I'm back now to 

maintenance levels of indulging in crap, as 

mentioned above. Not chat I'm addicted, 

mind you. I can live without it I can stop 

whenever 1 want. 

Exit I have to want to want to stop, and 

sometimes I do. Call it discipline, call it 

good nutritional sense, call it minor- 

league—hell, Little League—self-denial. I 

stand at the bakery counter, ogling those 

luscious Boston cremes (my pathetic favor- 

Hibai do I want to be, 

a man with self-control 

or a guy who knows haw to 

have a good time? 

ice — that anyone*® favorite anything 

should feature the word creme is indeed 

perverted), and 1 rebound like a pinball 

through a rapid series of assessments: Its 

been a while since I’ve had one/Do you 

really need it?/What's the point of life* if 

not to have a stupid doughnut once in a 

while?/Displays of small discipline here 

build bank accounts of big discipline for 

future hard times/Haven’t I earned this 

one by turning down the last one, in an act 

of ad m irable sel f-den ial? / Exact) y. 

Thus a lover s quarrel between a man 

and his superego. On the one hand, enjoy¬ 

ment, if it isn't bad for you, is good for 

you. And I happen to know for a fact 

that* in my opinion, I’m basically pretty 

healthy: I'm not fat* my blood pressure is 

okay* my cholesterol level is the envy of 

nations. In terms of eating a doughnut* I 

can take the hit, or rhe heat* or whatever it 

is that you're supposed to be able to rake 

in order to get aw ay with doing something 

that's probably wrong, Health is not a 

problem. 

On rhe other self -flagtd E ati ng h and, health 

is the problem. The fats* the sugars* the 

salts* the peppers—they're poison. But 

health is a mere pretext for engaging in the 

debate itself: if I reject this doughnut* will 

f get "points"? Does accepting it mean I’ve 

been 'good to myself*? What do I want to 

beT a man with self-control or a guy who 

knows how to have a good time? 

Because rhe answer is "both," the debate 

usually gets resolved via impulse or impa¬ 

tience. And regardless of how it comes out, 

1 always regret the decision. Either f walk 

away and feel as if I've cheated myself or I 

gobble one up and feel like a pig. Let’s face 

it: the unexamined life may not be worth 

living* but rhe overexamined doughnut 

gets stale. 

And this is where the grown-up, who all 

this rime has been standing in rhe wings 

chomping on an Alar-free green apple* 

comes in. 

Come in, grown-Lip, and have a dough¬ 

nut. Why, thank you—is it made from 

healthful carrot cake and honey? No, you 

nitwit, it's made from poison; want one 

anyway? Sure! Thanks/ 

Thus does the grown-up, whom we arc 

prepared to dismiss as a prude and a drag* 

surprise us and, ideally* prompt us to hare 

ourselves even more. How much better 

for us if he threw the contemptible* deli¬ 

cious Boston "creme" in our lace! But no—- 

either he declines with gracious thanks 

or he takes it, does not giggle, "1 really 

shouldn't*' and eats the thing with un¬ 

feigned relish, Grown-up that he is* he is 

above, or beyond, or exempt from, disci¬ 

pline tests or self-challenge face-offs,. He 

did all that when he was supposed to* in 

adolescence* They're not an issue anymore. 

He knows his reasons. He knows his val¬ 

ues. He knows who he is. 

And we know who he ss, too. He is a 

grown-up. Thank God he doesn t exist, 

and if he does, we don’t know him. He 

sounds insufferable* the son of a bitch, B 

* With this one exception: bt-wnrc anyone who talks 

about '‘life." He or she is trying eo sell you some¬ 

thing— if ooe a doughnut, then a series of ten moti¬ 

vational cassettes in a handsome vinyl binder. 
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ACROSS 

1, Screw and slide down 

slope on dp of nose — ail for 

Oval Office snack. (4,4) 

5. In the second place, he 

sounds like a bobwhire, (6) 

B. Gem adds tone to coll aid 

leaves (or putting areas). (10) 

9. With 12, uncharitable 

African-American -iiricude 

toward Republicans — 

apologies to Dr. Thomas A. 

Harris, (2,233) 

TO, What we shall do, 

according to the song going 

around prisons and all true 

leaders, is make up to a 

fault, (14) 

IT. In trouble, obey doctor 

or Dickensian dad, (6) 

13, Mays and Horton: what 

Bush campaign encouraged 

voters to get re Dukakis. (?) 

15, Unfurls, scattering what 

the cremated are measured 

in, (?) 
IB. Ate Pole, reassembled: 

what anyone might do after 

drinking heavily. (3,1.3) 

31. A native of the Nutmeg 

State who Listens to country 

music is new to the French 

Communist pet. (7,7) 

22, Be bothered by blues 

standard: "Trouble in 

-' (4) 

23, Hold a sated Rockefeller 

(4,6) 

24* Sounds like who? Mr. 

Charles? Hip, hip’ (6) 

25* indignant assertion by 

farmer accused of 

overlooking mediocre 

performance. (1,2,23) 

GOP Soul Train 

The answers to the Un-British Crossword appear m page 12 L 

DOWN 

1, Oink! Drop wig in a 

mess, (3,4) 

2. Around East, allude to 

cat who deals in smoke. 

(63) 

3* What ‘Don't play that 

song’ is to lee Atwater: 

southern leader on guard 

with stick (4,3) 

4^ With the beat, or close 

to the French. (2,4) 

5* Of Barbara Bush s 

proportions (if she hopes to 

£11 Nancy's shoes), or a large 

mattress's (5-4) 

6* Second first lady a large 

one in American league, (?) 

7. Let's see, now, wasn 't it a 

Republican secretary of 

Agriculture who said all 

black people want is "a 

tight pussy,___ 

shoes and a warm plate to 

shit:-'" (5) 

IX See 9 Across, 

14. Lines less strange result 

in ailments. (9) 

16. The Gipper joins 

Racketeer Influenced and 

Corrupt Organizations in 

rum brand. (3,4) 

17, Tremble in horror to 

call for quiet source of 

milk. (7) 

IB. Long-playing prude, 

stirred, turned Alice Walker's 

color. (7) 

19, Going qn forever — as it 

would be if for Eve. (7) 

20* The secretary of Health 

and Human Services and 

this will get you a ride on 

the subway O) 
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AV 
42nd Street t is now a genuine* fully operational canal, in our New, improved Sew York,a tripfrom the East River to the Hudson is quick* soothing and— 

with the remaining martial-arts and porn theaters decorated in gay* nautical themes—even charming. The Aqua Velva-hke sparkle of the water gives 

away the secret: the 42nd Street Canal is filled with chlm ne-and-dy e-enriched amusement -park water* it's deadly to drinkP and (to avoid drought - 

restrictions violationsj it's recycled every 1 7 minutes hy huge turhtnes buried deep beneath the Daily Sews Building* So grab a checkered gondola (NO 

smoking, no bills over S20, no draccinc yol'r hand in the water) and bob along the Great Blue Way. Sew York's singing gondoliers aren 't quite as 

mellifluous as those in Venice* but they can make electronic drum noises with their mouths, if you like. Watch outfor the Jet Ski messengers, they ’re twice as 

fast andjust as impolite as their two-wheeled counterparts. And best of all, when you finish your business in midtown you can take the Park Avenue Log 

Flume back downtown—from the Pan Am Building to Union Square in 30 wet, wonderful seconds. 3) 
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UM-BRITISH 

A band of youths from Harlem horribly assaulted a 

whits JKggtr in Central park in the spring» and 

what is a crossword puzzle t$ say? Remember when 

people speaking of urban race relations would fore- 

Cast, with an awful kmnvingtteSs. *a long hot sum¬ 

mer"? Hm's smashing I jotted dm'n in July 1981; 

A hi of white people l talk to lately, from 

Klansmm in Alabama to mtdtafolk in Man¬ 

hattan, art assuming that within the next 
couple of months, when the Reagan cutbacks 

start hitting hzmt, everybody is going to come 

down mt of Harlem and do terrible things to 

white people. 
For time reason the people who are assuming 

this are assuming it with a certain morbid {{ 

would say) relish. Personally, l hope this wave 

af vengeance doesn't come down, at least not 

on me, So doubt, as a white person, l deserve 

if; ami l would rather be forced to dame 

badly to Kml and the Gang until l imp 

titan listen to a Klamman ghat, But the 

possibility looms that l might have to do 

both things, and that seems a bit much. 

But that is my problem, f ought to be 

weighing broader questions, such as how a 

reign of youth gangs would affect the econ¬ 

omy of New York City. Money ceases to mean 

anything if the only people who can hold m 

to it—and there fan have any demand for 

it — are muggers. Muggers will begin to mug 

for goods and send cel. 

As we ail ksou the eighties, generally speaking, 

hat e developed differently. The predominant van- 

dais have been waves of Republicans unable-'or 

rather, wot required*-to tell right from wrong. 

Republicans drummed to take in all Americans, 

white and black, who ham any money at all. 

This spring a friend in Washington called and 

said, "I've just been to a party where 1 saw B.B. 

King jamming with one of two people who hi e here, 

Ron Brown or Let Atwater. Guess which me? J 
didn't ham to; Vd already seen the tag line in the 

Times 1the day after Bush's inauguration gala. LEE 

ATWATER, BLUEMAN, 

Ron Brvwn, being a black Democrat, can't 

afford it) play she blues. Let Atwater, being a 

white Republican, can do any goddamned thing 

he wants to. Anything except—in the wake of 

the John Tower matter—drink or womanize (so 

where 's he going to get materia] for the blues?) or 

serve on Howard University's board of trustees, 

Atwater was induced to withdraw from the 

Howard position by student protesters who ac¬ 

cused him of appealing to racism in his manage¬ 

ment of the Bush campaign. Atwater himself 

protested> however, *7 was unjustly maligned.' 

Tm an old home boy and l 

Been unjustly maligned. 

Vm an old home hoy and i 

Been unjustly maligned. 

Yeah, we ran on Willie Horton btti l 

Didn't think fall would mind, 

Atwater added that he would continue to be 

kinvolved in minority concerns," Yes, but which 
minority? “That limited percentage of black vot¬ 

ers at her rich or tlH&dpistd enough to fed that 

they can find a home under the vast delusory 

Republican umbrella' would be my definition. 

But I have no right to expect black people to find 

the Reagan afterglow party abhorrent—after 

all, wasn't Mrs. Reagan sweet to both Me. T and 

that little kid on Diff tent Strokes? 
A black person said to me during the last 

campaign, in fact, that if the Democrats were 

going to nominate a boring technocrat wimp in¬ 

stead of Jesse Jackson, then she was going to vote 

for Bush, To me that s like saying to a bakery 

that offers nothing hut bread. "Ncl no. If you cant 

sell me a pie, Tm going elsewhere and eat chalk.' 
But what do 1 know. The paper of record has 

determined the chairman of the Republican Na¬ 

tional Committee to be a hluesman, {Coming 

soon; SANDRA DAT O'CONNOR, TORCH SINGER.} Yd 

better wake up and smell the coffee. On the na¬ 

tional level, we're about to realign into two par¬ 

ties, the Republicans and the Hopeless, You 'd 

think the Hopeless would at least get to sing the 

blues, though. In fact< you'd think if there was 

one thing In America, that couldn't tie coopted 
by the party of Dan Quayle, Goddamn it, it 
would be the blues, "Got Those Working on M.y 

Image, N& Time to Horn My Back swing Blues A 

My Washington friend's impression of 

At water ts Ma hard southern hoy who has grown 

ftp doing whatever he had to, to rise,* I'm not 

saying he can't play. But bluesmanship is doing 

whatever you have to, to play the blues. Repub¬ 

licans still don't get that, at least. —R.B, 

ACROSS 

1. To screw is to pork, to slide down a slope is to 

ski. and the tip of nose ts n, 

9, Dr, Thomas A Harris wrote the pop* 
psychology best-seller lm OK. You're OK, 

11* Obey AID rearranged ('in trouble*), Dombey 

and Sun. 

13* Willie Mays (the baseball immortal), who 
did not work for the Bush campaign, and Willie 
Horror* I not the former Detroit Tiger bur the 
Massachusetts rapist), who did. In the movie Per- 
tonal Services (based on the adult life of Madame 

a n mm 
0 H 
H n mm 
a bin 

D a 
a 1 

E 5 

$ms a brothd keeper, whose girlhood inspired the 
movie Wish You Were Here), the lead gets into an 
argument with her boyfriend about how he ought 
to be driving the car. On the basis of dogged 
reasonableness, he is winning-* until she blows 
him away wirh this dmcher; "You and your little 
willie just keep quiet? That is the level of argu* 
mem on which the Bush campaign saddled Do* 
kakis with a little-willie image by accusing him 
of coddling big, black Willies such as Horton, 
21, *New to ihc French" is nouveau, a Commu¬ 
nist is a red, and to per is to neck. 

23, Whether Nelson Rockefeller died sated or 
even held is not known, I believe, 

23. Might be mistaken for T do so-so? 

DOWN 

1. This w as going to bepigfmt, so that i could sug¬ 
gest that a GOP blues singer would sing ‘Gimme 
a pigfbot and a Dom Perignon? but I couldn't 
find a word beginning with t for 11 Across, 

3. "Don't Play That Song" wad an R&B hit for 
Ben E. King in 1962 (you can hear it on Atlantic 

Rhythm and Blues, VoL 4) and later for Aretha 
Frank]in, and no doubt Lee Atwater can play it; 
bur it might also be an admonition. Southern lead¬ 
er is s, plus on, g for guard} and cue (a pool stick), 

1 Abigail Adams: a, big, and l in AL. 

1. To atm bate this set of properties to black 
people atone, as Earl Bucz (of Gerald Ford s Cabi¬ 
net) did, was mighty white of him. As tt is of me, 
no doubt, to insist tm thinking of profound black 
music {not Whitney Houston) as somehow essen¬ 
tially non-Republican. Let’s forget the blues for a 
minute, Look at Jesse Jackson. The Republicans 

called him for a warm chat. And rhe Democrats 
wouldn’t even nominate him. Look ar former 
Klansman and newly elected Republican legisla¬ 
tor David Duke. The Republicans came right out 
ami denounced David Duke. And the Democrats 
wouldn't even nominate him, 
20* The only tangible good the Su$h administra¬ 
tion has done for black people so far is to provide 
presumably nice-paying gigs for Sam Moore, Bo 
Diddle) and other E&B oldsters. This hardly 
makes up for the 3500,000 in severance pay and 
deferred compensation from the Morehouse 
School of Medicine that Louts Sullivan “wishing 
to avoid aiiy conflict of interest — offered to give 
up to become the one black member of the Bush 
Cabinet. And thar 3 not all SulEivan’s been willing 
to give up. Because his views on abortion artm'r 
doctrinaire, the Bush team made a point of sur¬ 
rounding “not to say gelding—him with anti- 
choice subordinacy. Herd said before that he per¬ 
sonally disagreed with Bush 3 stance on abortion, 
but here he was vowing he would support it, In 
his tone of voice Sullivan seemed to carry the 
same deep-measured gravity that black civil- 
rights spokesmen used to. But what he was saying 
was, he was going against his own beliefs co hold 
a job. Of course, hey— white people do that all 
the time. Why should distinguished blacks be 
expected to have mote moral authority than dis¬ 
tinguished people of any ocher racer In this son of 
color blindness may reside the long-sought 
George Bush vision thing. 9 
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